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1. INTRODUCTION

On March 26, 1999, Buffalo District, United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) issued a
Proposed Plan (PP) for the proposed cleanup of the Linde Site in Tonawanda, New York.  Public
meetings were held on April 22, 1999 and June 3, 1999 during which the USACE presented background
information and its recommended cleanup strategy for the Site.  During these meetings, the public was
invited to submit comments and written comments were accepted through June 11, 1999.  This
Responsiveness Summary addresses the comments received from the public during the public meetings
and the comment period.

The preferred cleanup remedy for this site, as presented in the PP, is Alternative 4, which is described on
page 13 of the PP.  This alternative meets the commitments made to community representatives, is fully
protective of human health and the environment, complies with all applicable or relevant and appropriate
laws and regulations, and provides the best balance among the alternatives that were evaluated for this
site.

2. OVERVIEW OF PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

Summary of Community Relations Activities for the Release of the Proposed Plan for the Linde Site

Before the start of the PP comment period, a news release was issued to the local newspaper media on
March 26, 1999 announcing the release of the plan and the comment period dates.  Legal advertisements
were placed in the Buffalo News (March 28, 1999), the Tonawanda News (March 31, 1999) The Ken-Ton
Bee (March 31, 1999), the Kenmore Record Advertiser (March 31, 1999) and the Niagara Gazette (March
28, 1999).  A total of 858 letters announcing the availability of the plan and the comment period were
mailed on March 26 to the community members on the site mailing list.

Invitations were sent on April 8 to parties on the site mailing list for the first public meeting scheduled for
April 22, 1999 encouraging attendance and comments.  A news release was faxed to the local newspapers
on April 8, 1999.  Legal ads were placed in the Buffalo News (April 18, 1999), the Tonawanda News
(April 12, 1999), the Ken-Ton Bee (April 14, 1999), the Kenmore Record Advertiser (April 14, 1999),
and the Niagara Gazette (April 18, 1999).  Copies of the news release, letters of invitation, ads, and the PP
were placed in the Administrative Record File for the Linde Site.  The news release and the PP were also
available on the Buffalo District website.

The first public meeting was held on April 22, 1999 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Holmes Elementary
School Auditorium adjacent to the Linde Site.  The following fact sheets were available at the meeting:
Linde Site, Environmental Glossary, Risk Assessment, Material Flow at FUSRAP Sites, CERCLA-
Superfund, CERCLA Process, How Big is a Picocurie?, Radiation, Radiation in the Environment,
Radiation at FUSRAP Sites, and Radioactivity in Common Products.  Copies of the proposed plan were
also available as handouts at the meeting.

Forty-four members of the public signed in at the April 22, 1999 meeting.  A court reporter was available
at the meeting to record comments.  At the meeting, USACE explained the history of the site, studies and
investigations completed, areas of contamination, CERCLA evaluation criteria, the remedial action
alternatives, and the schedule.  Twelve formal comments were made at the meeting.  Copies of the
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transcript were placed in the Administrative Record File and made available on the Buffalo District
website.

At the April 22, 1999 public meeting it was announced that the comment period was extended until May
27, 1999.

Postcards announcing the comment period extension were sent to the mailing list and ads were placed in
The Buffalo News (May 2, 1999), the Tonawanda News (May 3, 1999), The Ken-Ton Bee (May 5, 1999),
the Kenmore-Record Advertiser (May 5, 1999), and the Niagara Gazette (May 2, 1999).

On May 21, 1999, a news release announcing the June 3, 1999 public meeting and a further extension of
the public comment period through June 11, 1999 was issued to the local newspaper media and placed on
the Buffalo District website.  Letters of invitation for the June 3 public meeting were sent to the 858
member community mailing list.  Legal display advertisements were placed in The Buffalo News (May
23, 1999), The Tonawanda News (May 24, 1999), The Ken-Ton Bee (May 26, 1999), The Kenmore
Record-Advertiser (May 26, 1999), and the Niagara Gazette (May 30, 1999).

Forty-three members of the public signed in at the June 3, 1999 public meeting.  A court reporter was
available at the meeting to record comments.  At the meeting, USACE explained the history of the site,
the remedial action alternatives, the cleanup criteria, the post-remedial modeling results, the quality
assurance process and the schedule. The following fact sheets were available at the meeting:  Linde Site,
Linde Site Glossary, Risk Assessment, Material Flow at FUSRAP Sites, CERCLA-Superfund, CERCLA
Process, How big is a Picocurie?, Radiation, Radiation in the Environment, Radiation at FUSRAP Sites, ,
and Radioactivity in Common Products.  Copies of the proposed plan and the presentation were also
available as handouts at the meeting.  Thirteen formal comments were made at the meeting.  The
transcript was placed in the Administrative Record File and on the Buffalo District website.

After the Record of Decision for the Ashland 1, Ashland 2, and Seaway Area D Sites was signed, a
separate Linde Site Administrative Record File was established.  The Administrative Record File was
placed in the Tonawanda Public Library, 333 Main Street, Tonawanda, New York, and at the USACE
FUSRAP Public Information Center, 1776 Niagara Street, Buffalo, New York.

3. SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION OF THE RESPONSIVENESS
SUMMARY

Nine (9) sets of written comments were received during the comment period, as well as comments
received during the public meetings.

To provide a more descriptive response to the comments received on the PP, the comments were grouped
under key subject areas (if possible) and generic responses were prepared to cover each comment group.
These subject areas with corresponding Generic Comment Response IDs include:
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Generic Comment
Response ID Comment Subject Area

(A) Support for PP

(B) Extension of public comment period

(C) Residual uranium concentrations and future land use

(D) Disposition of Building 14

(E) Need for groundwater remediation
(F) Consideration of applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements

(ARARs)
(G) State and community acceptance

(H) Need for independent verification contractor (IVC)

(I) Other Sites/Potential Sites

Section 4 presents these generic responses.  Section 5 provides responses to specific comments contained
in the comment documents, included as Attachments 1 through 11.

USACE encourages those interested in learning more about the Linde Site or other FUSRAP projects to
review the Administrative Record File (which contains reports and other information), or call USACE’s
toll free number (1-800-833-6390) to ask questions or to be added to the mailing list for future mailings.
The Administrative Record File for the Linde Site is available for public review at the following
locations:

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Public Information Center
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207-3199

Tonawanda Public Library
333 Main Street
Tonawanda, New York 14150

4. GENERIC COMMENTS AND GENERIC RESPONSES

The format used to address each key subject area consists of a set of composite questions representing the
range of comments and the main concerns raised on a given issue.  Each composite question is then
followed by the USACE response.  Table 1 provides a list of individuals or organizations submitting
comments and Table 2 provides a comment response index including the date, a number for each
comment, a brief description of the comment, and a letter designation(s) referring to the Generic
Comment Response ID (if included, an * indicates the comment is not included in a generic response and
the reader should refer to the specific response in Section 5).  USACE’s responses to the generic
comments are presented in Section 4.1 through 4.11.

The submitted comments have also been placed in the Administrative Record File for the Linde Site.  The
Record of Decision (ROD), including this Responsiveness Summary, has also been placed in the
Administrative Record File.
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Table 1.  List of Commenters

Commenter No. Representing Date

Public Meeting Comments 1 Numerous April 22, 1999
Public Hearing Comments 2 Numerous June 3, 1999
George M. Melrose 3 Town of Tonawanda, Commission for

Conservation of the Environment
April 7, 1999

Dennis A. Conroy 4 Praxair April 16, 1999
Richard M. Tobe 5 CANiT April 20, 1999
John J. LaFalce 6 Member of Congress April 22, 1999
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond Chapman 7 Themselves April 28, 1999
Paul J. Merges 8 New York State Department of

Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC)
April 30, 1999

Dennis A. Conroy 9 Praxair June 10, 1999
Leonore Lambert 10 League of Women Voters (LWV) June 10, 1999
Maureen F. Leary 11 State of New York, Office of the Attorney

General
June 11, 1999

4.1 Comment Response ID - A - Support of Proposed Plan

Includes comments: 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.1.3, 2.2.1, 2.3.1, 2.11.1, 2.14.1, 2.15.1, 2.18.1, 4.8, 9.5

Generic comment:  In written comments received and in comments made at the April 22, 1999 public
meeting, there was no support for the PP.

Following the April 22, 1999 public meeting, USACE met with community representatives to further
clarify the uranium cleanup guideline proposed for Linde Site soils and committed to ensuring that the
final concentrations of uranium in site soils after remediation would essentially be consistent with
commitments made to the community in the past.  The details of the cleanup guidelines for the Linde Site
are addressed in the generic comment response C.

At the June 3, 1999 public meeting, USACE clarified the uranium cleanup guideline for Linde Site soils
and stated USACE commitments to ensure that the final concentrations of uranium are acceptable (see
details in response C).

At the June 3, 1999 public meeting, a number of community representatives expressed their support for
the PP, as clarified by USACE concerning the uranium cleanup guideline for soils.  These representatives
also raised the issue of the disposition of Building 14 as a matter to be resolved.  The Building 14
comments and the USACE response are addressed in generic comment response D.

Response: The preferred alternative meets commitments made to community representatives, is fully
protective of human health and the environment, complies with all applicable or relevant and appropriate
requirements (ARARs), and provides the best balance among the alternatives that were evaluated for the
Linde Site.
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Table 2.  Linde Sites Revised PP Comment Response Index

Date Comment No. Comment from Description
Generic Comment/

Response ID
(if applicable)

4/22/99 Comments during Public Meeting (transcript page numbers included)
" 1.1.1 Congressman LaFalce

(letter in record)
Uranium cleanup guideline for soils (21 & 22) C

" 1.1.2 " Consensus of stakeholders (22) *
" 1.1.3 " Extension of public comment period (23) B
" 1.2.1 Tobe Extension of public comment period (23–25) B
" 1.2.2 " Corps policy on state concurrence and community acceptance (25 & 26) G
" 1.2.3 " Cleanup consistency with Tonawanda Master Plan (26) C
" 1.2.4 " Uranium cleanup guideline for Linde Site soils (26) C
" 1.2.5 " 10 mrem/yr radiation exposure limit for workers and visiting public (27) *
" 1.2.6 " Application of MARSIMM techniques (27) *
" 1.2.7 " Potential need for radioactive waste license (28) C
" 1.2.8 " Use of an independent verification contractor (IVC) (28) H
" 1.2.9 " Radionuclide cleanup at Ashland 2 Site (28 & 29) I
" 1.3.1 Calabrese Cleanup guideline for Linde Site (31) C
" 1.3.2 " Potential need for radioactive waste license (31) C
" 1.3.3 " Radionuclide cleanup at Ashland 2 Site (32) I
" 1.4.1 Krieger Cleanup guideline for Linde Site soils (34) C
" 1.4.2 " F.A.C.T.S. lawsuit (35) C
" 1.4.3 " F.A.C.T.S. lawsuit (35) *
" 1.4.4 " Nuclear waste signs (36) *
" 1.5.1 Hausrath Contamination of Two Mile Creek (43) I
" 1.5.2 " Contamination of East Park near St. Timothys Church (44) I
" 1.6.1 Conroy (Praxair) Cleanup guideline for Linde Site (45) C
" 1.6.2 ″ Cleanup guideline for Colonie Site (45 & 46) I, C
" 1.6.3 ″ Potential need for radioactive waste license (46) C
" 1.7.1 Bass-Early Long-term contamination from radioactive waste (51) C
" 1.8.1 Finch Cancer risks (52) F
" 1.9.1 Schafer Exposure risks (54) *
" 1.9.2 ″ Tunnels at Linde Site (55) *
" 1.9.3 ″ Contamination in Building 31 and underground areas (55 & 56) *
" 1.10.1 Swanick Cleanup guideline for Linde Site (60-63) C
" 1.11.1 Morford Cleanup guideline for Linde Site (65) C
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Date Comment No. Comment from Description
Generic Comment/

Response ID
(if applicable)

" 1.11.2 ″ Airborne contamination during site cleanup (65) *

6/3/99 Comments During Public Meeting (transcript page number included)

″ 2.1.1 Tobe Supports proposed remedy, with need to resolve Building 14 (21) A, D
″ 2.1.2 ″ Accepts USACE position on cleanup verification (22) A, H

″ 2.1.3 ″ Acceptance of proposed remediation (23) A, H
″ 2.2.1 Swanick Supports proposed remedy, with need to resolve Building 14 (24) A, D
″ 2.2.2 ″ Need to clean up Building 14 without deed restrictions (25) D
″ 2.3.1 Calabrese Supports proposed remedy (28) A
″ 2.4.1 Finch Public input on cleanup guideline (29) *
″ 2.4.2 ″ Reason for comment period extension (30) B
″ 2.4.3 ″ F.A.C.T.S. does not support 60 pCi/g cleanup guideline for uranium (33) C
″ 2.5.1 Krieger How did subsurface contamination occur at Building 14? (35) *
″ 2.6.1 Rauch F.A.C.T.S. lawsuit(35 & 36) *
″ 2.6.2 " Advocates cleanup criteria from SDMP (36 & 37) F
″ 2.6.3 " Radon exposure (37) *
" 2.6.4 " Does not support 60 pCi/g cleanup guideline for uranium (37-39) C
" 2.7.1 Bruce Lack of research on low level radioactivity (41) *
" 2.7.2 ″ Something wrong with the regulations when natural radiation is considered (43) *
" 2.8.1 Lambert Use of independent verification contractor (IVC) (45) H
" 2.8.2 ″ Future land use (46) C
" 2.8.3 ″ Citation of NYSDEC comments. See response to NYSDEC comments (47) —
" 2.9.1 Hanobeck Testing for contamination near schools (50) I
" 2.9.2 ″ Contamination under Building 14 (51) D
" 2.9.3 ″ Precautions during remediation (57) *
" 2.10.1 Lee Questions need for cleanup (60) *
" 2.11.1 Dooley Supports USACE technical findings (62) A
" 2.12.1 Krieger Toxicity of uranium (66) *
" 2.12.2 ″ Off-site disposal of material from Linde (67) *
" 2.13.1 Finch Off-site disposal of material from Linde (68) *
" 2.14.1 Calabrese Supports proposed remedy (69 & 70) A
" 2.15.1 Swanick Supports proposed remedy (71-73) A
" 2.15.2 " Building 14 needs to be resolved (74) D
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Date Comment No. Comment from Description
Generic Comment/

Response ID
(if applicable)

" 2.16.1 Rodenmocker Contamination in Towmile Creek (75) I

" 2.17.1 Kreiger Questions need for cleanup (77) *
" 2.18.1 Bazinat Supports proposed remedy (82) A

Written Comments
4/7/99 3.1 Melrose Uranium cleanup guideline for Linde Site soils C

4/16/99 4.1 Conroy (Praxair) Uranium cleanup guideline for Linde Site soils C
" 4.2 " 10 mrem/yr exposure limit C
" 4.3 Dooley (Praxair

consultant, letter to
Praxair 3/2/99)

Uranium cleanup guideline for Linde Site soils C

" 4.4 " Dose estimates and comparison to government guidance values *
" 4.5 " Use of the sum of the ratios method in soils remediation *
" 4.6 " Uranium toxicity *
" 4.7 " Reference to cleanup guidelines used previously at the site F
" 4.8 " Concurrence in finding that groundwater cleanup is not required A, E
" 4.9 " Use of Reasonable Maximum Exposure (RME) in risk estimates *
" 4.10 " Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements (ARARs) for site cleanup F
" 4.11 " Reference to cleanup guidelines used previously at the site F

4/20/99 5.1 Tobe Postponement of public meeting and extension of comment period B
" 5.2 " Cleanup standards F
" 5.3 " Unrestricted use of the land consistent with Tonawanda Master Plan C

4/22/99 6.1 LaFalce Uranium cleanup guideline for Linde Site soils C
" 6.2 " Consensus of stakeholders *
" 6.3 " Extension of comment period B

4/28/99 7.1 Chapman Contamination in vicinity of Linde Site I
4/30/99 8.1 Merges Use of NYSDEC TAGM as a “To be Considered” in criteria for site cleanup F

" 8.2 " Future land use assumptions C
" 8.3 " Need for radiological risk assessment *
" 8.4 " Need for licensing the site after remediation C
" 8.5 " Need for licensing the site after remediation C
" 8.6 " Demonstration of the protectiveness of the 15 pCi/g cleanup criteria in subsurface soils

and EPA guidance
*

" 8.7 " Groundwater impacts from past deep well injection E
" 8.8 " Institutional controls D
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Date Comment No. Comment from Description
Generic Comment/

Response ID
(if applicable)

" 8.9 " Authority for institutional controls D
" 8.10 " Vicinity properties I
" 8.11 " Use of independent verification contractor (IVC) H
" 8.12 " Application of cleanup criteria under MARSIMM *
" 8.13 " Application of cleanup criteria under MARSIMM *
" 8.14 " Use of the sum of fractions rule in soil cleanup *

6/10/99 9.1 Conroy Disposition of Building 14 D
" 9.2 " Disposition of Building 14 D
" 9.3 " Disposition of Building 14 D
" 9.4 " Disposition of Building 14 D
" 9.5 " Supports site cleanup guidelines, no ICs A, D

6/10/99 10.1 Lambert Use of independent verification contractor (IVC) H
" 10.2 " Absence of uranium in regulations C
" 10.3 " Uranium cleanup guideline and averaging C
" 10.4 " Institutional controls and reliability D
" 10.5 " Uranium cleanup guideline C
" 10.6 " Building demolition in the future and removal of contaminated soils D
" 10.7 " Background radiation *
" 10.8 " Institutional controls D

6/11/99 11.1 Leary CERCLA jurisdiction *
" 11.2 " State and federal ARARs F
" 11.3 " Groundwater remediation E
" 11.4 " Cleanup guideline for uranium in Linde soils C
" 11.5 " Remedial actions undertaken pursuant to Engineering/Evaluation/UST Analysis/EE/CA) *
" 11.6 " Disposal of remedial waste *
" 11.7 " State and federal permits C
" 11.8 " Community acceptance G
" 11.9 " Timing of remediation *

*See specific responses in Section 5
Key:
A = Support for PP; B = Extension of public comment period; C = Residual uranium concentrations and future land use;
D = Disposition of Building 14; E = Need for groundwater remediation; F = Consideration of applicable or relevant and appropriate
requirements; G = State and community acceptance; H = Need for independent verification contractor (IVC); and
I = Other Sites/Potential Sites
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4.2 Comment Response ID - B – Extension of Public Comment Period

Includes comments: 1.1.3, 1.2.1, 2.4.2, 5.1, 6.3

Generic comment:  Some commenters requested an extension of the public comment period.

Response:  A minimum public review period is required under the NCP.  The public review period for the
Linde Site was extended to allow a 71-day review period ending June 11, 1999.

4.3 Comment Response ID - C - Residual Uranium Concentrations Cleanup and
Future Land Use

Includes comments:  1.1.1, 1.2.3, 1.2.4, 1.2.7, 1.3.1, 1.3.2, 1.4.1, 1.4.2, 1.6.1, 1.6.2, 1.6.3, 1.7.1, 1.10.1,
1.11.1, 2.4.3, 2.6.4, 2.8.2, 3.1, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 5.3, 6.1, 8.2, 8.4, 8.5, 10.2, 10.3, 10.5, 11.4, 11.7

Generic Comment: A number of comments were received expressing concern and objection over
increasing the total uranium cleanup guideline from the 60 pCi/g total uranium proposed by the
Department of Energy (DOE) to 600 pCi/g total uranium being proposed by USACE in the Proposed
Plan.  The DOE criteria would allow for release of the site with no further restrictions.  Most commenters
felt that the proposed criteria of 600 pCi/g for total uranium would result in restrictions on the use of the
site in the future, or even the need to obtain a license to address the residual materials that would remain.
The commenters stated that they do not what any restrictions on the site and that it could be used for any
purpose in the future, including residential.

Response: The cleanup criteria proposed by USACE was developed to provide for an acceptable level of
protection in accordance with CERCLA and was based on an industrial exposure scenario, which is the
most likely future land use.  The proposed criteria were the standards in 40 CFR 192 for radium, which
includes consideration of thorium, and 600 pCi/g total uranium.  Based on modeling results, remediation
of the site to the 40 CFR 192 criteria and the cleanup level of 600 pCi/g for total uranium should result in
a residual total uranium concentration of 60 pCi/g, or less, when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000
square meters by 3 meters thick.  The expected residual total uranium concentration in the soils is equal to
or less than the earlier DOE recommended guideline of 60 pCi/g for total uranium in residual soils that
would allow for release for residential use and no further radiological restrictions. After consideration of
these concerns and the modeling results, USACE agreed to commit to a post-remedial total uranium
concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by three
(3) meters thick.

On June 11, 1999, subsequent to the release of the PP, an amendment to 10 CFR 40, Appendix A,
Criterion 6(6) became effective making the use of a site specific uranium guideline unnecessary.  That
regulation requires that remaining byproduct material containing concentrations of radionuclides other
than radium, such as uranium in the soil, and surface activity on remaining structures, do not result in a
total effective dose equivalent exceeding the benchmark dose, which is the dose associated with cleanup
to the radium standards, and must be as low as reasonably achievable.  While the regulation is not
applicable, it is considered relevant and appropriate.  USACE believes that compliance with that
regulation and 40 CFR Part 192 will require the removal of more material than was anticipated using the
site specific guideline and effect a cleanup that meets the original commitment to the community.
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4.4 Comment Response ID - D – Disposition Building 14

Includes comments:   2.1.1, 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.9.2, 2.15.2, 8.8, 8.9, 9.1, 9.2, 9.3, 9.4, 9.5, 10.4, 10.6, 10.8

Generic Comment:  Several comments were received concerning the proposal to leave Building 14 in its
current condition with institutional controls being established to prevent inadvertent exposures to the
residual contamination remaining at this building location.

Comment Response:  The two action alternatives presented in the PP for remediating the Linde Site
(Alternatives 2 and 4) differed only in the way Building 14 (and soils remaining under the building slabs
and footings that contain contaminants exceeding the cleanup guidelines) would be addressed during the
remediation process.  The preferred alternative presented in the PP, Alternative 4, proposed that the
building would remain on the site and that institutional controls would be implemented to protect workers
in the building, and future site users from inadvertent exposures to residual contaminants remaining
within and under the building.  Alternative 2 included the demolition and disposal of the building and
residual contaminated soils currently remaining under the building.

Comments received during the public comment period, including the public meetings, indicated that the
community is concerned about leaving residual contamination on the site, even if institutional controls
would prevent exposure to the contaminants.

USACE has decided that additional assessment of the possible remedies for Building 14 (and residual
soils under the building) is warranted.  Therefore, the building and soils under the building are being
excluded from this ROD and will be addressed separately, allowing for the initiation of remedial actions
to proceed on the remainder of the site.  A future ROD will be developed to address Building 14 and any
residual contaminated soils under the building.

4.5 Comment Response ID - E – Need for Groundwater Remediation

Includes comments:  4.8, 8.7, 11.3

Generic comment:  Comments were received concerning how the Proposed Plan addressed the
groundwater at the Linde Site.

Response:  The original RI, FS and PP for the Linde (Tonawanda) site(s), proposed that no action was
warranted to address on-site groundwater.  USACE further investigated existing available information
relating to the groundwater at the Linde site and presented findings in a document entitled “Synopsis of
Historical Information on Linde Effluent Injection Wells” (USACE 1999a).  The result of that assessment
was also a conclusion that no remediation of the groundwater is warranted.  This conclusion was re-stated
in the 1999 Linde PP (USACE 1999c).  However, based on the comments received during the comment
period, USACE has decided to not make a final decision regarding groundwater in this ROD.  USACE
will further assess the groundwater conditions at the site and address the need for any remediation in a
future ROD.
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4.6 Comment Response ID - F – Consideration of Relevant and Appropriate
Requirements

Includes comments:  1.8.1, 2.6.2, 4.7, 4.10, 4.11, 5.2, 8.1, 11.2

Generic Comment:  Several commenters questioned the selection of relevant and appropriate
requirements used in assessing remedies for the Linde Site.

Comment Response: The standards found in 40 CFR Part 192 are not considered applicable because the
regulation is only applicable to specific sites designated under UMTRCA.  However, USACE has
determined that 40 CFR Part 192 is relevant and appropriate to the cleanup of the Linde Site.  This
determination was made based on the similarity of the uranium processing activities and resulting
radionuclides found in the waste after processing at uranium mill sites where the regulation is applicable.
In addition, the requirements are well suited to the site.

Subpart B of 40 CFR Part 192 addresses cleanup of land and buildings contaminated with residual
radioactive material from inactive uranium processing sites, and sets standards for residual concentrations
of Ra-226 in soil.  It requires that radium concentrations shall not exceed background by more than 5
pCi/g in the top 15 cm of soil or 15 pCi/g in any 15 cm layer below the top layer, averaged over an area of
100 m2.

Subpart B also provides standards for any occupied or habitable building.  These standards require that
the remedial action shall be and reasonable effort shall be made to:

• achieve an annual average (or equivalent) radon decay product concentration (including
background) not to exceed 0.02 Working Level (WL).  In any case, the radon decay product
concentration (including background) shall not exceed 0.03 WL, and

• the level of gamma radiation shall not exceed the background level by more than 20 microroentgens
per hour.

These 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart B requirements are considered relevant and appropriate to the cleanup of
the Linde Site and buildings.

New regulations amending 10 CFR 40, Appendix A, Criterion 6 (6) were promulgated and became
effective on June 11, 1999.  These regulations were evaluated and determined to not be applicable to the
Linde site.  However, they were found to be relevant and appropriate for the Linde site since they
addressed residual uranium and other radionuclides present at uranium mill sites, similar to the Linde site.
10 CFR 40, Appendix A, Criterion 6(6) requires that residual radioactive materials remaining after
remediation will not result in a total effective dose equivalent (TEDE), considering all radionuclides
present (e.g., radium, thorium, and uranium) to the average member of the critical group exceeding a
benchmark dose established based on cleanup to the radium standards of 5 pCi/g in the top 15 centimeters
and 15 pCi/g in subsequent 15 centimeter layers below the top layer.  This benchmark dose is then used to
establish allowable soil and surface concentration levels for the various radionuclides present. The
criterion also states if more than one residual radionuclide is present in the same 100-square-meter area,
the sum of the ratios for each radionuclide of concentration present to the concentration limit will not
exceed “1” (unity).

USACE evaluated the new standard, the draft NRC guidance included in the Federal Register (Vol. 64,
N0. 69, dated April 12, 1999, pp. 17690–17695), and the Linde Radiological Assessment (USACE 2000).
Based on the current understanding by USACE of the new standard and associated guidance, USACE was
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able to use the data and information contained in the Linde Radiological Assessment (USACE 2000) to
establish the benchmark doses and associated radionuclide concentration limits for surface cleanups as
well as subsurface cleanups.  The results in the Linde Radiological Assessment were based on RESRAD
runs modeling the conditions at the Linde Site.  The document also included what the allowable
concentrations would be for various radionuclides to meet dose objectives both with and without cover
materials for the most likely scenario at the site, the industrial/commercial scenario.  These results are
contained in Table 3-3 of the Linde Radiological Assessment.  Using those results, USACE was able to
derive the benchmark dose for surface cleanup by dividing the 10 mrem/y (no cover) by the 5.7 pCi/g of
Ra-226 associated with that dose and then multiplying the result by 5 pCi/g of Ra-226, which results in a
benchmark dose of 8.8 mrem/y for surface cleanups.  Table 3-3 data was then used to derive the allowable
concentrations for the radionuclides, total uranium, and Th-230.  The same methodology was used in
deriving the same information for subsurface cleanups.  The data used were the results in Table 3-3 based
on a cover depth of 6 inches.  The resulting benchmark dose for subsurface cleanups was calculated to be
4.1 mrem/y.  The following tabulates the results of the assessment and what the radionuclide limits are for
surface and subsurface cleanups:

Allowable Residual Concentration Limit for
Indicated Benchmark Dose

(pCi/g)

Radionuclide Surface:  8.8 mrem/yr Subsurface: 4.1 mrem/yr
Ra-226 5.0 15
Th-230 14 44
U-total 554 3,021

During remediation, the actual radionuclide concentrations within a 100 square meter area will be divided
by its corresponding concentration limit from the table above.  These ratios are then added and must be
equal to or less than “1” (unity).  If the sum of these ratios exceeds unity, additional soil removal is
necessary.

The allowable residual radionuclide concentrations on structure surfaces would be computed for specific
structures and the associated exposure scenarios and would be based on meeting the benchmark dose of
8.8 mrem/y for surface cleanups.

4.7 Comment Response ID - G – State and Community Acceptance

Includes comments:  1.2.2, 11.8

Generic Comment:  The original comments received indicated that the state and community did not
accept the preferred alternative (1) using the 600 pCi/g total uranium cleanup criteria for the soils; and (2)
proposing to impose institutional controls on Building 14.  Comments made at the second public meeting
show support for the revised soil cleanup criteria.

Response: After receipt of the original comments, USACE met with stakeholders and committed to: (1)
achieve a post-remedial total uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil
volume of 2,000 square meters by three (3) meters thick; (2) conduct a second public meetings; and (3)
defer a decision of Building 14 and the groundwater operable units.  Comments made at the second public
meeting showed support for the soil remediation alternative where the cleanup criteria for the soils at the
Linde site will be (1) the removal of all soils exceeding the total uranium cleanup criteria of 600 pCi/g;
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(2) the removal of soils exceeding the 40 CFR 192 standards for radium, which includes consideration of
thorium, when averaged over 100 square meters; and (3) ensuring that the total uranium concentration
remaining in the soils after remediation to the first two standards is equal to or less than 60 pCi/g when
averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by 3 meters thick.

See Attachment 1 to the ROD for NYSDEC position on the selected remedy.

4.8 Comment Response ID -  H – Need for Independent Verification Contractor

Includes comments:  1.2.8, 2.1.2, 2.1.3, 2.8.1, 8.11, 10.1

Generic Comment: A number of comments were received indicating that USACE should have an
independent verification contractor (IVC) come in after the remedial work is completed to verify that the
area has been remediated properly.

Comment Response:  All remediation efforts conducted at the Linde site will be monitored and verified
by government personnel in accordance with the USACE Quality Assurance Program.  In addition,
NYSDEC will be conducting independent assessments of the remedial work.  USACE believes that with
adherence to the Quality Assurance Program and the independent assessment by the state, the use of an
Independent Verification Contractor is unnecessary.

4.9 Comment Response ID -  I – Other Sites

Includes comments:  1.2.9, 1.3.3, 1.5.1, 1.5.2, 1.6.2, 2.9.1, 2.16.1, 7.1, 8.10

Generic Comment: A number of comments were received with respect to issues associated with other
sites.  Some of the sites and issues associated with other sites include: Two Mile Creek, East Park near St.
Timothy’s church, radionuclide cleanup at Ashland 2, the guidelines for the Colonie site, testing of
contamination near schools, contamination in properties adjacent to Linde, and Linde vicinity properties
not adjacent to the Linde site.

Comment Response:  This ROD only addresses specific media and areas of the Linde site and its
immediately adjacent properties.  Issues raised regarding health problems, Building 14, the groundwater
at the site or other properties off the current Praxair property are not within the scope of this decision
document.  Those issues will be addressed separately, if appropriate, at a future time. The other sites and
issues raised are not within the scope of this decision document.  However, USACE will respond to each
of them under a separate correspondence.

5. RESPONSES TO SPECIFIC COMMENTS

This section of the responsiveness summary presents responses to specific comments contained within the
comment documents, included in the back of this appendix as Attachments 1 through 11.
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5.1 Responses to April 22, 1999 Public Meeting Comments (Attachment 1)

5.1.1 Response to Congressman LaFalce Comments

5.1.1.1 - (Letter from Congressman LaFalce, transcript pages 21 & 22):  USACE listened to the
concerns of commenters addressing the 600 pCi/g cleanup guideline for soil at Linde.  USACE
has clarified the uranium guidelines and committed to a total uranium cleanup guideline for
Linde that will limit total uranium to a maximum of 600 pCi/g and 60 pCi/g when averaged
over a soil volume of 2,000 square meter (m2) by 3 meters (m) thick.  Subsequently, 10 CFR
40 Appendix A Criterion 6(6) was promulgated.  Compliance with that standard will meet or
exceed the previous commitment to the public.

5.1.1.2 - (Letter from Congressman LaFalce, transcript page 22):  USACE is committed to ensuring that
the cleanup of the Linde Site is protective of public health and the environment.  USACE has
listened to the concerns raised in comments on the PP and has clarified and is committed to a
cleanup level that is consistent with commitments made to the community in the past.

5.1.1.3 - (Letter from Congressman LaFalce, transcript page 23):  USACE has conducted a second
public meeting on the PP and extended the comment period until June 11, 1999, allowing
public comments for a period of 71 days.

5.1.2 Responses to Tobe Comments

5.1.2.1 - (Transcript pages 23-25)  The comment period was extended until June 11, 1999.

5.1.2.2 - (Transcript pages 25 & 26) USACE is conducting the decision-making process for the Linde
Site in accordance with CERCLA.  Under CERCLA, a state must be given notice of a proposed
plan for remedial action and an opportunity to comment on it.

In addition, the proposed remedy selection must be accompanied by a response to comments
submitted by the State, including an explanation regarding any decision that does not attain a
state ARAR.

If the response action is being undertaken pursuant to a consent degree under Section 106 of
CERCLA, then the lead agency must provide an opportunity for the State to concur or not
concur in the remedy selection if the remedy selected does not attain a state ARAR.

The Linde cleanup is not being undertaken pursuant to a CERCLA Section 106 Consent
Decree.  Therefore, the requirement that the state concur in the remedy selection does not
apply.  Rather, the state involvement requirements found in 40 CFR §300.515(h) need to be
followed, along with the process for remedy selection detailed in 40 CFR §300.430(f).

Under 40 CFR §300.430(f), state acceptance of the remedy is a modifying criterion that must
be considered in remedy selection.  That is to say, it is not a primary balancing criterion for
remedy selection, but after all comments are evaluated, state acceptance may prompt
modifications to the preferred remedy.  The rule directs that state concerns that shall be
addressed include the following:
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The state’s position and key concerns related to the preferred alternative and other
alternatives; and state comments on ARARs or the proposed use of waivers.

Under the procedure set out in 40 CFR §300.430(f) for remedy selection, the lead agency, in
conjunction with the support agency, is to identify a preferred alternative and present it to the
public in a proposed plan for review and comment.  Next, the lead agency is to review the
public comments and consult with the state in order to determine if the alternative remains the
most appropriate remedial action for the site.  The lead agency makes the final remedy
selection.

One component of the community acceptance criterion is issuing the Proposed Plan for public
comment.  Once the USACE receives comments, it can assess whether the community accepts
the Plan or would like to see it changed.  Community acceptance is a modifying criterion, in
that it can be used to modify the final remedy selected.  It often is not evaluated or assessed
until after receipt of comments on the Proposed Plan.

5.1.2.3 - (Transcript page 26)   Comments received during the public comment period, including the
public meetings, indicated that the community is concerned about leaving residual
contamination on the site, even if institutional controls would prevent exposure to the
contaminants.

USACE has decided that additional assessment of the possible remedies for Building 14 (and
residual soils under the building) is warranted.  Therefore, the building and soils under the
building are being excluded from this ROD and will be addressed separately, allowing for the
initiation of remedial actions to proceed on the remainder of the site.  A future ROD will be
developed to address Building 14 and any residual contaminated soils under the building.

5.1.2.4 – (Transcript page 26) The cleanup criteria proposed by USACE was developed to provide for an
acceptable level of protection in accordance with CERCLA and was based on an industrial
exposure scenario, which is the most likely future land use.  The proposed criteria were the
standards in 40 CFR 192 for radium, which includes consideration of thorium, and 600 pCi/g
total uranium.  Based on modeling results, remediation of the site to the 40 CFR 192 criteria
and the cleanup level of 600 pCi/g for total uranium should result in a residual total uranium
concentration of 60 pCi/g, or less, when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by
3 meters thick.  The expected residual total uranium concentration in the soils is equal to or less
than the earlier DOE recommended guideline of 60 pCi/g for total uranium in residual soils that
would allow for release for residential use and no further radiological restrictions. After
consideration of these concerns and the modeling results, USACE agreed to commit to a post-
remedial total uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume
of 2,000 square meters by three (3) meters thick.

On June 11, 1999, subsequent to the release of the PP, an amendment to 10 CFR 40, Appendix
A, Criterion 6(6) became effective making the use of a site specific uranium guideline
unnecessary.  That regulation requires that remaining byproduct material containing
concentrations of radionuclides other than radium, such as uranium in the soil, and surface
activity on remaining structures, do not result in a total effective dose equivalent exceeding the
benchmark dose, which is the dose associated with cleanup to the radium standards, and must
be as low as reasonably achievable.  While the regulation is not applicable, it is considered
relevant and appropriate.  USACE believes that compliance with that regulation and 40 CFR
Part 192 will require the removal of more material than was anticipated using the site specific
guideline and effect a cleanup that meets the original commitment to the community.
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5.1.2.5 – (Transcript page 27)  Although there is no requirement, the proposed remedy is expected to
achieve the 10 mrem standard for anticipated future industrial/commercial land use.

5.1.2.6 –  (Transcript page 27) The cleanup criteria proposed by USACE was developed to provide for an
acceptable level of protection in accordance with CERCLA and was based on an industrial
exposure scenario, which is the most likely future land use.  The proposed criteria were the
standards in 40 CFR 192 for radium, which includes consideration of thorium, and 600 pCi/g
total uranium.  Based on modeling results, remediation of the site to the 40 CFR 192 criteria
and the cleanup level of 600 pCi/g for total uranium should result in a residual total uranium
concentration of 60 pCi/g, or less, when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by
3 meters thick.  The expected residual total uranium concentration in the soils is equal to or less
than the earlier DOE recommended guideline of 60 pCi/g for total uranium in residual soils that
would allow for release for residential use and no further radiological restrictions. After
consideration of these concerns and the modeling results, USACE agreed to commit to a post-
remedial total uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume
of 2,000 square meters by three (3) meters thick.

On June 11, 1999, subsequent to the release of the PP, an amendment to 10 CFR 40, Appendix
A, Criterion 6(6) became effective making the use of a site specific uranium guideline
unnecessary.  That regulation requires that remaining byproduct material containing
concentrations of radionuclides other than radium, such as uranium in the soil, and surface
activity on remaining structures, do not result in a total effective dose equivalent exceeding the
benchmark dose, which is the dose associated with cleanup to the radium standards, and must
be as low as reasonably achievable.  While the regulation is not applicable, it is considered
relevant and appropriate.  USACE believes that compliance with that regulation and 40 CFR
Part 192 will require the removal of more material than was anticipated using the site specific
guideline and effect a cleanup that meets the original commitment to the community.

5.1.2.7 – (Transcript page 28)  USACE agreed to commit to a post-remedial total uranium concentration
in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by three (3)
meters thick.  Subsequent to that commitment, an addition to 10 CFR Part 40 Appendix A
Criterion 6(6) was promulgated.  Compliance with that standard will meet or exceed the
previous commitments to the public.  This will allow for release of the property (excluding
Building 14, to be addressed separately).

5.1.2.8 – (Transcript page 28) All remediation efforts conducted at the Linde site will be monitored and
verified by government personnel in accordance with the USACE Quality Assurance Program.
In addition, NYSDEC will be conducting independent assessments of the remedial work.
USACE believes that with adherence to the Quality Assurance Program and the independent
assessment by the state, the use of an Independent Verification Contractor is unnecessary.

5.1.2.9 – (Transcript Pages 28 & 29)  Questions concerning the cleanup of Ashland 2 are beyond the
scope of this action, however, USACE is available to discuss these questions if you would
contact the public information office.
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5.1.3 Responses to Calabrese Comments

5.1.3 1 – (Transcript page 31)  The USACE remediation will be protective of human health and the
environment.

5.1.3.2 – (Transcript page 31) USACE agreed to commit to a post-remedial total uranium concentration
in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by three (3)
meters thick.  Subsequent to that commitment, an addition to 10 CFR Part 40 Appendix A
Criterion 6(6) was promulgated.  Compliance with that standard will meet or exceed the
previous commitments to the public.  This will allow for release of the property (excluding
Building 14, to be addressed separately).

5.1.3.3 – (Transcript page 32)  Questions concerning the cleanup of Ashland 2 are beyond the scope of
this action, however, USACE is available to discuss these questions if you would contact the
public information office.

5.1.4 Responses to Krieger Comments

5.1.4.1 – (Transcript page 34) The cleanup criteria proposed by USACE was developed to provide for an
acceptable level of protection in accordance with CERCLA and was based on an industrial
exposure scenario, which is the most likely future land use.  The proposed criteria were the
standards in 40 CFR 192 for radium, which includes consideration of thorium, and 600 pCi/g
total uranium.  Based on modeling results, remediation of the site to the 40 CFR 192 criteria
and the cleanup level of 600 pCi/g for total uranium should result in a residual total uranium
concentration of 60 pCi/g, or less, when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by
3 meters thick.  The expected residual total uranium concentration in the soils is equal to or less
than the earlier DOE recommended guideline of 60 pCi/g for total uranium in residual soils that
would allow for release for residential use and no further radiological restrictions. After
consideration of these concerns and the modeling results, USACE agreed to commit to a post-
remedial total uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume
of 2,000 square meters by three (3) meters thick.

On June 11, 1999, subsequent to the release of the PP, an amendment to 10 CFR 40, Appendix
A, Criterion 6(6) became effective making the use of a site specific uranium guideline
unnecessary.  That regulation requires that remaining byproduct material containing
concentrations of radionuclides other than radium, such as uranium in the soil, and surface
activity on remaining structures, do not result in a total effective dose equivalent exceeding the
benchmark dose, which is the dose associated with cleanup to the radium standards, and must
be as low as reasonably achievable.  While the regulation is not applicable, it is considered
relevant and appropriate.  USACE believes that compliance with that regulation and 40 CFR
Part 192 will require the removal of more material than was anticipated using the site specific
guideline and effect a cleanup that meets the original commitment to the community.

5.1.4.2 – (Transcript page 35)  All action against the Corps of Engineers under the F.A.C.T.S. lawsuit
have been dismissed.

5.1.4.3 – (Transcript page 35) All Action against the Corps of Engineers under the F.A.C.T.S. lawsuit
have been dismissed.
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5.1.4.4 – (Transcript page 36) This ROD only addresses specific media and areas of the Linde site and its
immediately adjacent properties.  Issues raised regarding health problems, Building 14, the
groundwater at the site or other properties off the current Praxair property are not within the
scope of this decision document.  Those issues will be addressed separately, if appropriate, at a
future time.

5.1.5 Responses to Hausrath Comments

5.1.5.1 – (Transcript page 43) This ROD only addresses specific media and areas of the Linde site and its
immediately adjacent properties.  Issues raised regarding health problems, Building 14, the
groundwater at the site or other properties off the current Praxair property are not within the
scope of this decision document.  Those issues will be addressed separately, if appropriate, at a
future time.

5.1.5.2 – (Transcript page 44) This ROD only addresses specific media and areas of the Linde site and its
immediately adjacent properties.  Issues raised regarding health problems, Building 14, the
groundwater at the site or other properties off the current Praxair property are not within the
scope of this decision document.  Those issues will be addressed separately, if appropriate, at a
future time.

5.1.6 Responses to Conroy Comments

5.1.6.1-3– (Transcript pages 45 & 46) The cleanup criteria proposed by USACE was developed
to provide for an acceptable level of protection in accordance with CERCLA and was based on
an industrial exposure scenario, which is the most likely future land use.  The proposed criteria
were the standards in 40 CFR 192 for radium, which includes consideration of thorium, and
600 pCi/g total uranium.  Based on modeling results, remediation of the site to the 40 CFR 192
criteria and the cleanup level of 600 pCi/g for total uranium should result in a residual total
uranium concentration of 60 pCi/g, or less, when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square
meters by 3 meters thick.  The expected residual total uranium concentration in the soils is
equal to or less than the earlier DOE recommended guideline of 60 pCi/g for total uranium in
residual soils that would allow for release for residential use and no further radiological
restrictions. After consideration of these concerns and the modeling results, USACE agreed to
commit to a post-remedial total uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged
over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by three (3) meters thick.

On June 11, 1999, subsequent to the release of the PP, an amendment to 10 CFR 40, Appendix
A, Criterion 6(6) became effective making the use of a site specific uranium guideline
unnecessary.  That regulation requires that remaining byproduct material containing
concentrations of radionuclides other than radium, such as uranium in the soil, and surface
activity on remaining structures, do not result in a total effective dose equivalent exceeding the
benchmark dose, which is the dose associated with cleanup to the radium standards, and must
be as low as reasonably achievable.  While the regulation is not applicable, it is considered
relevant and appropriate.  USACE believes that compliance with that regulation and 40 CFR
Part 192 will require the removal of more material than was anticipated using the site specific
guideline and effect a cleanup that meets the original commitment to the community.
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5.1.7 Response to Bass-Early Comment

5.1.7.1 –  (Transcript page 51) The cleanup criteria proposed by USACE was developed to provide for an
acceptable level of protection in accordance with CERCLA and was based on an industrial
exposure scenario, which is the most likely future land use.  The proposed criteria were the
standards in 40 CFR 192 for radium, which includes consideration of thorium, and 600 pCi/g
total uranium.  Based on modeling results, remediation of the site to the 40 CFR 192 criteria
and the cleanup level of 600 pCi/g for total uranium should result in a residual total uranium
concentration of 60 pCi/g, or less, when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by
3 meters thick.  The expected residual total uranium concentration in the soils is equal to or less
than the earlier DOE recommended guideline of 60 pCi/g for total uranium in residual soils that
would allow for release for residential use and no further radiological restrictions. After
consideration of these concerns and the modeling results, USACE agreed to commit to a post-
remedial total uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume
of 2,000 square meters by three (3) meters thick.

On June 11, 1999, subsequent to the release of the PP, an amendment to 10 CFR 40, Appendix
A, Criterion 6(6) became effective making the use of a site specific uranium guideline
unnecessary.  That regulation requires that remaining byproduct material containing
concentrations of radionuclides other than radium, such as uranium in the soil, and surface
activity on remaining structures, do not result in a total effective dose equivalent exceeding the
benchmark dose, which is the dose associated with cleanup to the radium standards, and must
be as low as reasonably achievable.  While the regulation is not applicable, it is considered
relevant and appropriate.  USACE believes that compliance with that regulation and 40 CFR
Part 192 will require the removal of more material than was anticipated using the site specific
guideline and effect a cleanup that meets the original commitment to the community.

5.1.8 Response to Finch Comment

5.1.8.1 – (Transcript page 52) The cleanup criteria proposed by USACE was developed to provide for an
acceptable level of protection in accordance with CERCLA and was based on an industrial
exposure scenario, which is the most likely future land use.  The proposed criteria were the
standards in 40 CFR 192 for radium, which includes consideration of thorium, and 600 pCi/g
total uranium.  Based on modeling results, remediation of the site to the 40 CFR 192 criteria
and the cleanup level of 600 pCi/g for total uranium should result in a residual total uranium
concentration of 60 pCi/g, or less, when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by
3 meters thick.  The expected residual total uranium concentration in the soils is equal to or less
than the earlier DOE recommended guideline of 60 pCi/g for total uranium in residual soils that
would allow for release for residential use and no further radiological restrictions. After
consideration of these concerns and the modeling results, USACE agreed to commit to a post-
remedial total uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume
of 2,000 square meters by three (3) meters thick.

On June 11, 1999, subsequent to the release of the PP, an amendment to 10 CFR 40, Appendix
A, Criterion 6(6) became effective making the use of a site specific uranium guideline
unnecessary.  That regulation requires that remaining byproduct material containing
concentrations of radionuclides other than radium, such as uranium in the soil, and surface
activity on remaining structures, do not result in a total effective dose equivalent exceeding the
benchmark dose, which is the dose associated with cleanup to the radium standards, and must
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be as low as reasonably achievable.  While the regulation is not applicable, it is considered
relevant and appropriate.  USACE believes that compliance with that regulation and 40 CFR
Part 192 will require the removal of more material than was anticipated using the site specific
guideline and effect a cleanup that meets the original commitment to the community.

5.1.9 Responses to Schafer Comments

5.1.9.1 – (Transcript page 54)  The USACE remedy proposed for the Linde Site has been determined to
be protective of human health and the environment.

5.1.9.2 – (Transcript page 55)  The remedy proposed for the Linde Site includes the remediation of the
utility tunnels on the site.

5.1.9.3 – (Transcript pages 55 & 56)  The remedy proposed for the Linde Site includes the remediation
of the utility tunnels on the site and the buried vault next to Building 57.

5.1.10 Response to Swanick Comment

5.1.10.1– (Transcript pages 60-63) The cleanup criteria proposed by USACE was developed to provide
for an acceptable level of protection in accordance with CERCLA and was based on an
industrial exposure scenario, which is the most likely future land use.  The proposed criteria
were the standards in 40 CFR 192 for radium, which includes consideration of thorium, and
600 pCi/g total uranium.  Based on modeling results, remediation of the site to the 40 CFR 192
criteria and the cleanup level of 600 pCi/g for total uranium should result in a residual total
uranium concentration of 60 pCi/g, or less, when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square
meters by 3 meters thick.  The expected residual total uranium concentration in the soils is
equal to or less than the earlier DOE recommended guideline of 60 pCi/g for total uranium in
residual soils that would allow for release for residential use and no further radiological
restrictions. After consideration of these concerns and the modeling results, USACE agreed to
commit to a post-remedial total uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged
over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by three (3) meters thick.

On June 11, 1999, subsequent to the release of the PP, an amendment to 10 CFR 40, Appendix
A, Criterion 6(6) became effective making the use of a site specific uranium guideline
unnecessary.  That regulation requires that remaining byproduct material containing
concentrations of radionuclides other than radium, such as uranium in the soil, and surface
activity on remaining structures, do not result in a total effective dose equivalent exceeding the
benchmark dose, which is the dose associated with cleanup to the radium standards, and must
be as low as reasonably achievable.  While the regulation is not applicable, it is considered
relevant and appropriate.  USACE believes that compliance with that regulation and 40 CFR
Part 192 will require the removal of more material than was anticipated using the site specific
guideline and effect a cleanup that meets the original commitment to the community.

5.1.11 Response to Morford Comments

5.1.11.1– (Transcript page 65)  USACE is moving ahead with the most cost effective and protective
remedy available to resolve issues at the Linde Site.
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5.1.11.2 –(Transcript page 65)  During remedial action, health and safety procedures will be followed,
including monitoring within excavations and around the property perimeter to ensure that
workers and the general public are not exposed to dust from the remedial effort.

5.2 Responses to June 3, 1999 Public Meeting Comments (Attachment 2)

5.2.1 Responses to Tobe Comments

5.2.1.1 - (Transcript page 21)  Comment noted.

5.2.1.2 - (Transcript page 22)  Comment noted.  All remediation efforts conducted at the Linde site will
be monitored and verified by government personnel in accordance with the USACE Quality
Assurance Program.  In addition, NYSDEC will be conducting independent assessments of the
remedial work.  USACE believes that with adherence to the Quality Assurance Program and
the independent assessment by the state, the use of an Independent Verification Contractor is
unnecessary.

5.2.1.3 - (Transcript page 23)  Comment noted.

5.2.2 Responses to Swanick Comments

5.2.2.1 - (Transcript page 24)  Comment noted.

5.2.2.2 - (Transcript page 25)  The two action alternatives presented in the PP for remediating the Linde
site (Alternatives 2 and 4) differed only in the way Building 14 (and soils remaining under the
building slabs and footings that contain contaminants exceeding the cleanup guidelines) would
be addressed during the remediation process.  The preferred alternative presented in the PP,
Alternative 4, proposed that the building would remain on the site and that institutional controls
would be implemented to protect workers in the building, and future site users from inadvertent
exposures to residual contaminants remaining within and under the building.  Alternative 2
included the demolition and disposal of the building and residual contaminated soils currently
remaining under the building.

Comments received during the public comment period, including the public meetings, indicated
that the community is concerned about leaving residual contamination on the site, even if
institutional controls would prevent exposure to the contaminants.

USACE has decided that additional assessment of the possible remedies for Building 14 (and
residual soils under the building) is warranted.  Therefore, the building and soils under the
building are being excluded from this ROD and will be addressed separately, allowing for the
initiation of remedial actions to proceed on the remainder of the site.  A future ROD will be
developed to address Building 14 and any residual contaminated soils under the building.

5.2.3 Response to Calabrese Comment

5.2.3.1 – (Transcript page 28)  Comment noted.
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5.2.4 Responses to Finch Comments

5.2.4.1 –  (Transcript page 29) The cleanup criteria proposed by USACE was developed to provide for an
acceptable level of protection in accordance with CERCLA and was based on an industrial
exposure scenario, which is the most likely future land use.  The proposed criteria were the
standards in 40 CFR 192 for radium, which includes consideration of thorium, and 600 pCi/g
total uranium.  Based on modeling results, remediation of the site to the 40 CFR 192 criteria
and the cleanup level of 600 pCi/g for total uranium should result in a residual total uranium
concentration of 60 pCi/g, or less, when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by
3 meters thick.  The expected residual total uranium concentration in the soils is equal to or less
than the earlier DOE recommended guideline of 60 pCi/g for total uranium in residual soils that
would allow for release for residential use and no further radiological restrictions. After
consideration of these concerns and the modeling results, USACE agreed to commit to a post-
remedial total uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume
of 2,000 square meters by three (3) meters thick.

On June 11, 1999, subsequent to the release of the PP, an amendment to 10 CFR 40, Appendix
A, Criterion 6(6) became effective making the use of a site specific uranium guideline
unnecessary.  That regulation requires that remaining byproduct material containing
concentrations of radionuclides other than radium, such as uranium in the soil, and surface
activity on remaining structures, do not result in a total effective dose equivalent exceeding the
benchmark dose, which is the dose associated with cleanup to the radium standards, and must
be as low as reasonably achievable.  While the regulation is not applicable, it is considered
relevant and appropriate.  USACE believes that compliance with that regulation and 40 CFR
Part 192 will require the removal of more material than was anticipated using the site specific
guideline and effect a cleanup that meets the original commitment to the community.

5.2.4.2 – (Transcript page 30)  The comment period was extended 30 days due to the receipt of a request
for an extension.  An additional 11 days were added to allow for comments after the second
public meeting.

5.2.4.3 –  (Transcript page 33) The cleanup criteria proposed by USACE was developed to provide for an
acceptable level of protection in accordance with CERCLA and was based on an industrial
exposure scenario, which is the most likely future land use.  The proposed criteria were the
standards in 40 CFR 192 for radium, which includes consideration of thorium, and 600 pCi/g
total uranium.  Based on modeling results, remediation of the site to the 40 CFR 192 criteria
and the cleanup level of 600 pCi/g for total uranium should result in a residual total uranium
concentration of 60 pCi/g, or less, when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by
3 meters thick.  The expected residual total uranium concentration in the soils is equal to or less
than the earlier DOE recommended guideline of 60 pCi/g for total uranium in residual soils that
would allow for release for residential use and no further radiological restrictions. After
consideration of these concerns and the modeling results, USACE agreed to commit to a post-
remedial total uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume
of 2,000 square meters by three (3) meters thick.

On June 11, 1999, subsequent to the release of the PP, an amendment to 10 CFR 40, Appendix
A, Criterion 6(6) became effective making the use of a site specific uranium guideline
unnecessary.  That regulation requires that remaining byproduct material containing
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concentrations of radionuclides other than radium, such as uranium in the soil, and surface
activity on remaining structures, do not result in a total effective dose equivalent exceeding the
benchmark dose, which is the dose associated with cleanup to the radium standards, and must
be as low as reasonably achievable.  While the regulation is not applicable, it is considered
relevant and appropriate.  USACE believes that compliance with that regulation and 40 CFR
Part 192 will require the removal of more material than was anticipated using the site specific
guideline and effect a cleanup that meets the original commitment to the community.

5.2.5 Response to Krieger Comment

5.2.5.1 – (Transcript page 35)  We have information which indicates that Building 14 was constructed in
the 1930’s, however we do not have any specific information that explains how the radioactive
material came to be under the building.  Potential explanations for the material’s location are
that radioactive material were present in the fill that was placed during construction of the
building or that material leaked through the floor or out of floor drains while operations took
place inside of the building.

5.2.6 Responses to Rauch Comments

5.2.6.1 – (Transcript pages 35 & 36)  All action against the Corps of Engineers under the F.A.C.T.S.
lawsuit have been dismissed.

5.2.6.2 –  (Transcript pages 36 & 37) The standards found in 40 CFR Part 192 are not considered
applicable because the regulation is only applicable to specific sites designated under
UMTRCA.  However, USACE has determined that 40 CFR Part 192 is relevant and appropriate
to the cleanup of the Linde Site.  This determination was made based on the similarity of the
uranium processing activities and resulting radionuclides found in the waste after processing at
uranium mill sites where the regulation is applicable.  In addition, the requirements are well
suited to the site.

Subpart B of 40 CFR Part 192 addresses cleanup of land and buildings contaminated with
residual radioactive material from inactive uranium processing sites, and sets standards for
residual concentrations of Ra-226 in soil.  It requires that radium concentrations shall not
exceed background by more than 5 pCi/g in the top 15 cm of soil or 15 pCi/g in any 15 cm
layer below the top layer, averaged over an area of 100 m2.

Subpart B also provides standards for any occupied or habitable building.  These standards
require that the remedial action shall be and reasonable effort shall be made to:

• achieve an annual average (or equivalent) radon decay product concentration (including
background) not to exceed 0.02 Working Level (WL).  In any case, the radon decay
product concentration (including background) shall not exceed 0.03 WL, and

• the level of gamma radiation shall not exceed the background level by more than 20
microroentgens per hour.

These 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart B requirements are considered relevant and appropriate to the
cleanup of the Linde Site and buildings.
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New regulations amending 10 CFR 40, Appendix A, Criterion 6 (6) were promulgated and
became effective on June 11, 1999.  These regulations were evaluated and determined to not be
applicable to the Linde site.  However, they were found to be relevant and appropriate for the
Linde site since they addressed residual uranium and other radionuclides present at uranium
mill sites, similar to the Linde site.  10 CFR 40, Appendix A, Criterion 6(6) requires that
residual radioactive materials remaining after remediation will not result in a total effective
dose equivalent (TEDE), considering all radionuclides present (e.g., radium, thorium, and
uranium) to the average member of the critical group exceeding a benchmark dose established
based on cleanup to the radium standards of 5 pCi/g in the top 15 centimeters and 15 pCi/g in
subsequent 15 centimeter layers below the top layer.  This benchmark dose is then used to
establish allowable soil and surface concentration levels for the various radionuclides present.
The criterion also states if more than one residual radionuclide is present in the same 100-
square-meter area, the sum of the ratios for each radionuclide of concentration present to the
concentration limit will not exceed “1” (unity).

USACE evaluated the new standard, the draft NRC guidance included in the Federal Register
(Vol. 64, N0. 69, dated April 12, 1999, pp. 17690–17695), and the Linde Radiological
Assessment (USACE 2000).  Based on the current understanding by USACE of the new
standard and associated guidance, USACE was able to use the data and information contained
in the Linde Radiological Assessment (USACE 2000) to establish the benchmark doses and
associated radionuclide concentration limits for surface cleanups as well as subsurface
cleanups.  The results in the Linde Radiological Assessment were based on RESRAD runs
modeling the conditions at the Linde Site.  The document also included what the allowable
concentrations would be for various radionuclides to meet dose objectives both with and
without cover materials for the most likely scenario at the site, the industrial/commercial
scenario.  These results are contained in Table 3-3 of the Linde Radiological Assessment.
Using those results, USACE was able to derive the benchmark dose for surface cleanup by
dividing the 10 mrem/y (no cover) by the 5.7 pCi/g of Ra-226 associated with that dose and
then multiplying the result by 5 pCi/g of Ra-226, which results in a benchmark dose of 8.8
mrem/y for surface cleanups.  Table 3-3 data was then used to derive the allowable
concentrations for the radionuclides, total uranium, and Th-230.  The same methodology was
used in deriving the same information for subsurface cleanups.  The data used were the results
in Table 3-3 based on a cover depth of 6 inches.  The resulting benchmark dose for subsurface
cleanups was calculated to be 4.1 mrem/y.  The following tabulates the results of the
assessment and what the radionuclide limits are for surface and subsurface cleanups:

Allowable Residual Concentration Limit for
Indicated Benchmark Dose

(pCi/g)

Radionuclide Surface:  8.8 mrem/yr SubSurface: 4.1 mrem/yr
Ra-226 5.0 15
Th-230 14 44
U-total 554 3,021

During remediation, the actual radionuclide concentrations within a 100 square meter area will
be divided by its corresponding concentration limit from the table above.  These ratios are then
added and must be equal to or less than “1” (unity).  If the sum of these ratios exceeds unity,
additional soil removal is necessary.
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The allowable residual radionuclide concentrations on structure surfaces would be computed
for specific structures and the associated exposure scenarios and would be based on meeting the
benchmark dose of 8.8 mrem/y for surface cleanups.
 

5.2.6.3 – (Transcript page 37)  Radon has been considered and standards are included in 40 CFR Part
192 covering radon.

5.2.6.4 – (Transcript page 37-39) The cleanup criteria proposed by USACE was developed to provide for
an acceptable level of protection in accordance with CERCLA and was based on an industrial
exposure scenario, which is the most likely future land use.  The proposed criteria were the
standards in 40 CFR 192 for radium, which includes consideration of thorium, and 600 pCi/g
total uranium.  Based on modeling results, remediation of the site to the 40 CFR 192 criteria
and the cleanup level of 600 pCi/g for total uranium should result in a residual total uranium
concentration of 60 pCi/g, or less, when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by
3 meters thick.  The expected residual total uranium concentration in the soils is equal to or less
than the earlier DOE recommended guideline of 60 pCi/g for total uranium in residual soils that
would allow for release for residential use and no further radiological restrictions. After
consideration of these concerns and the modeling results, USACE agreed to commit to a post-
remedial total uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume
of 2,000 square meters by three (3) meters thick.

On June 11, 1999, subsequent to the release of the PP, an amendment to 10 CFR 40, Appendix
A, Criterion 6(6) became effective making the use of a site specific uranium guideline
unnecessary.  That regulation requires that remaining byproduct material containing
concentrations of radionuclides other than radium, such as uranium in the soil, and surface
activity on remaining structures, do not result in a total effective dose equivalent exceeding the
benchmark dose, which is the dose associated with cleanup to the radium standards, and must
be as low as reasonably achievable.  While the regulation is not applicable, it is considered
relevant and appropriate.  USACE believes that compliance with that regulation and 40 CFR
Part 192 will require the removal of more material than was anticipated using the site specific
guideline and effect a cleanup that meets the original commitment to the community.

5.2.7 Responses to Bruce Comments

5.2.7.1 – (Transcript page 41) The standards found in 40 CFR Part 192 are not considered applicable
because the regulation is only applicable to specific sites designated under UMTRCA.
However, USACE has determined that 40 CFR Part 192 is relevant and appropriate to the
cleanup of the Linde Site.  This determination was made based on the similarity of the uranium
processing activities and resulting radionuclides found in the waste after processing at uranium
mill sites where the regulation is applicable.  In addition, the requirements are well suited to the
site.

Subpart B of 40 CFR Part 192 addresses cleanup of land and buildings contaminated with
residual radioactive material from inactive uranium processing sites, and sets standards for
residual concentrations of Ra-226 in soil.  It requires that radium concentrations shall not
exceed background by more than 5 pCi/g in the top 15 cm of soil or 15 pCi/g in any 15 cm
layer below the top layer, averaged over an area of 100 m2.

Subpart B also provides standards for any occupied or habitable building.  These standards
require that the remedial action shall be and reasonable effort shall be made to:
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• achieve an annual average (or equivalent) radon decay product concentration (including
background) not to exceed 0.02 Working Level (WL).  In any case, the radon decay
product concentration (including background) shall not exceed 0.03 WL, and

• the level of gamma radiation shall not exceed the background level by more than 20
microroentgens per hour.

These 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart B requirements are considered relevant and appropriate to the
cleanup of the Linde Site and buildings.

New regulations amending 10 CFR 40, Appendix A, Criterion 6 (6) were promulgated and
became effective on June 11, 1999.  These regulations were evaluated and determined to not
be applicable to the Linde site.  However, they were found to be relevant and appropriate for
the Linde site since they addressed residual uranium and other radionuclides present at
uranium mill sites, similar to the Linde site.  10 CFR 40, Appendix A, Criterion 6(6)
requires that residual radioactive materials remaining after remediation will not result in a
total effective dose equivalent (TEDE), considering all radionuclides present (e.g., radium,
thorium, and uranium) to the average member of the critical group exceeding a benchmark
dose established based on cleanup to the radium standards of 5 pCi/g in the top 15
centimeters and 15 pCi/g in subsequent 15 centimeter layers below the top layer.  This
benchmark dose is then used to establish allowable soil and surface concentration levels for
the various radionuclides present. The criterion also states if more than one residual
radionuclide is present in the same 100-square-meter area, the sum of the ratios for each
radionuclide of concentration present to the concentration limit will not exceed “1” (unity).

USACE evaluated the new standard, the draft NRC guidance included in the Federal Register
(Vol. 64, N0. 69, dated April 12, 1999, pp. 17690–17695), and the Linde Radiological
Assessment (USACE 2000).  Based on the current understanding by USACE of the new
standard and associated guidance, USACE was able to use the data and information contained
in the Linde Radiological Assessment (USACE 2000) to establish the benchmark doses and
associated radionuclide concentration limits for surface cleanups as well as subsurface
cleanups.  The results in the Linde Radiological Assessment were based on RESRAD runs
modeling the conditions at the Linde Site.  The document also included what the allowable
concentrations would be for various radionuclides to meet dose objectives both with and
without cover materials for the most likely scenario at the site, the industrial/commercial
scenario.  These results are contained in Table 3-3 of the Linde Radiological Assessment.
Using those results, USACE was able to derive the benchmark dose for surface cleanup by
dividing the 10 mrem/y (no cover) by the 5.7 pCi/g of Ra-226 associated with that dose and
then multiplying the result by 5 pCi/g of Ra-226, which results in a benchmark dose of 8.8
mrem/y for surface cleanups.  Table 3-3 data was then used to derive the allowable
concentrations for the radionuclides, total uranium, and Th-230.  The same methodology was
used in deriving the same information for subsurface cleanups.  The data used were the results
in Table 3-3 based on a cover depth of 6 inches.  The resulting benchmark dose for subsurface
cleanups was calculated to be 4.1 mrem/y.  The following tabulates the results of the
assessment and what the radionuclide limits are for surface and subsurface cleanups:
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Allowable Residual Concentration Limit for
Indicated Benchmark Dose

(pCi/g)

Radionuclide Surface:  8.8 mrem/yr SubSurface: 4.1 mrem/yr
Ra-226 5.0 15
Th-230 14 44
U-total 554 3,021

During remediation, the actual radionuclide concentrations within a 100 square meter area will
be divided by its corresponding concentration limit from the table above.  These ratios are then
added and must be equal to or less than “1” (unity).  If the sum of these ratios exceeds unity,
additional soil removal is necessary.

The allowable residual radionuclide concentrations on structure surfaces would be computed
for specific structures and the associated exposure scenarios and would be based on meeting the
benchmark dose of 8.8 mrem/y for surface cleanups.

5.2.7.2 – (Transcript page 43)  Comment noted.

5.2.8 Responses to Lambert Comments

5.2.8.1 – (Transcript page 45)  All remediation efforts conducted at the Linde site will be monitored and
verified by government personnel in accordance with the USACE Quality Assurance Program.
In addition, NYSDEC will be conducting independent assessments of the remedial work.
USACE believes that with adherence to the Quality Assurance Program and the independent
assessment by the state, the use of an Independent Verification Contractor is unnecessary.

5.2.8.2 – (Transcript page 46) The cleanup criteria proposed by USACE was developed to provide for an
acceptable level of protection in accordance with CERCLA and was based on an industrial
exposure scenario, which is the most likely future land use.  The proposed criteria were the
standards in 40 CFR 192 for radium, which includes consideration of thorium, and 600 pCi/g
total uranium.  Based on modeling results, remediation of the site to the 40 CFR 192 criteria
and the cleanup level of 600 pCi/g for total uranium should result in a residual total uranium
concentration of 60 pCi/g, or less, when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by
3 meters thick.  The expected residual total uranium concentration in the soils is equal to or less
than the earlier DOE recommended guideline of 60 pCi/g for total uranium in residual soils that
would allow for release for residential use and no further radiological restrictions. After
consideration of these concerns and the modeling results, USACE agreed to commit to a post-
remedial total uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume
of 2,000 square meters by three (3) meters thick.

On June 11, 1999, subsequent to the release of the PP, an amendment to 10 CFR 40, Appendix
A, Criterion 6(6) became effective making the use of a site specific uranium guideline
unnecessary.  That regulation requires that remaining byproduct material containing
concentrations of radionuclides other than radium, such as uranium in the soil, and surface
activity on remaining structures, do not result in a total effective dose equivalent exceeding the
benchmark dose, which is the dose associated with cleanup to the radium standards, and must
be as low as reasonably achievable.  While the regulation is not applicable, it is considered
relevant and appropriate.  USACE believes that compliance with that regulation and 40 CFR
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Part 192 will require the removal of more material than was anticipated using the site specific
guideline and effect a cleanup that meets the original commitment to the community.

5.2.8.3 – (Transcript page 47)  The circumstances and history of the site have been carefully reviewed
and it has been determined that 40 CFR Part 192 is relevant and appropriate for the site.

5.2.9 Responses to Hanobeck Comments

5.2.9.1 – (Transcript page 50) This ROD only addresses specific media and areas of the Linde site and its
immediately adjacent properties.  Issues raised regarding health problems, Building 14, the
groundwater at the site or other properties off the current Praxair property are not within the
scope of this decision document.  Those issues will be addressed separately, if appropriate, at a
future time.

5.2.9.2 – (Transcript page 51) We have information which indicates that Building 14 was constructed in
the 1930's, however we do not have any specific information that explains how the radioactive
material came to be under the building.  Potential explanations for the materials location are
that radioactive material were present in the fill that was placed during construction of the
building or that material leaked through the floor or out of floor drains while operations took
place inside of the building.

5.2.9.3 – (Transcript page 57) During remedial action, health and safety procedures will be followed,
including monitoring within excavations and around the property perimeter to ensure that
workers and the general public are not exposed to dust from the remedial effort.

5.2.10 Response to Lee Comment

5.2.10.1 –(Transcript page 60)  USACE will proceed with the remediation of this property as required
under CERCLA.  The remedial action will be the most cost effective remedy that is considered
to be protective of human health and the environment.

5.2.11 Response to Dooley Comment

5.2.11.1 – (Transcript page 62)  Comment noted.

5.2.12 Response to Krieger Comment

5.2.12.1 – (Transcript page 66)  During the assessment, the toxic as well as cancer risks posed by uranium
were considered.  The resulting cleanup concentration for uranium at the site will be protective
to human health, for both cancer and toxic concerns.

5.2.12.2 - (Transcript page 67)   No.
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5.2.13 Response to Finch Comment

5.2.13.1 – (Transcript page 8)  Comment noted.

5.2.14 Response to Calabrese Comment

5.2.14.1 –(Transcript pages 69-71)  Comment noted.

5.2.15 Responses to Swanick Comments

5.2.15.1 –(Transcript pages 71-73)  Comment noted.

5.2.15.2 – (Transcript page 74)  The two action alternatives presented in the PP for remediating the Linde
site (Alternatives 2 and 4) differed only in the way Building 14 (and soils remaining under the
building slabs and footings that contain contaminants exceeding the cleanup guidelines) would
be addressed during the remediation process.  The preferred alternative presented in the PP,
Alternative 4, proposed that the building would remain on the site and that institutional controls
would be implemented to protect workers in the building, and future site users from inadvertent
exposures to residual contaminants remaining within and under the building.  Alternative 2
included the demolition and disposal of the building and residual contaminated soils currently
remaining under the building.

Comments received during the public comment period, including the public meetings, indicated
that the community is concerned about leaving residual contamination on the site, even if
institutional controls would prevent exposure to the contaminants.

USACE has decided that additional assessment of the possible remedies for Building 14 (and
residual soils under the building) is warranted.  Therefore, the building and soils under the
building are being excluded from this ROD and will be addressed separately, allowing for the
initiation of remedial actions to proceed on the remainder of the site.  A future ROD will be
developed to address Building 14 and any residual contaminated soils under the building.

5.2.16 Response to  Rodenmocker Comment

5.2.16.1 – (Transcript page 75) This ROD only addresses specific media and areas of the Linde site and
its immediately adjacent properties.  Issues raised regarding health problems, Building 14, the
groundwater at the site or other properties off the current Praxair property are not within the
scope of this decision document.  Those issues will be addressed separately, if appropriate, at a
future time.

5.2.17 Response to Kreiger Comment

5.2.17.1 –(Transcript page 77)  USACE will proceed with the remediation of this property as required
under CERCLA.  The remedial action will be the most cost effective remedy that is considered
to be protective of human health and the environment.
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5.2.18 Response to Bazinat Comment

5.2.18.1 –(Transcript page 82)  Comment noted.

5.3 Written Comments from George Melrose (Attachment 3)

5.3.1- The cleanup criteria proposed by USACE was developed to provide for an acceptable level of
protection in accordance with CERCLA and was based on an industrial exposure scenario,
which is the most likely future land use.  The proposed criteria were the standards in 40 CFR
192 for radium, which includes consideration of thorium, and 600 pCi/g total uranium.  Based
on modeling results, remediation of the site to the 40 CFR 192 criteria and the cleanup level of
600 pCi/g for total uranium should result in a residual total uranium concentration of 60 pCi/g,
or less, when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by 3 meters thick.  The
expected residual total uranium concentration in the soils is equal to or less than the earlier
DOE recommended guideline of 60 pCi/g for total uranium in residual soils that would allow
for release for residential use and no further radiological restrictions. After consideration of
these concerns and the modeling results, USACE agreed to commit to a post-remedial total
uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000
square meters by three (3) meters thick.

On June 11, 1999, subsequent to the release of the PP, an amendment to 10 CFR 40, Appendix
A, Criterion 6(6) became effective making the use of a site specific uranium guideline
unnecessary.  That regulation requires that remaining byproduct material containing
concentrations of radionuclides other than radium, such as uranium in the soil, and surface
activity on remaining structures, do not result in a total effective dose equivalent exceeding the
benchmark dose, which is the dose associated with cleanup to the radium standards, and must
be as low as reasonably achievable.  While the regulation is not applicable, it is considered
relevant and appropriate.  USACE believes that compliance with that regulation and 40 CFR
Part 192 will require the removal of more material than was anticipated using the site specific
guideline and effect a cleanup that meets the original commitment to the community.

5.4 Written Comments from Dennis Conroy (Attachment 4)

5.4.1 - The cleanup criteria proposed by USACE was developed to provide for an acceptable level of
protection in accordance with CERCLA and was based on an industrial exposure scenario,
which is the most likely future land use.  The proposed criteria were the standards in 40 CFR
192 for radium, which includes consideration of thorium, and 600 pCi/g total uranium.  Based
on modeling results, remediation of the site to the 40 CFR 192 criteria and the cleanup level of
600 pCi/g for total uranium should result in a residual total uranium concentration of 60 pCi/g,
or less, when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by 3 meters thick.  The
expected residual total uranium concentration in the soils is equal to or less than the earlier
DOE recommended guideline of 60 pCi/g for total uranium in residual soils that would allow
for release for residential use and no further radiological restrictions. After consideration of
these concerns and the modeling results, USACE agreed to commit to a post-remedial total
uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000
square meters by three (3) meters thick.
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On June 11, 1999, subsequent to the release of the PP, an amendment to 10 CFR 40, Appendix
A, Criterion 6(6) became effective making the use of a site specific uranium guideline
unnecessary.  That regulation requires that remaining byproduct material containing
concentrations of radionuclides other than radium, such as uranium in the soil, and surface
activity on remaining structures, do not result in a total effective dose equivalent exceeding the
benchmark dose, which is the dose associated with cleanup to the radium standards, and must
be as low as reasonably achievable.  While the regulation is not applicable, it is considered
relevant and appropriate.  USACE believes that compliance with that regulation and 40 CFR
Part 192 will require the removal of more material than was anticipated using the site specific
guideline and effect a cleanup that meets the original commitment to the community.

5.4.2- USACE believes that the most reasonable future use of this site is commercial/industrial.
Under these types of uses, the remedy will achieve the 10 mrem/yr standard.

5.4.3- Comment noted. USACE agreed to commit to a post-remedial total uranium concentration in
the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by three (3)
meters thick.  Subsequent to that commitment, an addition to 10 CFR Part 40 Appendix A
Criterion 6(6) was promulgated.  Compliance with that standard will meet or exceed the
previous commitments to the public.  This will allow for release of the property (excluding
Building 14, to be addressed separately).

5.4.4- The comment on the referenced supporting document is noted.

5.4.5- The comment on the referenced supporting document is noted.

5.4.6- The comment on the referenced supporting document is noted.

5.4.7- The standards found in 40 CFR Part 192 are not considered applicable because the regulation is
only applicable to specific sites designated under UMTRCA.  However, USACE has determined
that 40 CFR Part 192 is relevant and appropriate to the cleanup of the Linde Site.  This
determination was made based on the similarity of the uranium processing activities and resulting
radionuclides found in the waste after processing at uranium mill sites where the regulation is
applicable.  In addition, the requirements are well suited to the site.  DOE Orders are
unpromulgated and therefore not considered applicable or relevant and appropriate to the
CERCLA remediation of the Linde Site.

5.4.8- Comment noted. The original RI, FS and PP for the Linde (Tonawanda) site(s), proposed that no
action was warranted to address on-site groundwater.  USACE further investigated existing
available information relating to the groundwater at the Linde site and presented findings in a
document entitled “Synopsis of Historical Information on Linde Effluent Injection Wells”
(USACE 1999a).  The result of that assessment was also a conclusion that no remediation of the
groundwater is warranted.  This conclusion was re-stated in the 1999 Linde PP (USACE 1999c).
However, based on the comments received during the comment period, USACE has decided to
not make a final decision regarding groundwater in this ROD.  USACE will further assess the
groundwater conditions at the site and address the need for any remediation in a future ROD.

5.4.9- “BRA” has been defined in the ROD.

5.4.10- RME’s were used in the baseline risk assessment.
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5.4.11-12- The standards found in 40 CFR Part 192 are not considered applicable because the regulation
is only applicable to specific sites designated under UMTRCA.  However, USACE has
determined that 40 CFR Part 192 is relevant and appropriate to the cleanup of the Linde Site.
This determination was made based on the similarity of the uranium processing activities and
resulting radionuclides found in the waste after processing at uranium mill sites where the
regulation is applicable.  In addition, the requirements are well suited to the site.

Neither DOE Orders nor NYSDEC TAGMs are properly promulgate regulations.  Therefore,
they are not potential ARARs for the site, making it unnecessary to discuss them in this
document.

5.5 Written Comments from Tobe (Attachment 5)

5.5.1 A minimum public review period is required under the NCP.  The public review period for the
Linde Site was extended to allow a 71-day review period ending June 11, 1999.

5.5.2-3- The standards found in 40 CFR Part 192 are not considered applicable because the regulation is
only applicable to specific sites designated under UMTRCA.  However, USACE has
determined that 40 CFR Part 192 is relevant and appropriate to the cleanup of the Linde Site.
This determination was made based on the similarity of the uranium processing activities and
resulting radionuclides found in the waste after processing at uranium mill sites where the
regulation is applicable.  In addition, the requirements are well suited to the site.

Subpart B of 40 CFR Part 192 addresses cleanup of land and buildings contaminated with
residual radioactive material from inactive uranium processing sites, and sets standards for
residual concentrations of Ra-226 in soil.  It requires that radium concentrations shall not
exceed background by more than 5 pCi/g in the top 15 cm of soil or 15 pCi/g in any 15 cm
layer below the top layer, averaged over an area of 100 m2.

Subpart B also provides standards for any occupied or habitable building.  These standards
require that the remedial action shall be and reasonable effort shall be made to:

• achieve an annual average (or equivalent) radon decay product concentration (including
background) not to exceed 0.02 Working Level (WL).  In any case, the radon decay product
concentration (including background) shall not exceed 0.03 WL, and

• the level of gamma radiation shall not exceed the background level by more than 20
microroentgens per hour.

These 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart B requirements are considered relevant and appropriate to the
cleanup of the Linde Site and buildings.

New regulations amending 10 CFR 40, Appendix A, Criterion 6 (6) were promulgated and
became effective on June 11, 1999.  These regulations were evaluated and determined to not
be applicable to the Linde site.  However, they were found to be relevant and appropriate for
the Linde site since they addressed residual uranium and other radionuclides present at
uranium mill sites, similar to the Linde site.  10 CFR 40, Appendix A, Criterion 6(6)
requires that residual radioactive materials remaining after remediation will not result in a
total effective dose equivalent (TEDE), considering all radionuclides present (e.g., radium,
thorium, and uranium) to the average member of the critical group exceeding a benchmark
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dose established based on cleanup to the radium standards of 5 pCi/g in the top 15
centimeters and 15 pCi/g in subsequent 15 centimeter layers below the top layer.  This
benchmark dose is then used to establish allowable soil and surface concentration levels for
the various radionuclides present. The criterion also states if more than one residual
radionuclide is present in the same 100-square-meter area, the sum of the ratios for each
radionuclide of concentration present to the concentration limit will not exceed “1” (unity).

USACE evaluated the new standard, the draft NRC guidance included in the Federal Register
(Vol. 64, N0. 69, dated April 12, 1999, pp. 17690–17695), and the Linde Radiological
Assessment (USACE 2000).  Based on the current understanding by USACE of the new
standard and associated guidance, USACE was able to use the data and information contained
in the Linde Radiological Assessment (USACE 2000) to establish the benchmark doses and
associated radionuclide concentration limits for surface cleanups as well as subsurface
cleanups.  The results in the Linde Radiological Assessment were based on RESRAD runs
modeling the conditions at the Linde Site.  The document also included what the allowable
concentrations would be for various radionuclides to meet dose objectives both with and
without cover materials for the most likely scenario at the site, the industrial/commercial
scenario.  These results are contained in Table 3-3 of the Linde Radiological Assessment.
Using those results, USACE was able to derive the benchmark dose for surface cleanup by
dividing the 10 mrem/y (no cover) by the 5.7 pCi/g of Ra-226 associated with that dose and
then multiplying the result by 5 pCi/g of Ra-226, which results in a benchmark dose of 8.8
mrem/y for surface cleanups.  Table 3-3 data was then used to derive the allowable
concentrations for the radionuclides, total uranium, and Th-230.  The same methodology was
used in deriving the same information for subsurface cleanups.  The data used were the results
in Table 3-3 based on a cover depth of 6 inches.  The resulting benchmark dose for subsurface
cleanups was calculated to be 4.1 mrem/y.  The following tabulates the results of the
assessment and what the radionuclide limits are for surface and subsurface cleanups:

Allowable Residual Concentration Limit for
Indicated Benchmark Dose

(pCi/g)

Radionuclide Surface:  8.8 mrem/yr SubSurface: 4.1 mrem/yr
Ra-226 5.0 15
Th-230 14 44
U-total 554 3,021

During remediation, the actual radionuclide concentrations within a 100 square meter area will
be divided by its corresponding concentration limit from the table above.  These ratios are then
added and must be equal to or less than “1” (unity).  If the sum of these ratios exceeds unity,
additional soil removal is necessary.

The allowable residual radionuclide concentrations on structure surfaces would be computed
for specific structures and the associated exposure scenarios and would be based on meeting the
benchmark dose of 8.8 mrem/y for surface cleanups.
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5.6 Written Comments from La Falce (Attachment 6)

5.6.1- The cleanup criteria proposed by USACE was developed to provide for an acceptable level of
protection in accordance with CERCLA and was based on an industrial exposure scenario,
which is the most likely future land use.  The proposed criteria were the standards in 40 CFR
192 for radium, which includes consideration of thorium, and 600 pCi/g total uranium.  Based
on modeling results, remediation of the site to the 40 CFR 192 criteria and the cleanup level of
600 pCi/g for total uranium should result in a residual total uranium concentration of 60 pCi/g,
or less, when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by 3 meters thick.  The
expected residual total uranium concentration in the soils is equal to or less than the earlier
DOE recommended guideline of 60 pCi/g for total uranium in residual soils that would allow
for release for residential use and no further radiological restrictions. After consideration of
these concerns and the modeling results, USACE agreed to commit to a post-remedial total
uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000
square meters by three (3) meters thick.

On June 11, 1999, subsequent to the release of the PP, an amendment to 10 CFR 40, Appendix
A, Criterion 6(6) became effective making the use of a site specific uranium guideline
unnecessary.  That regulation requires that remaining byproduct material containing
concentrations of radionuclides other than radium, such as uranium in the soil, and surface
activity on remaining structures, do not result in a total effective dose equivalent exceeding the
benchmark dose, which is the dose associated with cleanup to the radium standards, and must
be as low as reasonably achievable.  While the regulation is not applicable, it is considered
relevant and appropriate.  USACE believes that compliance with that regulation and 40 CFR
Part 192 will require the removal of more material than was anticipated using the site specific
guideline and effect a cleanup that meets the original commitment to the community.

5.6.2- After receipt of the original comments, USACE met with stakeholders and had decided to: (1)
achieving a post-remedial total uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged
over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by three (3) meters thick; (2) conducting a second
public meetings; and (3) deferring a decision of Building 14 and the groundwater operable
units.  Comments made at the second public meeting showed support for the soil remediation
alternative where the cleanup criteria for the soils at the Linde site would be (1) the removal of
all soils exceeding the total uranium cleanup criteria of 600 pCi/g; (2) the removal of soils
exceeding the 40 CFR 192 standards for radium, which includes consideration of thorium,
when averaged over 100 square meters; and (3) ensuring that the total uranium concentration
remaining in the soils after remediation to the first two standards is equal to or less than 60
pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by 3 meters thick.  Subsequent
to that commitment, an addition to 10 CFR Part 40 Appendix A, Criterion 6(6) was
promulgated.  Compliance with that standard will meet or exceed the previous commitment to
the public.

5.6.3- Comment noted.

5.7 Written Comment from Chapman (Attachment 7)

5.7.1- This ROD only addresses specific media and areas of the Linde site and its immediately
adjacent properties.  Issues raised regarding health problems, Building 14, the groundwater at
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the site or other properties off the current Praxair property are not within the scope of this
decision document.  Those issues will be addressed separately, if appropriate, at a future time

5.8 Written Comments from Merges (Attachment 8)

5.8.1- It is USACE’s position that the adequacy of the remedy selected and applied will be measured
by evaluating compliance with the ARARs and the risk based uranium cleanup criteria, not
TAGM 4003.  However, USACE understands what NYSDEC must do to address the NYS
administrative guidelines and believes that implementation of the preferred remedy will result
in a level of protectiveness at the Linde Site is acceptable to the State.

5.8.2- It is USACE’s position that the implementation of a remedial action in compliance with 40
CFR Part 192 and 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A, Criterion 6(6) will allow for future unrestricted
use, including residential, at the Linde Site.  In addition, USACE believes that when NYSDEC
completes their assessment, NYSDEC will come to the same conclusion.

5.8.3- The cleanup criteria proposed by USACE was developed to provide for an acceptable level of
protection in accordance with CERCLA and was based on an industrial exposure scenario,
which is the most likely future land use.  The proposed criteria were the standards in 40 CFR
192 for radium, which includes consideration of thorium, and 600 pCi/g total uranium.  Based
on modeling results, remediation of the site to the 40 CFR 192 criteria and the cleanup level of
600 pCi/g for total uranium should result in a residual total uranium concentration of 60 pCi/g,
or less, when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by 3 meters thick.  The
expected residual total uranium concentration in the soils is equal to or less than the earlier
DOE recommended guideline of 60 pCi/g for total uranium in residual soils that would allow
for release for residential use and no further radiological restrictions. After consideration of
these concerns and the modeling results, USACE agreed to commit to a post-remedial total
uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000
square meters by three (3) meters thick.

On June 11, 1999, subsequent to the release of the PP, an amendment to 10 CFR 40, Appendix
A, Criterion 6(6) became effective making the use of a site specific uranium guideline
unnecessary.  That regulation requires that remaining byproduct material containing
concentrations of radionuclides other than radium, such as uranium in the soil, and surface
activity on remaining structures, do not result in a total effective dose equivalent exceeding the
benchmark dose, which is the dose associated with cleanup to the radium standards, and must
be as low as reasonably achievable.  While the regulation is not applicable, it is considered
relevant and appropriate.  USACE believes that compliance with that regulation and 40 CFR
Part 192 will require the removal of more material than was anticipated using the site specific
guideline and effect a cleanup that meets the original commitment to the community.

5.8.4-5- All material present at the Linde Site is considered pre-1978 byproduct material that is not
subject to NRC jurisdiction.  It is therefore, by definition, not source material and, in
accordance with a March 2, 1998 letter from the NRC specifically addressing the Linde site,
not subject to license requirements to remain at the site or be handled.
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In addition there are no NRC rules or regulations that would preclude disposal of the
materials in a RCRA disposal facility.  However, acceptance at such a facility would be
subject to its operating permit and the agreement of the state agency that regulates the
facility's permit compliance.

5.8.6- The circumstances and history of the site have been carefully reviewed and it has been
determined that 40 CFR Part 192 and 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A, Criterion 6(6) are relevant
and appropriate for the site.

5.8.7- The original RI, FS and PP for the Linde (Tonawanda) site(s), proposed that no action was
warranted to address on-site groundwater.  USACE further investigated existing available
information relating to the groundwater at the Linde site and presented findings in a document
entitled “Synopsis of Historical Information on Linde Effluent Injection Wells” (USACE
1999a).  The result of that assessment was also a conclusion that no remediation of the
groundwater is warranted.  This conclusion was re-stated in the 1999 Linde PP (USACE
1999c).  However, based on the comments received during the comment period, USACE has
decided to not make a final decision regarding groundwater in this ROD.  USACE will further
assess the groundwater conditions at the site and address the need for any remediation in a
future ROD.

5.8.8-9- The two action alternatives presented in the PP for remediating the Linde site (Alternatives 2
and 4) differed only in the way Building 14 (and soils remaining under the building slabs and
footings that contain contaminants exceeding the cleanup guidelines) would be addressed
during the remediation process.  The preferred alternative presented in the PP, Alternative 4,
proposed that the building would remain on the site and that institutional controls would be
implemented to protect workers in the building, and future site users from inadvertent
exposures to residual contaminants remaining within and under the building.  Alternative 2
included the demolition and disposal of the building and residual contaminated soils currently
remaining under the building.

Comments received during the public comment period, including the public meetings, indicated
that the community is concerned about leaving residual contamination on the site, even if
institutional controls would prevent exposure to the contaminants.

USACE has decided that additional assessment of the possible remedies for Building 14 (and
residual soils under the building) is warranted.  Therefore, the building and soils under the
building are being excluded from this ROD and will be addressed separately, allowing for the
initiation of remedial actions to proceed on the remainder of the site.  A future ROD will be
developed to address Building 14 and any residual contaminated soils under the building.

5.8.10- This ROD only addresses specific media and areas of the Linde site and its immediately
adjacent properties.  Issues raised regarding health problems, Building 14, the groundwater at
the site or other properties off the current Praxair property are not within the scope of this
decision document.  Those issues will be addressed separately, if appropriate, at a future time

5.8.11- All remediation efforts conducted at the Linde site will be monitored and verified by
government personnel in accordance with the USACE Quality Assurance Program.  In addition,
NYSDEC will be conducting independent assessments of the remedial work.  USACE believes
that with adherence to the Quality Assurance Program and the independent assessment by the
state, the use of an Independent Verification Contractor is unnecessary.
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5.8.12- USACE will apply MARSSIM techniques

5.8.13- Comment noted.

5.8.14- Comment noted.

5.8.15- Comment noted.

5.9 Written Comments from Conroy (Attachment 9)

5.9.1-4- The two action alternatives presented in the PP for remediating the Linde site (Alternatives 2
and 4) differed only in the way Building 14 (and soils remaining under the building slabs and
footings that contain contaminants exceeding the cleanup guidelines) would be addressed
during the remediation process.  The preferred alternative presented in the PP, Alternative 4,
proposed that the building would remain on the site and that institutional controls would be
implemented to protect workers in the building, and future site users from inadvertent
exposures to residual contaminants remaining within and under the building.  Alternative 2
included the demolition and disposal of the building and residual contaminated soils currently
remaining under the building.

Comments received during the public comment period, including the public meetings, indicated
that the community is concerned about leaving residual contamination on the site, even if
institutional controls would prevent exposure to the contaminants.

USACE has decided that additional assessment of the possible remedies for Building 14 (and
residual soils under the building) is warranted.  Therefore, the building and soils under the
building are being excluded from this ROD and will be addressed separately, allowing for the
initiation of remedial actions to proceed on the remainder of the site.  A future ROD will be
developed to address Building 14 and any residual contaminated soils under the building.

5.9.5- Comment noted.  USACE has decided that additional assessment of the possible remedies for
Building 14 (and residual soils under the building) is warranted.  Therefore, the building and
soils under the building are being excluded from this ROD and will be addressed separately,
allowing for the initiation of remedial actions to proceed on the remainder of the site.  A
future ROD will be developed to address Building 14 and any residual contaminated soils
under the building.

5.10 Written Comments from Lambert (Attachment 10)

5.10.1 All remediation efforts conducted at the Linde site will be monitored and verified by
government personnel in accordance with the USACE Quality Assurance Program.  In addition,
NYSDEC will be conducting independent assessments of the remedial work.  USACE believes
that with adherence to the Quality Assurance Program and the independent assessment by the
state, the use of an Independent Verification Contractor is unnecessary

5.10.2-3- The cleanup criteria proposed by USACE was developed to provide for an acceptable level of
protection in accordance with CERCLA and was based on an industrial exposure scenario,
which is the most likely future land use.  The proposed criteria were the standards in 40 CFR
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192 for radium, which includes consideration of thorium, and 600 pCi/g total uranium.  Based
on modeling results, remediation of the site to the 40 CFR 192 criteria and the cleanup level of
600 pCi/g for total uranium should result in a residual total uranium concentration of 60 pCi/g,
or less, when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000 square meters by 3 meters thick.  The
expected residual total uranium concentration in the soils is equal to or less than the earlier
DOE recommended guideline of 60 pCi/g for total uranium in residual soils that would allow
for release for residential use and no further radiological restrictions. After consideration of
these concerns and the modeling results, USACE agreed to commit to a post-remedial total
uranium concentration in the soils of 60 pCi/g when averaged over a soil volume of 2,000
square meters by three (3) meters thick.

On June 11, 1999, subsequent to the release of the PP, an amendment to 10 CFR 40, Appendix
A, Criterion 6(6) became effective making the use of a site specific uranium guideline
unnecessary.  That regulation requires that remaining byproduct material containing
concentrations of radionuclides other than radium, such as uranium in the soil, and surface
activity on remaining structures, do not result in a total effective dose equivalent exceeding the
benchmark dose, which is the dose associated with cleanup to the radium standards, and must
be as low as reasonably achievable.  While the regulation is not applicable, it is considered
relevant and appropriate.  USACE believes that compliance with that regulation and 40 CFR
Part 192 will require the removal of more material than was anticipated using the site specific
guideline and effect a cleanup that meets the original commitment to the community.

5.10.4 The application of the radium cleanup guideline includes the fact that thorium will decay to
radium in the future.  The cleanup guideline of 5/15 pCi/g of radium includes the removal of
thorium such that the standard is met for 1,000 years, based on accepted guidance.

5.10.5-6- The two action alternatives presented in the PP for remediating the Linde site (Alternatives 2
and 4) differed only in the way Building 14 (and soils remaining under the building slabs and
footings that contain contaminants exceeding the cleanup guidelines) would be addressed
during the remediation process.  The preferred alternative presented in the PP, Alternative 4,
proposed that the building would remain on the site and that institutional controls would be
implemented to protect workers in the building, and future site users from inadvertent
exposures to inaccessible residual contaminants (radium, thorium and uranium exceeding the
cleanup guidelines) remaining within and under the building.  Alternative 2 included the
demolition and disposal of the building and residual contaminated soils currently remaining
under the building.

Comments received during the public comment period, including the public meetings, indicated
that the community is concerned about leaving residual contamination on the site, even if
institutional controls would prevent exposure to the contaminants.

USACE has decided that additional assessment of the possible remedies for Building 14 (and
residual soils under the building) is warranted.  Therefore, the building and soils under the
building are being excluded from this ROD and will be addressed separately, allowing for the
initiation of remedial actions to proceed on the remainder of the site.  A future ROD will be
developed to address Building 14 and any residual contaminated soils under the building.

5.10.7 Background concentrations for the radionuclides being addressed at the Linde Site were
developed during the remedial investigation and are presented in the RI report.
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5.10.8- Comments received during the public comment period, including the public meetings,
indicated that the community is concerned about leaving residual contamination on the site,
even if institutional controls would prevent exposure to the contaminants.

USACE has decided that additional assessment of the possible remedies for Building 14 (and
residual soils under the building) is warranted.  Therefore, the building and soils under the
building are being excluded from this ROD and will be addressed separately, allowing for the
initiation of remedial actions to proceed on the remainder of the site.  A future ROD will be
developed to address Building 14 and any residual contaminated soils under the building.

5.11 Response to Leary Comments (Attachment 11)

5.11.1 Comment noted.

5.11.2 USACE has considered all potential ARARs submitted by the State of New York, as well as
others, during the ARAR selection process.  Each requirement, criteria or limitation
submitted was evaluated to determine if it was properly promulgated and contained
substantive criteria pertaining to the hazardous substances or the circumstances of their
release at the site.   If they were properly promulgated and pertained to hazardous substances
on the site, they were further evaluated to determine if they were applicable or relevant and
appropriate.  As a result of that analysis, none of requirements, criteria or limitation
submitted by New York State were determined to be ARARs for the management units being
addressed in this ROD.  A final determination has not yet been made regarding the
groundwater at the site.

Specifically, the standards found in 6 NYCRR Part 380 and 6 NYCRR Part 375 were not
considered applicable because the regulations expressly exclude the material found at Linde,
which the NRC has indicated is byproduct material for which no NRC license is required,
from the universe of materials regulated.  6 NYCRR Part 380 does not apply to radioactive
material whose receipt, possession, use, transfer, and disposal is not subject to general or
specific licensing and regulatory control pursuant to the regulations of the NRC or a licensing
agency of an agreement state and 6 NYCRR Part 375 excludes source, special nuclear and
byproduct materials from the definition of solid and hazardous waste.

In addition, the regulations in both parts are not relevant and appropriate because they do not
address situations sufficiently similar to the circumstances of the release or remedial action at
Linde and are not well suited for the site.   The standards found in 6 NYCRR Part 380
establish standards and the permit process for the future disposal of licensed material into the
environment.  The standards found in 6 NYCRR Part 375, provide a procedural framework
for the implementation of the New York solid and hazardous waste law. Neither part
specifically addresses substantive remediation standards pertaining to the radioactive materials
found at the Linde site.

The standards found at 10 CFR Part 20 were also evaluated.  After a careful analysis, it was
determined that the regulation was no applicable and that 40 CFR Part 192 and 10 CFR Part
40, Appendix A, Criterion 6(6) are most relevant and appropriate to the circumstances at the
Linde site.  The adoption of 40 CFR Part 192 then precluded the use of 10 CFR part 20
pursuant to 10 CFR 20.1401 and 62 Fed. Reg. 39058, at 39073, July 21, 1997.
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USACE also evaluated other criteria and documents to determine, in its discretion, if it was
appropriate to consider them TBCs.  After careful analysis, it was determined that ARARs
did exist for the site making it unnecessary to consider those criteria and documents as TBCs.
Rather, they would be used as reference material in the course of conducting the remedial
action.

The remedy proposed for the Linde site properly reflects the ARARs analysis conducted by
USACE and will met all requirements, criteria or limitations found to be applicable or
relevant and appropriate.

5.11.3 The groundwater at the Linde Site is not being addressed in the ROD.  In response to comments
from the state, additional sampling and analysis will be conducted before a final remedy is
proposed, if necessary.  At that time the ARARs for groundwater will be addressed.

5.11.4 DOE had established a cleanup level of 60 pCi/g total uranium at the Tonawanda site under the
authority of DOE Order 5400.5.  DOE Order 5400.5 sets forth a method to derive a dose-based
uranium cleanup level.  The USACE is conducting FUSRAP cleanups under CERCLA, which
is a different regulatory authority.  Under CERCLA, use of ARARs and risk-based levels for
cleanup criteria, when appropriate, is a standard practice.

At the time that USACE issued its plan, no ARAR existed that addressed several areas at Linde
that exhibit elevated uranium levels, with little radium and thorium.  To derive a cleanup
standard for those areas, the USACE used a risk-based method under CERCLA, which resulted
in a cleanup level for total uranium of 600 pCi/g.  Cleanup to this level will result in cleanup to
a risk level of less than 1 X 10-4, which level is well within the acceptable risk range under
CERCLA.

On June 11, 1999, an amendment to 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A, Criterion 6(6) became
effective that addresses such situations.  USACE has found that regulation to be relevant and
appropriate.  USACE will now remediate the site so that the remaining byproduct material
containing concentrations of radionuclides other than radium in the soil does not result in a total
effective dose exceeding the dose from cleanup of radium contaminated soil to the benchmark
dose and must be at levels as low as reasonably achievable.

5.11.5 The ROD identifies and summarizes all prior actions taken at the Linde site by DOE and
USACE and the results of those actions.  A more detailed explanation of each can be found in
the referenced documents located in the administrative record.

Each of the actions taken contributed to the efficient performance of the long-term remedial
actions proposed at the site and did not cause the preclusion of a remediation alternative.  Each
of the actions met the cleanup guidelines set forth in the appropriate EE/CA or NEPA analysis.
At that time, no final determinations regarding ARARs had been made.

This ROD addresses all areas of the Linde site, excluding Building 14 and the groundwater, and
the remedy selected will ensure compliance with the ARARs at all locations, including areas
previously addressed through interim actions.

5.11.6 USACE has, and will continue to, dispose of all material removed from the Linde site at a
property licensed or permitted facility.  In addition, all required notifications will be made.
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In order to insure that the disposal of material is done in conformance with the applicable laws
and regulations, prior to shipment, each type of material will be carefully analyzed and
appropriately classified.  USACE will then provide the information to the receiving facility and
require that they provide a written assurance from facility's regulator that the material can be
disposed of in that facility.

Regarding the material previously shipped from the Linde site, the NRC has expressly said that
the material is "by-product material" that does not required a license for handling from the
NRC.  In addition, the NRC has clearly stated that they have no NRC rules or regulations that
preclude the disposal of the material in a RCRA disposal facility.

5.11.7 USACE has carefully followed the NCP during both removal actions and the final remedial
action selection process and will continue to do so.  USACE also believe that the permit waiver
provisions of Section 121(h) of CERCLA apply to the Linde site.

5.11.8 One component of the community acceptance criterion is issuing the Proposed Plan for public
comment.  Once the USACE receives comments, it can assess whether the community accepts
the Plan or would like to see it changed.  Community acceptance is a modifying criterion, in
that it can be used to modify the final remedy selected.  It often is not evaluated or assessed
until after receipt of comments on the Proposed Plan.

5.11.9 USACE has carefully considered all comments received regarding the Proposed Plan and
determined that no decision will be made concerning the final remedy for groundwater and
Building 14 at this time.  Instead, both issues will be assessed further and be the subject of a
future ROD process.  USACE has further determined that it is not necessary to issue a new
proposed plan before going forward with the remaining portions of the preferred alternative as
described in the Proposed Plan released March 26, 1999.  A new proposed plan is unnecessary
since no changes are being made to the those remaining portions of the preferred alternative
and the public has had an ample opportunity to comment on them.
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purs'uant to notice. 
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1 LIEUTENANT COLONEL FEIERSTEIN: Good 

2 

3 

eveninlg, ladies and gentlemen. My name is 

Lieutenant Colonel Mark Feierstein. Welcome to 

4 the FUSRAP Linde site public meet.ing. 

5 The purpose of this meeting is to layout to 

6 

7 

8 

you our proposed plan for the remediation of the 

Linde site andl to obtain your comments. We 

believe that an important part of project 

9 remediation execution is to hear all IDf your 

10 

11 

concerns, take all those concerns int(D account 

into the final plan so that when we actually go 

12 to execution *we can execute the best possible ' 

13 plan. 

14 

15 

16 

The system we have setup for making the 

official comments, and we have a Court: Reporter 

here recording them, is if you want to make an 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

official commtz:nt on the record you need to have 

filled out a card. If you want to make an 

offilcial comment on the record and hat-e not 

fillled out a card, please raise your hand and 

Mary Grace Quinn of my Public Affairs Office 

will give you a card. 

23 Is there anyone here who wants to make an 

2 

- -- -- 

- -- -- 
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official comment on the record who has not yet 

filled out a card? OkiSy, good. What we will do 

with all of the official comments on :record is 

respond to those in writing. That would be part 

of the record of this remediation. 

You have until the 27th of May to get all of 

your comments to us. We've extended the comment 

period by 30 days at the request of Congressman 

LaFalce and CANiT, so you can either get your 

comments into us tonighbt verbally or they need 

to be postmarked by the 27th of May. 

In order for this meeting to proceed 

efficiently and not get hung up, we ask that you 

cooperate and allow us to imposz this meeting 

protocol. What's going to happen is first the 

project manager, Ray Pilon, is going to b:rief 

you on the remediation plan and our 

recommendation, 

Then we're going to take a break. Then 

we're going to have that comment period I talked 

to you about. Then we*'re going to take a 

break. Then there wil:L be an informal question 

and answer session, but I ask you to speak one 

DePAOLO-CROSBY REPORTING SERVICES, INC. 
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person at a time. 

Arlene from my Public Affairs Office is 

going to call on you in the order in which you 

submitted your cards amd we ask that you limit 

your comments to five minutes per person to 

allow everyone a chance to get to speak their 

portion, speak their mind. That's pretty much 

the agenda. 

As far as informal questions and answers, 

like I said, we're going to do that last. It 

doesn't mean we're not going to allow any 

discussion at all during the presentation. If ' 

there are a couple of contentious issues, we may 

get into a little discussion during those, but I 

would prefer to keep to the pr0gra.m. 

Otherwise, it makes the process less 

efficient, but we will stay here tlo answer 

questions and talk to you and address concerns 

for as long as you like. There is no time frame 

as far as we're concerned. We're lhere for you 

and, like I said, we believe that we should keep 

you totally informed of everything we're doing. 

There are no hidden agendas. Everything is 
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open and above board. I'm here for as long as 

you want us here and if you want us to come back 

again :Let me know and we can do that, too, We're 

here for you. 

Before I turn this over to Ray, let me 

introduce the members of the FUSRAP tlsam that we 

have here. First, George Brooks. He9 the 

deputy district engineer. He+ my deputy for 

programs and project management. 

We have Tim Burnes who) is the overall FUSRAP 

project manager, Buffalo District. We have Tom 

Hempfling fro:m our division headquarters. He is 

the FUSRAP point of contact at the, division 

level. We have Ray Pilon who is the Iinde 

project manager. 

'We have Tom Kenna lwho is the Linde project 

engineer. We have Michelle Barczak from our 

Office of Counsel. We have to bring a lawyer. 

We hlave a lot of other -- where is Arlene? 

Nancy Stick from public affairs. Mary Grace 

is back there,. We have Frank Stevenson. We 

have all sorts of folks from the district, but 

th e s (13 folks up here are the primary people - 

I- -- 
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involved in the Linde project and I'd rather not 

take up any more of your time rambling on and 

turn it over to the project manager, Ray Pilon. 

MR. PILON:: Thank :you. I'm wearing a mike. 

It sounds like you can hear me okay. A couple 

of people we missed. We have some consultants 

here, George E3utterworth and Frank Stevenson, 

from SAIC. They're part of our team so I'd like 

to acknowledge them and there's some familiar 

faces in the crowd. 

I see the Supervisor from Tonawanda here, 

Carl Calabrese. Welcome. Two gentlemen from 

CANiT, the Coallition For Nuclear Waste in 

Tonawanda, or against nuclear waste. Some 

gentlemen from Praxair,, Dennis Conway and Tom 

Duggan and Jim Rafferty. Jim is new to the 

Praxair team. 

I've been dealing with Praxair for about a 

year and a half now. We started in 

October, /97. What I plan on presenting tonight 

is a history elf the former Linde site. It's now 

under Praxair ownership. I'm going to describe 

the studies that we've completed, show you where 
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1 we found contamination. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

It's confirmed. We know where it is. We 

want to go clean it up. I'd like to explain the 

CERCLA requirement. That's the law that gives 

us the authority to do the cleanup. The 

alternatives. We've investigated the schedule 

and then we'll take your comments. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

This is a time scale. I mentioned the 

CERCLA authority. What that authority does is 

it limits us to do specific things. We're not 

allowed to go and cleanup everything. It 

directs us to clean up the MED waste. MED 

stands for the Manhattan Engineering District. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

That was back in the early 19410's the*y came 

in and used the former Linde facilities tlo 

process uranium. In 1974 FUSRAP, Formerly . 

Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program, tlhat was 

developed by predecessors in 1974 and six years 

later the Linde site was designated an official 

FUSRAP site, so we have been studying that site 

since 1980 in detail. 

22 

23 

In 1997 Congress passed an Appropriation Act 

and it directed the Corps of Engineers to become 

--- 
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the lead agency for FUSRAP. That was, like I 

say? i:n October of 1997. We have been there 

since. 

We've done numerous studies. our 

prec:tecessors, the Department of Energy, was here 

back in 1993. They published a number of 

studies; remedial investigation, . feasibility 

stud!ies, baseline risk assessments. They came 

out with a proposed plan. 

When they presented that to the public there 

was some public outcry from the community. As a 

result of that, there was some commitments made 

to take any contaminated material outside of New 

York State. That commitment remains with the 

Corps of Engineers. 

Give us a minute. We have some technical 

difficulties. I can continue a little bit. I 

was talking about the studies that the 

Department of Energy did. I'll co:ntirue on as 

Pete is bringing the slides back up. d 

I did talk about the 1993 studies done by 

the 13epartment of Energy. When they c:ame out -- 

I mentioned the public outcry. Since then 
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the Corps of Engineers since 1997, we have been 

taking over the investigations. 

We've comp:Leted ground water studies of 

volatile ground water work that was down at 

Linde. There was a well report published that 

identified what Linde and the MED activities did 

as far as ground water 'goes. 

We have done a radiiological assessment. 

We've produced an addendum to <the former 

feasibility study that was produced. We've 

created a proposed plan. These have all been 

published in 1997. The;y've been given to the ' 

State of New York. 

We're dealing right now with the Department 

of Environmental Conservation and they've been 

provided to CANiT and tlhe town. Okay. This 

last item, the proposed plan, is the reason why 

we're here and I'd like to say this is really a 

great day for Tonawanda and the community and 

for Praxair because we?re proposing to remediate 

the contamination within the federal guidelines. 

When werre done the site will be considered 

clean for federal release with no radiological 
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restrictions except for the area below Building 

14 and I will go into a little more detail on 

that, but as part of a commitment we're going to 

take the conta:minant m#aterial outside of :New 

York State and dispose of it in a licensed 

disposal facility that's permitted to take it. 

If we get this back online we can go Iback to 

the slides. I'll continue the presentation. 

Actually, I need the next slide because it's a 

map showing where the contamination is on the 

site. 

So you know, we have slome historical 

photographs on posters in *the back of the 

building. There's a description of the proposed 

Plan, w:hat's required as flar as excavation of 

soils. There's a number of buildings that will 

be demolished. Building 57. There's a number 

of them. We can explain that as we go. 

The exception to our proposed plan or the 

preferred alternative .is tlo keep Building 14 in 

place. Building 14 has been remediated amd it's 

safe to work in. Maybe we should take a :five 

minute break or so. 
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1 (Recess taken) 
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11 

MR. PILON: Okay, It looks like we have 

a backup computer that will get us through 

this. Before we had the problem I described the 

investigations that were completed. The 

reports produced by the Corps of Engineers in 

March of '99 include the injection well 

report, the radiological assessment, addendum 

to the feasibility study and the proposed 

plan. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

We mentioned that we know where the 

contamination is and th!ose people who are not 

aware of what the facility looks like, this 

Praxair facility includes about 105 acres. Some 

of the main buildings for those who do work 

there or are familiar with it, Building 30 is 

right here. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

That was demolished this past year. We took 

it down last fall. Building 31 there is active 

work going on by Praxair tenants. Building 14 

is right there. That's a research and 

development building that Praxair uses and 
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there's a Conrail track that runs along the elast 

side. 

Sheridan Drive is along the north here and 

over in here is the Sheridan Park golf course 

and just where the park facility is. The school 

we're in is located just to the west here so 

that will give you a general layout. 

Tonawanda has town garages down on Woodward 

Avenue here. That's basically the layout. The 

blue areas identified on this map, this right 

here is the Conrail tracks along the east. 

Sheridan Drive is up here. 

We broke this down. We've blown it up so 

you can make some sense out of it, but basically 

the contamination exists in the areas along the 

parking lot. When you drive in along East Park 

Drive there's some areas in here. 

Building 30 slab is right here. That's been 

X/d out because the building is gone. There's 

also Building 38 and 39 that's been demolished. 

31 is here. There is contamination along 

Building 57, so we're going to show you some 

blowups of this map right here. 
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As I mentioned, coming into the entrance of 

Praxair, there's a lawn area and some spots and 

a parking lot and along the east side here is 

right along the edge of Building 30 and Building 

70. Those are the areas in the northwest 

quadrant of the property. 

The northeast area is where most of the 

contamination exists. There were five buildings 

that the Manhattan Engineering District used and 

Buildings 30, 38, 39, 5'7 and 31 and also 

Building 14 that's in the next slide. 

There's contamination that spread beyond the 

fence line into the Niagara Moha*wk right-of-way 

and along Conrail that is included in the 

proposed plan. 

Okay* This is south of Building 30. Right 

here is Building 14. There is contamination 

below Building 30. It's inaccessible, or 

Building 14 I must say. It's inaccessible right 

now. We've just completed decontamination of 

that building last September. 

The interior of the building has been 

cleaned up and right now for the proposed plan 
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one of the alternatives is to tear that building 

down and excavate the soils, and I'll talk about 

the alternatives in a *minute. 

I mentioned to you that the Corps of 

Engineers is working under a law. That law is 

commonly termed CERCLA. It stands for the 

Comprehensive Environmental Response 

Compensation and Liabi<lity Act. 

Under that act there's nine criteria that 

are used to evaluate a:Lternatives. If we go 

clockwise from -- say this is number one. This 

is the most important one, the protection of * 

human health and the environment. 

Compliance with ARA:R's, Applicable and 

Relevant Appropriate Regulations. Those are the 

two major ones These :next five are evaluated 

for long-term effective:ness, short-term impacts, 

reduction in toxicity, Imobility, 

implementability and cost. 

The last two are state and community 

acceptance. We have to work within the confines 

of the law. We're not (allowed to go beyond that 

law. 

- 
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The contamination we found 

- - -,a1 with Manhattan Engineering 

District is basically thorium, radium and 

uranium. For us to develop a cleanup standard 

we went to the ARAR's, which I talked about 

those are applicable federal and state laws and 

regulations. 

What's been identified as the ARAR that we 

will cleanup to is 40 Code of Federal 

Regulations, Part 192. That's the law that 

we're using to clean up the radium and thorium. 

Now, this law is deemed protective by the ' 

EPA and that's the federal requirement. The 

uranium contaminant is :not covered by 40 CFR 

192, so for us to come up with a proposed plan 

and remedial action plan we had to develop a 

guideline on what to cleanup to and what that 

evaluation entails is a risk based assessment 

and what welve done is we've identified the 

cleanup level for uranium to provide the same 

level of protection as the ARAR based cleanup 

criteria for thorium and radium, so the 

protection on both the uranium, thorium and 
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This is the goals for us to cleanup to. We 

measure the contamination in a unit called 

pica-curies per gram in soils. For us to 

achieve the cleanup we have to clean up the 

radium to 5/15, 5 being the first six inches of 

soil and 15 below that. 

The uranium cleanup criteria based on a risk 

based valuation is 600 pica-curies per gram. 

We've put a box next to that to show what the 

dose equivalent is for 600 pica-curies per gram 

and that's less than te:n millirems per year. . - 

To put that in perspective, everyone in this 

building is exposed to radioactivity. Normal 

dose levels for the average person is 360 

millirems per year in the Buffalo area. If you 

lived in Denver it's in the 400 and some range. 

We've evaluated Department of Energy 

Guidance, Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Guidance, New York State Guidance and the 

cleanup criteria that we're using right now, the 

on-site worker at Linde once we're done cleaning 

up will be exposed to less than 6 millirems per 
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year in unit eight whic'h is around the Building 

30 slab. 

This is based on an averaging of the site so 

that can give *you an idea for a comparison of 

what the mi11i:rems per year are. Everybody gets 

around 360 in this area. The alternatives we 

considered as part of the CERCLA process, we 

always consider no action. That's do not:hing 

and just monitor the site. 

The cost associated with that for long term 

monitoring is about $900,000. The alternative 

number two is the preferred alternative that's ' 

in blue and that basically calls for excavation, 

decontamination and placing institutional 

controls primarily at Building 14. 

As I said, there's contamination below 

Building 14 that's inaccessible and it poses no 

risk as long as nobody goes into the subsurface 
* 

of the building which is highly unlikely until 

somebody decides to knock that building down. 

Institutional controls will be in place. 

The cost at this point currently for this 

proposal is $28 million. The other alternative 
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we considered was the same excavation and 

decontamination as the previous alternative with m 

the exception of tearing Building 14 down and 

excavating soils under that building. 

The preferred alternative as identified in 

blue does meet the 40 CFR criteria and it does 

meet the risk based evaluation of 600 

pica-curies per gram in Building 14, so the 

guidelines that's been established reach the 

requirements of the federal government. 

The schedule right now is we've extended the 

comment period another month. Comments were ' 

originally scheduled to be closed on April 

27th. We're going to go to May 27th. We're 

hoping to get a record of decision signed in 

July* 

Before we sign a record of decision any 

comments that are received or presented at this 

meeting or submitted in writing to us must be 

properly addressed and will be p:roduced in a 

summary. That will be part of the record of 

decision and if we can continue on that schedule 

we should be getting excavation, cleaning up of 
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the site this summer. 

Our ultimate goal is to have this job done 

at the end of fiscal year 2000 which is the end 

of September and right now we believe that's 

achievable. 

In conclusion, the Corps of Engineers has 

evaluated the site. We've looked at previous 

studies. We've looked at new data. We've 

developed a proposed plan based on federal and 

state laws and regulations. The plan is 

protective to human health and the environment 

and the community acceptance is what we're here * 

to gain now. 

It can be done in a timely manner. We'd 

like to finish this stuff up and have it over 

with at the end of next year. Like I say, this 

is a good day for Tonawanda. We have a plan in 

place. We+e ready to go do the work and I 

guess we'll turn it ove:r to you to talk and give 

comments. 

I'll turn this over to Colonel Feierstein. 

He can close out. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL :FEIERSTEIN: Would you 
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23 which are being recorded or which will be 

like to go straight into the comments or do you 

want to take a break? We'll go on, okay. First 

let me recognize Rich Tobe and Carl Calabrese 

from CANiT. I neglected to do that earlier. 

They are from the Coalition Against Nuclear 

Waste in Tonawanda and Congressman LaFalce meets 

regularly with us and wre work very closely. 

They to a large ext.ent are the conscious of 

the community and we work very closely with them 

to try to move the program forward to make sure 

that all public concerns are addressed, but in 

addition to that we do bring things directly to . 

the public and, again, if you filled out a card 

weIre now going to take those -- we're going to 

take those comments from you in the order in 

which you turned in your cards. 

If you would still like to make a comlment 

and you haven't filled out a card you can still 

raise your hands and one of my public affairs 

officers will give you a card and you can fill 

that out. 

After we go through the official comments 
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recorded by the Court Reporter, we will take a 

break and then have an informal question and 

answer session. Who hals the cards? Okay. 

MS. KREUSCH: I will be calling you in the 

order that I received the cards except for the 

public officials. I'll be calling them first. 

Mr. Richard Tobe will be speaking for 

Congressman LaFalce's office and also for 

CANiT. 

MR. TOBE: Good evening and thank you. 

First, on behalf of Congressman LaFalce who had 

hoped to be here tonight but could not, hers * 

otherwise engaged, . Congressman LaFalce sent a 

letter to Colonel Feierstein dated April 22nd. 

They've asked me to read this letter and I'll do 

that, 

Dear Lieutenant Colonel Feierstein, I am in 

receipt of the Proposed Plan for Remedial Action 

at the former Linde site. While I have not had 

enough time to discuss the full range of 

implications that would result from the 

implementation of this proposed plan with . 

CANiT's technical consultant, I do have grave 
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I insist that no action be taken that 

compromises the public health. I want 

assurances from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

that any proposed remedial action plan meet with 

full consensus of the areas stak:eholders. We 

have labored long and hard to achieve agreement 

by all parties regarding Tonawanda FUSRAP 

remediation and any future cleanup activities 

should follow the same rigorous consensus 

building. 

22 The employees of Praxair, the residents of: 

23 Tonawanda and future generations deserve nothing 

immediate concerns about the proposed 

remedial action criteria of 600 pica-curies per 

gram of uranium-238. 

I am deeply disturbed by the prospect of 

increasing the criteria from the agreed upon 600 

pica-curies per gram which is currently being 

used for remedial activities. As you know, my 

number one concern throughout this multi-stage 

FUSRAP program has been the absolute protectilon 

of the health and safety of the residents and 

the environment. 
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less. Thank you for agreeing to my request for . 

an extension of the public comment period. I 

look forward to a response to my concerns. 

Sincerely, John LaFalce, member of Congress. 

A copy of this letter has been turned into 

the Court Reporter and Lieutenant Colonel 

Feierstein has a copy. There's also several 

copies available with Paul Krantz from the 

Department of Planning. 

If anyone wants a c:opy please feel free to 

ask for it when we're done. I have also on 

behalf of CANiT sent a letter to the Corps of 

Engineers to Lieutenant Colonel Feierstein. A 

copy of that wlas also turned into the Court 

Reporter. 

As John LaFalce did, we asked for an 

adjournment or an extension of the comment 

period to allow us to better understand and 

analyze the proposed activities. I'm very m 

pleased that that extension has been granted and 

thank you for that. Our request came in late 

and you reacted promptly and we very much 

appreciate it. 

DePAOLO-CROSBY REPOR'TING SERVICES, INC. 
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I think it will make for a better 

opportunity for CANiT to provide comments. The 

reason we requested thle delay was there was only 

30 days made available for comments and those 

fell over recesses for Congress, the county 

legislature and the state legislature, all 

participants in this process, and virtually 

everybody involved was out of town for at least 

a portion of that peri.od. 

Additionally, CANiT's technical consultant, 

MJW, had had its contract expired and had1 not 

yet been renewed. Happily, that's now been * 

renewed and I want to again thank the Corps of 

Engineers for an extraordinary effort to allow 

that to happen. 

It will allow us to take the scrutiny that's 

required, but their contract was only renewed 

yesterday so we need more time. Finally, we 

have some pretty serious concerns about the 

proposed action. We think that they also will 

take some time to what we are proposing to do. 

What CANiT is proposing to do is to have a 

CANiT meeting -which is now scheduled for April 

DePAOLO-CROSBY REPORTING SERVICES, INC. 
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27th at 1:00 PM at the Phillip Sheridan school 

in Tonawanda. At that session ?we'll hear from 

our consultants, discuss this a:nd prepare final 

comments that we will submit be:fore the May 27th 

deadline. 

I can make some preliminary comments now 

primarily in the way of expressing concerns 

rather than final opinions, but we're honing in 

on these issues and we want to raise them now. 

We'll finalize our comments after we've met 

with our consultants and had a meeting and heard 

from all the CANiT members which has not yet ' 

occurred, so I'll go through the comments fairly 

quickly. 

First, we did hear something about this 

tonight, but we do request a statement from the 

Corps regarding the policy for state concurrence 

and community acceptance. That was a policy 

that the U.S. Department of Energy had when they 

were managing this process and I was actually 

pleased tonight to hear that the CERCLA process 

provides that same type of involvement for our 

community. 
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That will involve both state acceptance of 

the proposed plan and a requirement that there 

be community acceptance. We think CANiT not 

alone but in large part speaks for the community 

and we hope and expect that the concerns as we 

raise them will be given the consideration which 

they deserve. 

We, of course, urge others to speak also. 

The goal of CANiT itse:Lf has been to have a 

cleanup activity that would allow the 

implementation of the Tonawanda master plan. 

Carl Calabrese I'm sure will speak to that, * 

but we are concerned that the Corps' proposal 

may not allow for the f?ull implementation of 

that master plan, but we will require 

institutional controls on the site. 

It's a matter of concern for us and we will 

be dealing with it in more detail later. We 

have a very serious concern about the proposed 

cleanup standard of 600 pica-curies per gram of 

uranium-238. 

I don't want to go into the details of that 

now other than to say that it is higher than we 
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expected, significantly higher, and we want to 

understand what the impacts are both over the 

long-term and short-term and we want to be sure 

that the 10 millirem standard for exposure to 

workers on <the site and to the visiting public 

will not be exceeded. 

It's going to take some time to get through 

all the calculation that's led to the 600 

pica-curies standard. We have some very serious 

reservations about how the Marsom techniques 

were used, both how the averaging techniques 

contained in this methodology can leave hot 

spots on the site which could be a danger, 

particularly to the average 600 pica-curies 

instead of 60, and also because of what we have 

heard about how it may have been applied at 

Ashland 2. 

We want to go through the Marsoms. We're 

not sure we're comfortable with what has 

occurred. This is a technique to determine if 

the site has been properly cleaned up through a 

sampling and statistical averaging. 

Highly technical. I don't fully understand 
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it. I have an idea, but our consultants will 

help us get through it. We're concerned how 

it's applied at Ashland and want to be sure it 

doesn't happen at Linde. 

We also have been informed of the 

requirement to obtain a license to possess 

radioactive waste at the site after this clea:nup 

occurs. We're not sure that's the case, but 

we're concerned about it and want to ask about 

it and look into it. We don't think we want a 

licensed disposal area here in Tonawanda after 

the cleanup occurs. 

We're very concerned about it. We believe 

and concur with New York State that there's a 

need for an independent verification contractor 

associated with this cleanup effort. This is 

the normal standard practice when civilian 

activities are undertaken to cleanup waste. 

We hope that the Army Corps of Engineers can 

come to accept this. I know it's different from 

what they normally do. Finally, we want to 

review the cleanup effort at Ashland 2 to learn 

from what's occurred. We've heard perhaps that 
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one radionuclide may not have been removed from 

the site because it was not specifically 

mentioned in the recortci of decision or because 

it was not present in conjunction with a cleanup 

criteria. 

We hope this is not true and we hope 

certainly it's not a final action, but we are 

concerned with what we've heard. We don't want 

to see a too ritualistic or rigorous or 

mechanical processed applied to the cleanup at 

Ashland 2 and 'we certainly don't want it applied 

here at Linde, so we want to look into these ' 

things. 

We hope to hear from the Corps and also from 

our consultant. In conclusion, those are areas 

of concern. Final comments will be made after 

the CANiT meeting. I want to again thank the 

Corps for the extension of time. Thank you for 

holding this session and thank them for making 

our consultant available again and I'm sure 

there will be a way we can work this out 

together. 

MS, KREUSCH: Carl Calabrese, Supervisor, 
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Town of Tonawanda. 

SUPERVISOR CALABRESE: Ladies and gentlemen, 

any of you who have followed this issue of 

nuclear waste in Tonawanda going back many years 

have seen me at these meetings and you know that 

the prior government agency, federal government 

agency that handled this, the Department of 

Energy I succeeded in doing something that you 

normally don't see fro:m me and that is massive 

losses of temper at some of these meetings. 

.I have attended these meetings with the 

Department of Energy and found myself shouting ' 

and pointing my finger. They really did make me 

angry. They're gone now and I have to say that 

I'm not so sure if this is a good day for the 

Town of Tonawanda because of some concerns that 

have been raised the last couple of days. 

I am not ready to lose my temper yet. We've 

had a good working relationship with the Corps. 

We have actually moved dirt out of this town, 

some 45,000 cubic yards of it last year. I was 

optimistic that we will continue that program, 

but I do have some very serious areas of concern 
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and reservation from information that has come 

to my attention and the attention of CANiT just 

in the last number of days. 

This is a special site, the Praxair site, 

because it's home to hundreds of workers each 

day eight to ten hours, sometimes longer. It 

borders this school and1 this neighborhood and 

any solution, any cleanup plan that has 

radioactivity that approaches any type of 

dangerous doses to our residents and our workers 

is unacceptable to me. 

We are going to be very careful along with ' 

our technical consultants to make sure that line 

is not crossed. Secondly, as Mr. Tobe 

mentioned, any cleanup plan that requires the 

Praxair plant to receive a radioactive license 

for what's left behind is absolutely 

unacceptable. 

We will essentially be agreeing to a low . 

level nuclear waste site in this town and that 

was unacceptable going back to 1988, '89 when 

the Department of Energy first proposed such a 

plan. The Ashland 2 site along River Road, the 
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agreement we had with the federal government 

clearly said that a final cleanup plan would 

leave us, a community of the Town of Tonawanda, 

with land along the river that could be 

developed. 

Now, if any material has been left behind at 

the Ashland ~2 plant that exceeds standards, and 

what I'm hearing now, and again I want to give 

the Corps the benefit 'of the doubt and have a 

face to face meeting with them and prove these 

concerns unfounded, but if it's true that 

material has been left behind and the solution ' 

is to fence that off, we will not have a piece 

of land that can be developed and therefore we 

will have a breaking of the agreement that we 

thought existed and that will be unacceptable 

and just I want this on the record. 

The Corps was planning to have a final 

cleanup ceremony at the Ashland 2 site sometime 

in May showing the clean dirt coming in and 

filling in and symbolic of the fact that the 

land has been cleaned up. . 

If there's any doubt in my mind that that 
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land cannot be developed because of material 

left behind, I and the town board will not 

participate in any type of ceremony of that 

sort 0 That will be nothing but a sham and I 

will have no part of it, so I want to hold my 

anger and give the Corps a chance to answer our 

concerns face to face because they've been very 

good about that up to this point, but I 

guarantee you if those concerns are not answered 

I will be back and I m*ay lose my temper. Thank 

you l 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL FEIERSTEIN: As I said, * 

we're going to address all of those concerns and 

we're going to do so in writing and make it part 

of the public record anId I believe we can 

satisfactorily meet al:L of your concerns on 

that. 

MS. KREUSCH: We also have a portable mike 

tonight, so if anyone would like to just have 

someone come to you witlh the mike, just stand 

when I call your name and Terra will bring the 

mike to you. If you're representing an 

organization tonight also I would like you to 
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identify the organization that you're 

representing. Next we have Mr. Ralph Krieger. 

MR. KRIEGER: I think everybody can hear 

me. I don't think I need a mike. I was a 

former president of the OCAW 215 Praxair. Welre 

no longer there. The union is gone off that 

property. However, I'm still president of 

F.A.C.T.S. 

We and CANiT had a long -- two peas in a 

pod, you might say. But, there is one thing 

we're in agreement on. There is no acceptance 

of leaving any nuclear lwaste in this community ' 

that has the potential down the road to life in 

this area to our children and I have said this 

before. 

That is important. The future are these 

children. When they grow up are they going to 

dig up something that was left there some fifty 

odd years ago? I don't think that's fair to 

them. I think it's our obligation to make sure 

that it's cleaned up to the standard it was 

supposed to be. 

If it's not, there's another problem. who 

- 
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is going to be responsible? The Corps of 

Engineers is not responsible. He is not 

responsible. Of course, not responsible. A 1 :I 

they are responsible for is cleaning up. 

They are not responsible for the material. 

That is the Atomic Energy Commission and the 

NRC. That lawsuit is as good as the day it was 

written by F.A.C.T.S. That is before Judge 

Elfvin now. Judge Elfvin let that go that we 

could -- they could cleanup, but at the end of 

the cleanup if it isn't cleaned up to what it's 

supposed to be cleaned up to, F.A.C.T.S.' 

lawsuit will be generated. 

The community is going to be protected 

because we are not going to back off on that 

lawsuit. I can tell everyone right here, the 

God's honest truth, it's not going to happen. 

This community has lived with this 

radioactive contamination for over fifty years. 

Everybody knows the cancer rates in this area. 

I know better than anybody else. I have had 

hundreds of workers die of cancer. I had one 

just recently die of cancer. I have got another 
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one that had half his lung removed and another 

one trying to get his tumor reduced so they can 

do something with it. 

Three men. That's not going to happen in 

this community. It happened to the workers. We 

lost that suit in compensation because we 

couldn't prove it because the government came in 

and said it doesn't happen. 

Well, that's not over yet either, but this 

community can understand that F..A.C.T.S. is not 

going to back off the position that we/ve taken 

all along that this has to be cleaned up, that ' 

no nuclear signs are hanging on any fences 

anywhere in this community and that's including 

the Lake Ontario ordinance works where a lot of 

that effluent went from the Linde site. 

I think that's fair to the community and I 

don't think this community has to put up with 

that situation, especially in light of the job 

losses that we have in this area, the brown 

fields that we have in this area. 

Bethlehem Steel. Now they're going to tear 

down the airport. There was over 15,000 -- does 
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anybody understand? There was 15,000 people 

worked at Westinghouse. Those jobs ain't there 

any more. There was 20,000 worked at 

Bethlehem. Those jobs ain't there any more. 

There was 2500 people working at Republic 

Steel. Those jobs aren't there any more. Good 

paying jobs. I'm not talking about $8.50 an 

hour jobs. I'm talking about a living wage. 

You can't get people coming into this 

community if you're hanging up a sign saying 

we've got nuclear waste dumps. We can't and w-e 

won't live with it. Thank you. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL FEIERSTEIN: Put up the 

slide that shows the comparison exposure that 

was left on-site in the proposed plan versus 

background. I don't want to mislead anyone here 

and I want to be perfectly blunt and give you 

the un-sugar-coated, unvarnished truth. 

There is no way that all of the radioactive 

material will be removed from this site. I'll 

tell you why. Just our portion of FUSRAP alone, 

the Buffalo district has eight sites. We have 

six in Western New York and we have two in 
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Ohio, 

We estimate that our program is going to 

take until the year 2009 or 2010 to cleanup 

those eight sites. We are obligated as a 

government entity to fo:llow the law. The law is 

CERCLA and CERCLA defines what the cleanup 

standards are. 

Can you put up the slide that shows the 

comparison of the millirems? Okay. Now, again 

I'm not trying to be inflammatory. I just want 

to tell you the hard realities of it. 

One of the reasons why we're out here is to ' 

educate you. This is going to be the amount of 

millirems per year that the average on-site 

worker at Linde'would receive after the cleanup 

that we are proposing is completed. 

I'm not saying that's the cleanup we're 

going to do. We're here to get your comments on 

that, but if we execute that recommended option 

that's how much additional millirems per year 

the average worker is going to get. 

Again, we're obligated to follow the law. 

That's CERCLA. That defines how far down we go 
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in removing the thorium and the :radium and we've 

derived similar standards from those for the 

uranium. If we cleaned up everything to 

background level at this site then we may not be 

able to do anything at any of our other sites. 

I don't know what that would cost off the 

top of my head, but either one or two of our 

FUSRAP sites we can clean down to the background 

level and then we would have no money to do 

anything else. 

Now, this is less than -- everyone in every 

community would like to have every bit of that . 

removed. Again, we're obligated to follow the 

law, so should we bring it down to what the law 

says is an acceptable level or should we only do 

one or two FUSRAP sites and leave everything 

else in place? 

Again, putting this in perspective, six 

millirems per year, the average American already 

gets 360, so in percentage terms we're talking 

about an additional less than two percent a 

year. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Increase? 
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LIEUTENANT COLONEL FEIERSTEIN: Increase, 

yes l Now I with the FUSRAP program for my 

district I said there's eight sites. That's 

about $500 million for those eight sites. 

Now, if we can get $5 billion or $10 billion 

or $20 billion, I don't know what it would take, 

then maybe we could cleanup everything from 

every site, but we have that to work with and we 

have the law to follow. 

Again, not to be inflammatory. I want to 

tell you what our perspective is on this. Next 
, 

comment? 

MS. KREUSCH: Thank you. Christine 

Hausrath? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL FEIERSTEIN: Just to put 

it in further perspective, I guess it depends on 

the type of x-ray, but certain x-rays that you 

get could be 10 millirems so, in other words, 

you could get an x-ray, probably a chest x-ray, 

maybe is 10 millirems. 

You could get a chest x-ray and it would 

give you more radiological exposure, a higher 

dosage, than a worker on-site eight hours a day, 
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five days a week, fifty weeks a year. That's 

what that is based on. 

.MS l HAUSRATH: Hi. I'm Chris Hausrath from 

Hausrath Landscaping. I currently reside in 

Amherst, but I grew up in the Town of 

Tonawanda. I went to school right here at 

Holmes. Ours was the first plant here. 

I can remember a lot of neat things here, 

but what I'll always remember the most is 

daydreaming, watching the fellows cut the grass 

and groom the grounds. 

I was truly impressed and now with a 27 year' 

old business that my family and I own, I am 

proud to say I am the groundsmaster at Praxair 

as well as the groundsmaster at many other large 

complexes and companies in not only the Town of 

Tonawanda area, but throughout Western New 

York. 

My job is not only to work on the grounds, 

it's to work with the grounds, whether it be 

soil, plants, flowers or lawn mowing. I have 

always kept in mind that Mother Nature is only 

loaning us her ground and that they really 
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belong to her and that we should keep them safe, I 

healthy and beautiful for everyone to enjoy. 

I have worked on Praxair's grounds for over 

seventeen years grooming, planting, manicuring . 

and beautifying and while working closely with 

Praxair personnel on many projects, I have 

noticed and admired how sensitive they are to 

the community as well as how very safety 

conscious they are, and trust me when I say they 

made darn sure this carries over to their 

contractors. 

I feel the Town of Tonawanda and its 

residents are very fortunate to have Praxair as 

not only a workplace in their community, but a 

caring neighbor in a wonderful town. 

I appreciate you're listening to me this 

evening and again I 1oo:k forward to our town 

being a first rate suburb, a great place to 

live, work and play and even though I don't 

reside here any longer in residency, my roots 

and heart still belong here. Thank you. 

MS. KREUSCH: Keith Braun? 

MR. BRAUN: Ms. Hausrath, with all due 
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respect, are you a spokesman for Praxair or 

speaking on behalf of yourself? With all due 

respect. 

I'm not here speaking on behalf of any group 

or organization. I'm here as one who grew up a 

stone's throw away from this mess. Wonderful 

plan. Great day for Tonawanda. You have to 

understand the people who will now say that 

Ashland and Linde sites will now be clean, but 

the truth is this: It will never be gone. 

Is a contamination really just limited to 

the areas shown on the *maps? I don't think so. ' 

It's deep in the ground, leeched into Two Mile 

Creek, to the Niagara River and who knows where 

else, 

Why am I here? I g:rew up here on Desmond 

and went to school here as a child. My mother 

died a slow, agonizing (cancer death just two 

years ago and my father soon after that. IX was 

then that I began thinking of all the families 

who have suffered death and disease on just one 

block in this area. 
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Braun, Cindy Delgato, the Herman family, to name 

just a very, very few. Are these incidents 

coincidence or clustered? I'm not a scientist 

or a cluster investigator, but I'll let my 

common sense be my guide. 

Let me throw this in the works: What about 

the incidents of leukemia cancers, breast 

cancers in these neighbors? What about the 

contaminated creek? What about the sludge 

dredged from that creek and dumped on East Park 

near St. Timothy's Church? 

Why were those seven holes of the golf 

course with the creek sold and the creek plowed 

over and topped with a road? What about the 

thousands of children that went to school here 

including myself since the 1960's? What about 

the countless numbers of people who have been in 

or near that creek golfing or as children for 

golf balls? 

What about the health and well-being of 

former and present Linde workers? What about 

all the sick, suffering and dead families? What 

about our children? 
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MS. KREUSCH: Thank you. Mr. Dennis Conroy? 

MR. CONROY: I'm Dennis Conroy. I'm the 

site manager of Praxair Technology Center. We 

at Praxair feel that we have been good corporate 

citizens for the past three and a half years, 

fully cooperating first with the United States 

Department of Energy and up to a year or for the 

last year and a half with the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers. 

For both of these organizations we've 

dismantled critical research and development 

operations and impeded business operations to ' 

give full and unrestricted access to the 

potential areas of nuclear contamination. 

Up to now we have been generally pleased 

with the progress which has been made. At this 

time, however, Praxair takes extreme exception 

to what we feel is the unilateral establishment 

of a 600 pica-curie per gram cleanup criteria 

for uranium at our site. 

We don't understand why the 600 pica-curie 

level has been set so high when our experience 

for the last three and a half years has been set 
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at 60 pica-curie and we have been led to 

understand that the criteria for Colonie, New 

York near Albany has been set at 65 pica-curie. 

Now, Colonel, I'm an old soldier myself and 

I'm not real pleased about the thought of taking 

the same hill twice. It's happened before at 

then the Atomic Energy Commission. 

Twenty years later it was decided the 

standards have changed and the Department of 

Energy said that we had a problem at the site. 

We don't want it to happen again. 

I feel, Praxair feels, we run exactly the 

same risk in accepting #a 600 pica-curie standard 

at this time. No margin of safety, no 

flexibility in our operations and a probable 

imposition of radiological licensing at our 

site, 

All we ask is we do the job once and we do 

it right. Thank you. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL IFEIERSTEIN: I want to 

address something here and I'll go public saying 

this and we'll address it formally in writing. 
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It's incorrect that the standard is 60 

pica-curies per gram out in Colonie. 

MR. CONROY: We were led to understand 35 

pica-curie. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL FEIERSTEIIN: That is being 

done by the New York District which is part of 

the Corps of Engineers and there is no standard 

for that right now. There were several 

standards that were set by Department of Energy, m 

but the Corps has not come up with what it's 

going to recommend in the proposed plan for 

that. 

All those are old Department of Energy 

standards and those have to be re-evaluated by 

the New York District and then a standard will 

be formed, but there is no standard that has 

been determined yet for Colonie, so it% not 

correct and what was the DOE standard for that? 

I think it was 35 pica-curies to 100 

pica-curies would be capped and above 100 would 

be removed but, again, that was the Department 

of Energy. 

I can authoritatively state that and we will 
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confirm that in writing. We checked that out 

before we came here. I will also say that in 

the Corps of Engineers we do not go about 

cleaning up to different standards on different 

sites. 

Yes, the radionuclides are different and the 

site conditions are different, but to the 

maximum extent possible, we clean the sites toI 

the same standards. We have an organization 

called the CX, the Center Of Expertise, and one 

of its primary functions is to ensure that the 

cleanup standards are as similar as possible 

given the varying contaminants and given the 

varying site conditions. 

so, you will not find -- you should not find 

a case where there is a large va:riance in 

cleanup standards. Again, let me remind you 

what we're doing is following the law here and 

we can go into the 600 pica-curies in more 

detail if you want. 

I'm happy to discuss that with you in the 

question and answer session. I'd like to let 

the people get their comments on the record, but 
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again, I will admit and I'll say this here. It 

does sound high. 600 pica-curies per gram does 

sound high and that is higher than the number of 

pica-curies that we have here for the radium and 

the thorium and when I first heard that number I 

said what is going on here? 

Then what I did was I got with my engineers 

and I had them walk me through exactly where 

that came from and why that is tIhe case and just 

suffice it to say, and we can go into more 

detail in the question and answer session, 

suffice it to say right now that it's not 

something that directly correlates. 

You can't just say 5 pica-curies of this 

versus 600 of that. What is important is the 

dosage, the millirems, the dosage that you -- 

that the human body will absorb from that 

radioactivity which is measured in pica-curies. 

That's the bottom line because your risk of 

cancer is a direct function of the dosage. 

That's why we're going off of -- that's why we 

have the 10 millirem there, but again, I don't 

want to take up people's time for comments. 
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We can talk more during the question and 

answer session about that. 

MS. KREUSCH: Okay. Ruby Bass-Earley? 

MS. EARLEY: I thank you for this little bit 

of time. My husband was at Union Carbide. He 

and his men were moving out these rusty cans 

that were leaking, burying them outside. 

Within two weeks after they did this they 

began to die. My husband died i,nstantly in his 

car driving to work. There were not too many 

signs to be seen because this kind of material 

is like an x-ray. It penetrates through. It ' 

takes care of your body quickly. 

I attended several meetings like this where 

men who worked with him were dying. They're all 

gone. I doubt if many of them are here tonight 

and I'm sorry because their families have 

suffered greatly. 22 years ago, 1977, my 

husband died in the car going to work. He dield 

instantly following this contamination. 

Many others died like him. !lou probably 

haven't heard of this. It% very unfortunate 

that you haven't. It's a very sad situation. I 
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was left with four young boys to finish sending 

through college and raise. They missed their 

father. They had a right to have him, but 

because Union Carbide was so negligent this 

happened. 

Now, I know this happened because the night 

before his funeral five officials from his 

office at Union Carbide who were friends of his, 

I doubt if they're there today, I haven't looked 

to see, but this has been a sad situation for us 

and I hope all of you who are concerned with it 

including the gentlemen who are here tonight * 

giving us the right to have this hearing, it 

won't help us, but many of us will have a sad 

memory of Union Carbide and I am a teacher who 

has had many years of science and to the best Iof 

my ability and the research I have done and the 

people I have spoken to tell me that that plant 

should be locked up, forgotten and never gone 

back. 

You can bury that into the ground if you 

want to and try to get rid of it You'll never 

get rid of it. It will be there a thousand 
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years. Do whatever you want to with it, but 

it's a remembrance of what happened here. Thank 

you. 

MS 0 KREUSCH: Thank you. Mr. Don Finch? 

MR. FINCH: Hi. I am treasurer of the 

F.A.C.T.S. group, retired from Praxair 

early /94. Been working on rese'arching to find 

out just what we're talking about here tonight. 

I can't go too deeply into it right now, but 

anyway I'm really pleased to see a pretty good 

turnout of civilians, my former fellow 

worke.rs. It's been a long tough battle trying * 

to awaken the public to the fact that you don't 

go out and spend millions of dollars on a non 

problem which we were told in the beginning by 

the DOE there's no problem. 

The database at home on the oomputer has 

over 200 names, Praxair workers. Most of them 

are dead. There are some that are just now 

getting their cancers. Latency period on cancer 

of this type or not cancer of this type, but due 

to low level radiation is 20 to 30 years. 

Guess what? We finally hit the blossoming 
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time and there are cancers among the ex-workers 

over there are starting to blossom. I thank 

this young gentlemen back here and this lady 

right here for what they had to say. 

I'm sorry to get emotional, but this means a 

hell of a lot to me. Should mean a hell of a 

lot to your people's future generations. 

Another quick thing. I'd like to thank Mr. Tobe 

and Mr. Calabrese for their remarks. We're now 

I feel all starting to come together locally. 

What about the future? We can't be playing 

around with this stuff. We can't be listening* ' 

to the no problem scenario. Ralph and I once 

said we can't be too involved. We're too busy 

going to the cemetery digging graves for people 

to be buried. Thank you. 

MS. KREUSCH: Mr. Thomas Schafer? 

MR. SCHAFER: Hi, everybody. I'm Tom 

Schafer. I'm also an ex-worker of Linde 

Air/Union Carbide. I started there when I was 

18 years old right out of Kenmore West. 

I have lived here all my life. My father 

worked at Linde Air. My grandfather worked at 
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Linde Air. I've been doing some research on 

what radioactivity does when it's genetically 

passed. 

Usually doesn't hit the first generation. 

My older brother died of a thyroid condition 

which I believe was passed from my grandfather 

through my father and then when my mother and 

father had my brother this defect was passed to 

him from working on this site and this condition 

killed him three years ago. 

Could I have the laser pointer and the 

picture of the facility put up, please? 

Building 31 here was our maintenance shop. It 

used to be here in the 70/s, but they moved us 

back here. My father's office was in this 

building and since then they have cut blocks out 

of t:he walls of his office. 

He sat on a hot spot and he died of a 

hardened heart where the autopsy showed his 

heart had pin holes in the back that blew out 

and he died very painful and I believe it was 

due l to this what everybody has been talking 

about, x-ray exposure. 
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He spent many hours working in that 

building. The old timers I work with, there's 

tunnels that come from here down here, here to 

the power house, up into the front office 

buildings, too. I worked in the new tunnels, 

every building on that property. 

What I never hear talked about is the old 

tunnels that are buried next to the new 

tunnels. When we talk about we're going to get 

the truth out here, well, why don't we do that? 

Underneath this building when I worked on second 

shift with the Geiger counter in 1980 -- I had a' 

civil defense Geiger counter and right here in 

this building -- I'm shaking a little because I 

get nervous, but right here there was a 

foreman's office that was shipping and receiving 

inspection. 

Most of the foreman that worked in that 

office died of lower intestinal cancer. In this 

building I found what was a plug ventilation 

shaft, Building 31. They capped the floor and 

when we moved back there there was an 

entranceway to go under the ground. There was 
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an underground laboratory right in this area and 

it's never talked about. 

You can never find this facility up on the 

website. It's a classified thi:ng and I don't 

think it% ever been de-classified because what 

they did underground I understand was very top 

secret for the war, which I'm proud we won that 

war and I'm proud to be an American citizen. 

My older brother had passed away. He served 

in the United States Air Force. I'm proud of 

that, so when we talk about the truth, I want to 

get a little deeper into that. In 1981 this was' 

after the Right to Know Act was into effect. 

This was due because of Love Canal. They 

posted that on all our boards in the factory 

that we had the right to know what we were 

working on. 

At second shift they had a safety meeting. 

I asked this gentlemen here, Mr. Duggan, if he 

had a level map of the radiation on the property 

and I was told at that time everything was 

within background radiation, so I was lied too 

It's very hard for me to come to these 
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meetings and listen to some of 'this stuff when 

I've been lied to. How would ysu feel if you've 

been lied to? I have ingested radioactivity and 

I sat up in the Niagara Falls meeting in 

Lewiston we went to. 

My best friend is dying of cancer that I 

work with here. He's got a three and a half 

inch tumor in his lung and he was told to scrub 

down this building that's no longer here, the 

ventilator ducts that were on the roof. 

What do you think was on there? I know what 

was on there. You don't have to tell me. When ' 

you ingest radiation it lays in your body and it 

never comes out. It's like asbe.stos. 

I don't know. There were times where I read 

newspaper articles where I felt that the 

politicians were against us and I'm glad to hear 

Mr. Calabrese say what he said tonight. We 

shouldn't be fighting each other. We should all 

be working together. 

As far as the money, maybe we should cancel 

some of them shuttle missions. Thank you. 

MR. PILON: I'd like to briefly address a 
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couple of issues. As part of our proposed plan 

I mentioned that we're excavating soils that we 

know that are contaminated. 

We're also taking care of the tunnels that 

he's talking about. We are aware there were 

tunnels between the build<ings, that there's 

utility tunnels and there's a tunnel that ‘was 

used for delivery of ores into Building 30. 

That's being addressed. There's also what 

we believe is a vault which is a submerged vault 

outside of Building 57. 

That's being addressed, so our proposed PI-an' 

is to take care of soils and subsurface 

anomalies and basically that's it. We had a 

gentlemen come in, Chuck Swanick, who just . 

arrived and he raised his hand. I think he 

wants to say something, so we'll give him the 

floor next. Thank you. 

MR. SWANICK: First, it's always a pleasure 

to discuss this issue with the Army Corps of 

Engi:neers amd I apologize for being late. This 

has been a bad week and it just continues to qo 

on a:nd on amd on, but the good news is I still 

- 
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have my fingers which I'm very grateful for. II 

I want to take a few minutes; to talk to the 

Army Corps of Engineers about what I see to be a 

major problem and it's a concern that I want to 

insure we don't rush back to the old days. For 

many of us at CANiT, and I'm a member of CANiT, 

we had a deal with the Department of Energy for 

about ten years and it was a very difficult, 

controversial time for all of us. 

:It was one confrontation after the next, 

after the next, after the next and to be very 

franlk with you, when the Army Corps of Engineers. 
. 

received this assignment many of us were 

somewhat skeptical, but we felt new faces, new 

ideas and a willingness to work together. 

so, for the first ten years it was more 

about how to clean this up and to what level to 

clean it up than it was about getting anything 

done and I think what we all are pleased to say 

that at least the material is starting to move 

out of the Town of Tonawanda and it's been I 

think a positive relationship for most of us as 

far as getting some action, spending some money 
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and getting some material moved to a safer 

facility. 

It is very troublesome to me because there 

is a definite difference of opinion and CANiT 

has worked, I thought, very closely with the 

Army Corps of Engineers in attempting to 

overcome some of those differences that we had 

with the Department of Energy and to try to work 

together with the neighborhood to get this done 

as quickly as possible within budget and, most 

importantly, meeting various health guidelines 

that we had agreed to about a year and a half ' 

ago. 

Now, I do know there was some difference of 

opinion about the health guideline, but we 

finally settled on a guideline and we moved 

forward. My comments are really directed to the 

Army Corps because we are now to a point where 

we're at a next big phase of this program and 

that is to deal with Praxair, get that cleaned 

up the way it should be cleaned up and we have a 

couple more spots that need to be cleaned up and 

I think up to this point we've all worked 
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together, but there could be a separating of the 

ways here because CANiT, all the elected 

officials and the residents as well are looking 

very closely at this new document and I am very 

concerned about some of the leve,ls that are 

being used as a guideline for cleanup. 

Now I most of you I think have been with this 

for about eleven or twelve years as I have and 

there was a tremendous fight with the Department 

of Energy about the degree of cleanup. I 

remember there was some that had a very, very 

high level of cleanup. There was some that met ' 

a middle ground by saying we would clean it up 

for commercial property as it's zoned in 

Tonawanda and there was the Department of Energy 

that told us it was a peanut butter sandwich and 

it was edible and not to worry about it. 

I think the degree of cleanup is crucial and 

I think we need to work very closely together 

and not get into a confrontation, not to get 

into a head-on collision because we've come so 

far and ultimately the goal for all of us is to 

get it cleaned up. 
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Now, this issue of the leveil of the cleanup 

is very, very important and CANiT as well as the 

community and F.A.C.T.S. are looking very 

closely at your degree, your level of cleanup, 

and I will say that we don't agree with that 

level. 

We do not agree with that level, so CANiT 

now is going to take some time as well as some 

of the other groups and we have a consultant and 

we're going to get more deeply involved again in 

this issue as we look at what you're proposinq . 

to do and what we believe based on scientific ' 

research and documentation going back twelve 

years as to what is a safe level of cleanup and 

I want to assure the Army Corps of Engineers 

that we have no intention of accepting anything 

less than an acceptable level of a cleanup. 

'When DOE offered us millions of dollars to 

do a cleanup based on their point of view we 

rejected it. When DOE offered us all sorts of: 

opportunities if we would join t.hem in leading w 

the Imaterial here we rejected it.. When DOE 

tried to create a citizens committee that would 
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be directed by the Department of Energy to keep 

the Imaterial here we rejected it. 

When we all pulled together the message was 

DOE can't do this cleanup because we don't trust 

them any more and so DOE was taken away and the 

Army Corps of Engineers was brought here and up 

to this moment I think all of us would say it's 

moved well and you've done a good job, but let's 

not separate our ways. 

I want to again make it very, very clear 

that we are not ready today, tomorrow or next 

week to adjust what we consider to be a safe ' 

level of cleanup, and a safe level of cleanup is 

based on documentation, research and scientific 

study. 

We have a difference of opinion and we need 

to stop and solve this before we go to the next 

step and all of us know what this next step is. 

It is the newspaper confrontatio,ns. It is the 

public comment. It is the rally of the people 

and it is the cry of the elected officials to 

come together. 

We need to slow this right down. Let's get 
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this solved with Praxair. You :Eolks have waited 

a long time to get it done right and we've 

waited a long time to get it done right. Then 

we'll move on to the final cleanup phase, but if 

we don't get some reasonable conclusions from 

the Corps then I'm fearful we'llt take a step 

back and that's what I don't want to do. 

SO, my message tonight to you, sir, and I 

have to be careful because I'm in the Army 

Reserve so I respect that uniform and you 

certainly outrank me significantly, so you 

notice I didn't wear my Army uniform because I’d’ 

probably be on my knee right now, but I just 

want you to know, sir, that we can do this two 

ways. 

'We can do it together and we, can do it in a 

reaslonable fashion or we can get into a 

confrontation and then everything comes to a 

standstill and then everything sllows down and 

then we don't get anything done for another 

couple of years. 

:I think all of us want it done right the 

first time and we want it out of here once and 
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for all. Thank you very much. 

MS 0 KREUSCH: Thank you. Next speaker will 

be Marlyn Morford. 

MS l MORFORD: Hi. I'm Marlyn Morford and 

I've been a resident here for 28 years. I don't 

like to be a doomsdayer, but I agree with Mr. 

Swanick. If it's got to be done do it the right . 

way. 

I have lung cancer which I found out by 

accident just by taking an x-ray. My kids 

played here and a lot of neighborhood kids which 

we a:11 know have died and elderly residents, 

too l I think if it's going to be done it better 

be done right. 

Otherwise, it will no longer be a riverview 

community. It will either be passed on to the 

children or else it will be nothing. What I am 

worried about is the airborne contaminants that 

will be coming in the air when they do remove 

the uranium and the radiation material. 

I have no reason to have lung cancer, but I 

do . I am a nonsmoker and I have no reason for 

it and that is probably the only reason why, 
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from living in this area, walking the streets 

and picking up through the school yard and what 

else. Thank you. 

MS. KREUSCH: Gary Bauer? 

MR. BAUER: I have no comments at this 

time. 

:MS 0 KREUSCH: Okay. Is there anyone that 

did :not sign up tonight to speak that has 

changed their mind and would 1ik.e to comment? 

:LIEUTENANT COLONEL FEIERSTEIN: I just want 

to say one quick comment before we go to the 

break and the informal question and answer 

session. 

I agree whole-heartedly with what Chuck 

Swanick has said. I agree with what pretty much 

all of you have said, but I would like to make a 

coup:Le of points to clarify a few things. 

3C know that this is a very difficult issue. 

I know that there is a lot of history to it that 

I can't even begin to understand not having 

lived here. I know it's very emotional. I know 

that it is very negative and it carries a whole 

lot of negative connotations. 
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I don't think there's anything good that can 

be said about it. I would like to have you 

think of us as not being -- not having caused 

it. Don't link us with having caused it. We"re 

here to try to fix it. 

I'm an Army officer as Chuck Swanick said, 

the Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Army Corps 

of Engineers, my boss is a general. His boss is 

a three star general. I'm a military officer 

and :C'm not going to come to you and lie to you. 

I'm not going to deceive you and I'm not 

goiny to play political games. - I'm going to 

tell you the truth and I'm not going to mince 

words and I am very serious about coming to you 

to give you more information on this any time 

you want to. 

There are no secrets. There is nothing 

hidden under the table. There's no classified 

information that we're keeping from you. I will 

even invite you -- if you want to you can come 

in a group. You can visit us in the Buffalo 

District and I think that Chuck Swanick said we 

have done a good job up until now and I'll 
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take exception to that. 

I'll say we have not because we have not 

communicated adequately with you because there 

are a lot of misconceptions about this proposed 

plan and even about our Ashland 2 site, for 

example, and we'll respond to this formally in . 

writing. 

'We're not going to leave any contamination 

behi:nd on Ashland 2 and we're going to remediztte 

it a:nd move everything to the standards that we 

originally agreed to and we're not going to do 

that and I will accept the responsibility f'or ' 

communicating poorly with you and, like I said., 

there's a lot of misconceptions. 

This is going to be totally above board and 

open and I'd like to take a couple minutes break 

and then we will informally answer questions 

and, as I said, take me up on the offer. 

We will come out to you:r community and go 

through this with you at an'y time and you're . 

welcome to visit us in the district and we'll go 

over any of this with you at any time. 

I'm not -- what is the best way to put this? 
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It is extremely important for me to do the right e 

thing and I'll just tell you that's why I joined 

the Army because to me the Army is an 

organization where to the maximum extent 

possible you do the right thing and that's why I 

stayed in it and, again, if you trust your 

military -- that's why Congress gave this 

mission to the Corps of Engineers. 

R’s the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. It 

is a U.S. Army major subordinate command and we 

have a lot of dedicated civilian public 

servants, but it is always commanded by military' 

officers, so basically in effect you have the 

U.S. Army behind this and I will not -- I will 

act accordingly and handle this mission to bring 

credit upon the Army as I always have in the 

past, so please do not think of me -- I know you 

say you're the government. 

Okay. Can I make a little joke here? I 

probatbly shouldn't say this on record, but I 

will. To say that I/m the government and why 

should we believe you when someone else said 

this, that's kind of like -- everyone just 
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finished their taxes. 

.X's kind of like blaming me for the IRS and 

the tax system. Please don't blend it all 

together. We're the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers. 

We're here to clean this up and we will 

work very closely with you and I think that we 

have reasonable standards here and those are 

backed up by science and a woman up here made a 

comment about being concerned about contaminants 

in the air when we begin the remediation 

process. 

What we'll do, if it's okay with you, is 

bring the press through here and show the 

kinds of controls that we have for things like 

that. We have very, very serious perimeter 

controls. 

It's almost like a military perimeter 

where we have specified standards for 

wetting down the material and we have rigid 

parameters of detection equipment to keep the 

airborne contaminants down, so algain, 

everything is open and on the table and I 
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1 look forward to working with you to clean this 

2 up to a reasonable, a safe and a healthy 

3 standard. 

4 'With that said, I/d like to take about a 

5 five minute break and then we will go into an 

6 informal question and answer session. 

7 I 
8 (Whereupon, the hearing concluded) 

9 * * * 

21 

22 
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PROPOSED PLAN FOR THE Linde Site, 
TONAWANDA, NEW YORK YORK 

--------------------. 

----------~--------~,.=------------------ 
---..------------ 

----B-----------------.-----B--.- --- 

Public Hearing held June 7, 1999 at 7:00 
P.M., at the HOLMES ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, DuPont Avenue, Town 
of Tonawanda, New York, for the Army Corps of Engineers. 

Present: 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARK D. FEIERSTEIN, 
RAY PILON, PROJECT MANAGER, 
ARLENE KREUSCH, 
TIMOTHY BYRNES, 
THOMAS KENNA, PROJECT ENGINEER, 
MICHELLE BARCZAK, COUNSEL, 
CHRISTOPHER HALLAM, HEALTH PHYSICIST, 
FRANK STEVENSON, 
DAVE CONBOY, 
JOHN LANDAHL, 
CHERILYNN M. PARENT, STENOGRAPHER. 

ALSO PRESENT: 

Richard Tobe, 
Charles Swanek, 
Carl Calabrese, 
Donald Finch, 
Ralph Krieger, 
James Rauch, 
Alan Bruce, 
Lee Lambert, 
Kim Hanobeck, 
Sherry Dooley, 
Frank Lee. 
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LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: Good 

evening, ladies and gentlemen. My name is Lieutenant 

Colonel Mark Feierstein, and I:'m the Commander of the 

Buffalo Engineer District, U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers. Welcome to the Linde public meeting, the 

second public meeting for the Linde FUSRAP Site. We 

have a small group here, and because of that, tonight 

what we'd like to do is ask something a little 

different. I was going to introduce about half of the 

people in the room anyway. What I'd like to do is 

give anyone the chance to introduce themselves here, 

just so we can all know who we're dealing with. If 

you don't want to, we'll just pass you by, but I 

encourage you to speak up and let us know who you are. 

I think that would give this a tighter feeling, if we 

all know who we are. 

MR. BALLON: Frank Ballon, intern at the 

Corps of Engineers. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: Okay. 

Take it row by row. 

MR. HALLAM: Chris Hallam. I'm the health 

physicist with the Buffalo District. 

MR. KENNA: Tom Kenna. 

MR. LANDAHL: John Landahl, Chief of 

Engineer and Planning at Buffalo District. 
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1 MR. PILON: Ray Pilon. ~'rn the project 

2 manager for the Linde Site. 

3 MS. BARCZAK: Michelle Barczak, Counsel at 

4 the Buffalo District. 

5 MR. STEVENSON: Frank Stevenson with SAIC, 

6 contractor for the Corps. 

7 MR. CONBOY: Dave Conboy, Environmental 

8 Engineer with the Corps of Engineers. 

9 MR. BYRNES: Tom Byrnes. 

10 MS. LAMBERT: Lee Lambert, from the League 

11 of Women Voters. 

12 MR. MITCHELL: John Mitchell with New York 

13 State Department of Environmental Conservation. 

14 MR. TOBE: Richard Tobe here for environment 

15 and planning. 

16 MR. GRIMES: Paul Grimes, Erie County 

17 Department of Environmental Planning,. 

18 MS. DOOLEY: Sherry DooleyP. My son attends 

19 the school. 

20 MR. RUSSELL: Mike Russell. 

21 MR. DOOLEY: Dave Dooley. 

22 MR. BRUCE: Alan Bruce, resident of the town 

23 for 42 years and retired after 44 ye!ars teaching 

24 radiation science at the University of Buffalo. A 

25 friend. Town resident for 30 years. 
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MR. FINCH: Don Finch, Treasurer of the 

F.A.C.T.S, Incorporated Group. 

MR. COWAN: Bill Cowan, Tonawanda resident. 

MR. RYDER: David Ryder, Town of Tonawanda 

Councilman. 

MS. MOREFORD: Marlyn Moreford, just a 

resident. 

MR. KRIEGER: Ralph Krieger, President of 

Local 8. 

MR. RAUCH: James Rauch. 

MR. AUGUSTINE: Jim Augustine, Prax Air 

employee and resident of Building 14 since the mid 

'90's. 

MR. HIRSCH: Paul Hirsch, resident of 

Tonawanda. 

MR. KUBRA: Ron Kubra, employee of the 

Tonawanda News. 

MS. KIRK: Susan Kirk, town resident. 

MS. VOGEL: Sherry Vogel, Buffalo News. 

MS. KREUSCH: Arlene Kreusch, public affairs 

for crews represent, the Corps. 

MS. CRAWFORD: Martha Crawford, 30 plus 

years town resident. 

MR. RODENMOCKER: Kenneth Rodenmocker 

neighborhood resident. 
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MR. PASSPORT: Joe Passport, retired. 

TOM DOUGALL: Tom Dougall, Prax Air. 

MR. RAPHERTY: Jim Rapherty. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: 

Welcome. What we want to do here is clarify The 

Corps' plan that we discussed the last meeting. It 

addresses some of the concerns that you brought up 

from the last meeting, provides you with an additional 

opportunity to comment, and again, what we're trying 

to do here is get input and make sure that the plan 

that we execute is the best plan. Next slide. 

Meeting protocol. When we get to the comment 

period, I'd like to stress that you go in the order 

that you signed up in, that you signed up for with the 

cards. Arlene, are you going to call the names in 

order? 

MS. KREUSCH: Yes, I will. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: I ask 

that you limit your comments to five! minutes or less, 

please. That's so everyone can get a chance to 

comment and use the microphone, unless you're as loud 

as I: am. Next slide, please. 

This is an overview of what we're going to 

discuss. Next slide. 

Congress gave the FUSRAP Program to the Corps 

-* 
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of Elngineers in 1997. The bottom line of what we're 

trying to do here is -- sir? 

MR. FINCH: Could you move the curtain so we 

can see the :rest of it? 

LT. COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: How's that? 

MR. FINCH: Good. 

LT. COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: Let me also 

point out that we have hard copies of these slides if 

you'd like to take those with you on your way out. 

There's a stack about a foot thick on the table back 

there. Okay. Bottom line of what we're trying to do 

on this site, as with any site, is to do it right the 

first time, and by that I mean, reme!diate so that the 

site is protective of human health and the 

environment, and to do so in a timely manner, in 

accordance with applicable laws. Ne!xt slide, please. 

We're going to show you tonight that our plan 

does comply with applicable laws. It is protective of 

health in the environment and does allow free release 

of the site. Our modeling indicates; that the averag'e 

uranium levels left behind, when averaged over a soil 

volume of 2,000 square meters, is going to be less 

than 60 picocuries per gram. That I s what our modeling 

indicates. There was some concern because that is an 

estimate. There was some concern over that number. 
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1 So what we're doing tonight is we're going 'to commit 

2 to meet that number. Now, again, that was an estimate 

3 based on modeling, but I'm here to tell you tonight 

4 that we're going to commit to make that. Next slide. 

5 What I'd like to do, then, is turn it over to 

8 

9 

the project manager, Ray Pilon, and he's going to give 

you an overview of the Linde Site and explain exactly 

how we're going to do that, and get into some more 

specifics with the numbers. Ray. 

10 

II 

MR. PILON: Thank ylou, sir. This is our 

12 

13 

second meeting. As the Colonel mentioned, we'll go 

through the site history. There's some folks here 

that weren't here last time. 'Trying to make everybody -. 

understand what the process was 40 some years ago. 

15 
II 

We'll talk about the alternatives that the Corps of 
I 

16 Engineers has evaluated, explain what the criteria is 

17 for cleaning it up, explain the modeling that the 

18 Colonel mentioned, and describe what our quality 

19 
II 

assurance process is to insure that what we say we're 

going to do we'll actually do, and we'll identify the 

schedule and then take comments from anyone who wishes 

22 to make them. 

23 The FUSRAP -- let me start off. 112 the 

24 

25 

1940's, the Manhattan Engineering District came to 

Tonawanda and they were -- basically, they processed 

--II- 
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uranium at the Linde Site, and some of that process 

contaminated some of the facilities there. The FUSRAP 

Program is Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action 

Program, that was authorized by Congress in 1974 to 

actually address the contamination and take care of it 

and clean it up, and that's where we are today. 

The Linde Site was officially designated into 

the program in 1980, and for the past 17 years, that 

program was administered by the Department of Energy. 

That program transferred to the Corps in October 1997, 

and we're he:re today, two years later, with a plan to 

present to the town, to you. And when I first started 

our first meeting I said, this is a great day for 

Tonawanda, and I still believe it is, and we'll show 

you why. Next slide, please. 

Some of the history. There were some major 

studlies done by our predecessors in 1993. We've had 

medial investigations, baseline risk assessments,, 

feasibility studies, and the Department of Energy 

released a proposed plan in 1993. In that plan they 

released, it had some major concerns1 to the community. 

They wanted to have an on-site disposal facility, and 

it met with strong resistance, and that plan was 

pretty much dropped from future consideration. 

Since that time, the Corps of Engineers -- 
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next slide, please -- the Corps of E,ngineers has 

produced a number of reports. We've looked at 

groundwater. There were some injection wells at the 

site. We took a look at the groundwater issues. 

We've done a radiological assessment and we came up 

with a guideline derivation which kind of presented 

the criteria that we planned on using to make the site 

safe, and we've addended the feasibility study that 

was produced by the Department of Energy to bring it a 

up to current standards and we released a proposed 

plan in March. This presentation is the second one 

we've had on the proposed plan So that's, basically, 

the studies that have been done since the Corps has 

been involved, and you saw the studies done by the 

D.O.E. Next slide, please. 

okay. For those who are unfamiliar, maybe d 

you've never been in a Prax Air facility, this is 

Sheridan Drive up here. We're in the school that's 

over in this area here. Sheridan Pack Golf Course is 

up in here. I think everybody is familiar with the 

neighborhood. The Prax Air facility itself is over 

190 acres. There's a number of buildings. This past 

year Building 30 was demolished by the Corps. Tlhat 

was done last fall. Building 114 has) been 

decontaminated for radioactive contamination in the 
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building, and there's a Bright-Knox research and 

development for Prax Air. It's important to the 

community and important to the country. Next slide, 

please. 

Okay. This may be hard for you to see, but 

hopefully you can see it. The blue Iareas that are 

shaded on this map is where we know .the contamination 

exists in the soils. We mentioned B,uilding 30 was 

demolished. There's a slab that's existing there 

today. Our proposed plan that we're presenting 

addresses each of these areas. We're planning on 

excavating the soils, going into tunnels. Subsurface 

anomalies exist off Building 57. We believe there may 

be a vault there. We have a plan to go in, dig it up 

and Ihaul it out of the state. That's pretty much 

saying it in about 10 words. 'We're going to dig it . . up 

and Ihaul it out of here, and when we're done the site 

will be determined to be, under existing federal and 

state laws, be free release for any purpose. I- 

The one exception with this is Building 14. 

As I mentioned, the building is -- we decontaminated 

the interior of the building. We know there's some 

contamination existing on the outside brick. It's 

mino:r, but it's above guidelines. Our plan addresses 

that. We'll go in and decontaminate the exterior of 
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the building. . What we're not addressing or proposing 

to alddress is the subsurface soils that exist actually 

beneath the foundation of the building, and based on 

our modeling, I we believe the soils below that, which 

are inaccessible and out of human contact, are 

contaminated, and we plan on addressing that with 

providing, perhaps, institutional controls or some . 

kind1 of restrictions. If that building is considered 

for demolition in the future, we'd have to come in and 

insure that that would -- the soils would be addressed 

separately. Next slide, please. 

okay. The alternatives are -- I pretty much 

described them. The one in the dark box is 

excavation, decontamination of Building 14 and placing 

institutional controls if necessary. We've also 

considered demolishing Building 14. w. That's an option. 

Right now the preferred alternative that we are 

presenting keeps Building 14 intact, but addresses all 

the other areas within the Linde property, and the 

cost associated with that is, roughly, $28 million. 

Next slide, please. 

okay. I mentioned there was a guideline 

derivation radiological assessment performedl, and 

based on that, what we've done is we looked at the 

contamination, the radionuclides that contaminate this 
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site. That's, basically, uranium, thorium and radium. 

We look at all the laws and regulations, and there's 

an existing regulation in the Code of Federal 

Regulations, 40 CFR 192, that addresses radium and 

thorium, in that it allows for us to cleanup the 

concentration in the first 18 centimeters of soils to 

5 picocuries per gram, and below 18 centimeters we can 

get to 15 picocuries per gram. These units ace in 

picocuries per gram. It's addressed in an asterisks 

down there. 

The uranium is a different radionuclide 

that's not covered under the 40 CFR. So what the 

Corps: has done is they've done a risk base assessment 

and they've come up with a level that equals the risk 

associated with the radium and thorium, and that is 

600 pico&ries per gram at the surface, the first 6 

inches. It's actually 18 centimeters of soil. so 

that's the criteria that we've modeled for, and we've 

done risk assessments, and when we use this criteria, 

the results of -- I'll show it on the next slide. 

okay. What -- do you recall I said the radium 

criteria was 5? Our modeling shows that the radium 

criteria will actually be somewhere around 3, and when 

I mentioned the 600 for uranium,, our model shows, in 

the worst impacted area on the site -- the entire site 
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is not contaminated, but we've gone to the worst 

impacted areas on the site, taken the worst case 

scenarios, and the highest elevated reading we expect 

would be somewhere around 51. 

So based on the modeling re:sults, the Colonel 

has told us to proceed on and commit to achieving at 

least below 60 on the uranium, and wle've done, also, a 

comparison on what the differences are, and there's 

really not much as far as exposure or dosage. This 

here would show what the exposure is for a commercial 

industrial scenario. The site is owned -- is an 

industrial site, and plans are, for the foreseeable 

future, that it remain existing industrial. We've 

been working with the local officials and they agree 

that's the right approach to use. So the exposure 

that is a dose -- people are familiar with dose -- 

when we cleanup the worst impacted area, the exposure 

on uranium is equivalent to three-tenths of a millirem 

per year. Next slide, please. 

Okay. Now, this compares what the total is, 

radium, thorium and uranium. The previous slide 

showed the total was around 6. When you compare that 

to existing guidance or regulations that exist -- tht2 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission has guidelines that sa-y 

any activity should not exceed 25 millirems per year, 
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at 6. E.P.A. also has similar guidance, and we're 

below the E..P.A. guidance also. - Next slide, please. 

Okay. This pretty much is a repeat of what 

the Colonel told us to do as far as the commitment. 

The Corps will commit to making sure! the uranium 

levels are below 60. As I mentioned, the modeling 

showed it would be 51 in the worst areas, and it will 

be well below that in other areas, and this is based 

on averaging, a volume average over 2,000 square 

meters at three meters thick, and that's based on the 

model criteria that was used to develop that. Next 

slide, please. 

Okay. I want to talk a little bit about 

quality control and quality assurance. The Corps is 

-- we're using prequalified radiation contractors that 

are experienced in the field. They've been there for 

years. That begins the quality control process. We 

don't use anybody that's not well-qualified. The 

Corps also provides full time on-site inspectors 

on-site to insure that the work is being performed in 

accordance with our specifications. 

The Corps also visits the site with various 

technical experts, health physicists, rad technicians, 

anybody we need we'll bring out. We also have 
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confirmatory samples. The con'tractor will be talking 

samples and sending them out to a lab. The Corps dces 

independent confirmatory samples. We send them out to 

our own lab just to make sure that what the cont:ractor 

is showing 'us is legitimate and there's no nnistalkes 

made. Next slide, please. 

Okay. The information that the Corps gathers 

is shared with the New York State Department of 

Environmental Conservation, well1 share it with the 

Town of Tonawanda, Erie County. Anybody who wants to 

be involved, to review the data, what we'll do is 

provide that to them. The qua::Lity assurance program 

is also adm.i:nistered independently of project 

management. I'm a project manager. I report to the 

Colonel. Quality assurance folks don't work for me, 

they don't work for the project mana*gement side of the 

house. They're in engineering and they report 

directly to the Colonel, and while all this is going 

0% New York State Department of Environmental 

Conservation visits us on a routine basis. Sometimes 

they knock on the door when we don't expect them, but 

they're welcome to knock on the door any time, and 

they gather independent sampling and they have it 

tested at their own lab, and that's additional 

confirmation on the laboratory analysis. They check 
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US’ we chec:k the contractors. Everybody's checking 

everybody else. Next slide, p::Lease. 

So in summary, the plan we have does meet all 

the applicable laws and regulations. It mak:es sure 

the health of people not only working on the site but 

the residents in the area are protective, and it 

allows free release of the site. Next slide, please. 

Tell you right now, we're planning on ending 

our comment period. We started our comment period on 

April 27th. We've extended it for over 30 dlays, and 

right now we, re closing the period June llthl. If 

anybody has any comments that they'd like to submit, 

please do so by that date. 

Our schedule is to have a record of decisio:n 

signed in late August -- or late Jul,y, I'm sorry, and 

begin remediation in August. The record of decision 

will include the directive our Colonel has told us to 

do with the commitment of making sure the average 

uranium is below 60, and if all goes well, we should 

be able to complete the remediation :by the fall of 

2000. Next slide, please. 

okay. The comments can be mailed to the 

Corps, FUSRAP office. It's at 1776 Niagara Street, 

Buffalo, New York 14207. If anybody needs a handout, 

there's various ones on the table in the back hall. 
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Next slide, please. 

Okay. That pretty much wraps up my 

presentation on Linde. There was a meeting held about 

fou:r weeks ago and there were some issues raised. 3: 

just wanted to let the people know that we did listen 

to you and we have some answe:rs for you. s 

The. first issue peop:Le were concerned about 

at the first meeting was 60 picocuries per gram versus 

600 picocuries per gram. As a result of those 

concerns, the Corps went back and remodeled under 

various scenarios; we've looked at commercial, 

residential, farmers, tried to compare what our 

predecessor had, and we presented that information to 

Erie County and the Town of Tonawanda, and I[ think 

we're on track. .I think we have support, and perhaps 

you'll confirm that in your comments. 

There was an issue with Rattlesnake Creek. 

That's not on the Linde Site. That's a creek that's 

off the Ashland facility that's off River Road. There 

was an issue that uranium was discovered in 

Rattlesnake Creek and the Corps, the Corps was the one 

that found that. We're investigating it, and we 

expect a study or a report on that to be available in 

the next week or so, and that will be shared with New 

York: State Department of Environmental Conservation 
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and the CANiT consultant and the Town of Tonawanda, 

and we will do whatever we need to do to make that 

site safe. 

There was an issue with independent 

verification contractors. The Corps" position or 

policy is that we will not use them. We feel that our 

quality assurance, quality control process exceeds 

the, exceeds that process. So that's basically been 

eliminated from further consideration. 

People mentioned -- another issue w(as 

radiological licensing. People were trying to allude 

that there is -- there'd be a license required once 

we're done, and we've investigated that, and based on 

that investigation, we determined there will not be a 

licensed required. 

And last but not least, the New York State 

TAGM, TAGM stands for technical administrative 

guidance memorandum. That's a non promulgated 

guid(ance memo. What that TAGM does is identifies that 

the level of exposure should not be above 10 millirems 

per *year, and as I showed you in our presentation, the 

plan that we have does meet the TAGM. We're not 

required to make it. Our plan will be 6 millirems at 

-- u:nder the industrial scenario. So even though it's 

not something that we have to abide by, it's a 
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coincidence that we met it. .Next slide, please. 

Okay. I'll turn this over to Arlene. She's 

going to lead off the comment process. Got a list of 

names. She's asking that one person speak at a time. 

Limit that to a five minute presentation to give 

everybody an opportunity to speak, and if at all 

possible, use a microphone. 'Thank you . Arlene. 

MS. KREUSCH: Okay. I will be calling you 

in the order in which I received the cards. With 

respect to elected officials, Chuck Swanek, Chairman 

of the Erie County Legislature. Richard Tobe, 

representing the Erie County IDepartment of Environment 

and I?lanning and the Coalitio:n Against Nuclear 

Materials in Tonawanda. 

MR. TOBE: Thank you. As was said, my name 

is Richard Tobe. I'm Commissioner of the Erie County 

Department of Environment and Planning, and Chairman 

of CANiT, which is a federation of elected o:fficials 

who were formed 12 years ago to deal with radioactive 

waste in the Town of Tonawanda and the FUSRAP process. 

CANiT is a bipartisan committee of e::Lected officials 

who have, for the last 11 years, pursued an (objective 

of a Tonawanda free from the legacy of the radioactive 

contamination resulting from the Manhattan Project. 

CANiT continues to insist on the cleanup which is 

--- 
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protective of public health and the environment, 

provides remediated sites cleaned to a standard that 

will allow unrestricted use and that will ultimately 

enable the unencumbered implementation of the Town 

Master Plan. 

I first want to thank Congressman LaFalce for 

his continued involvement and participation in the 

process to insure the goals of (CANiT are met by the 

federal government. In addition, I wish to thank the! 

Army Corps of Engineers for their willingness to hear 

our concerns, respond to them in an appropriate and 

timely fashion, and for providing funding for CANiT% 

technical consultant, MJW Corpo:ration. I want to 

thank Lieutenant Colonel Feierstein for agreeing to 

extend the comment period for the proposed plan for 

the FUSRAP former Linde Site. 'Without that extension, 

our ability to prepare and understand the proposal 

wouldn't have been possible. So thank you for that. 

I also want to recognize the Army Corps of 

Engineers for their accomplishments thus far with the 

Tonawanda FUSRAP Program. For the first time in 50 

years, radioactive waste has left Tonawanda. The war 

years are long over, the studying is over, and 

finallly, the talking and proposal making is over. The 

Corps has taken action on Ashland 2 and now is ready 
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1 to move to Linde. The remediation at the Ashland 2 

site has been implemented with efficiency and has 

resulted in a cleanup which has exceeded the 

established criteria. These actions speak louder than 

5 words. The Corps' efforts have: exceeded expectations, 

6 and we hope this will continue as the program proceeds 

7 
II 

from site to site. 

8 On April 22nd of this year the Corps of 

9 Engineers held a public hearing here at the Holmes 

10 school. I testified on behalf of CANiT and raised a 

11 number of issues which needed to be addressed. Many 

12 of those issues were on the screen as one of the last 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

23 
*- - 
--: 24 
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several slides, and I was pleased that they were 

addressed as they were. One of the significant 

issues, and to us, the most significant is that the 

Corps had only that day released the funding needed to 

allo*w our technical consultant, MJW, to commence its 

review of the Corps' proposed Linde cleanup plan. 

Happily now, Dr. David Dooley has been able 

to complete his study and reported to CANiT that The 

Corps' proposed cleanup, as modified over the last 

several weeks, and as described tonight, will be fully 

protective of public health and will allow for the 

unrestricted use of the Linde Site, lexcept for the 

Building 14 issue, which we'll have to discuss, and 

-I 
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which Chuck Swanek will discuss. The most stringent 

radioactive exposure criteria will be achieved or 

exceeded, and Dr. David Dooley has essentially 

reported that we should feel comfortable in agreeing 

and accepting the proposed plan, and he's issued a 

report to us, which we will make available to anyone 

if t:hey want it, if you let Paul Krantz or David 

Doolley know. Paul, why don't you raise your hand. 

You (can get a copy of the report from him. 

Our experience with hazardous site remedial 

actions in the public sector usually calls flor the use 

of a:n independent verification contractor to assure 

that the cleanup action attains' the ILevel of 

clea:nliness specified in the work plans. The use of 

an IVC, independent verification contractor, is the 

first choice of CANiT. We are, however, prepared to 

accept the current structure of The Corps' quality d 

assu'rance procedures, provided that these actions 

continue to receive the scrutiny of the New York State 

Department of Environmental Conservation and CANiT'S 

tech:nical consultant. We are prepared to accept The 

Corps' quality assurance program due to the excellent 

trac:k record at Ashland 2, the built-in protections 

whic:h the Corps has in place, and beccrause of the high 

level of scrutiny that is available for this cleanup 
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effort. 

Given The Corps' track record thus far with 

the Tonawanda FUSRAP Program, CANiT is willing to 

accept the current proposal for the :Linde Site 

remediation, CANiT will continue to monitor and 

review the efforts of the Corps to e:xecute this plan 

and incorporate its criteria into work specifications. 

CANiT is pleased with the cooperative nature of the 

discussions, and looks forward to progress in cleaning 

and clearing this site and all others from its 

radioactive ILegacy. 

MS. KREUSCH: Chuck Swane:k, Chairman of the 

Erie County Legislature. 

MR. SWANEK: Thank you, a:nd it's a pleasu:re 

to be here this evening, and before I comment on this, 

I have to acknowledge that the last time I mlet with 

the Army Corps of Engineers -- most of you are my 

constituents -- you know that I do have this1 temper, 

it takes awhile, but they did get the wrath of my 

temper the last time. So I want to apologizie for 

that, but after 11 years of trying to come to grips 

with cleaning up the radioactive material, the FUSRAP 

material left from the development of the first 

nuclear bomb, we had run into a glitch, and it was a 

glitch that we all felt needed to be resolved, and I'm 
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pleased to report to you that we believe, CANiT, the 

elected officials, who have spent most of our career 

on this issue, are satisfied with the Army Corps of 

Engineers' review and modifications -that they've made. 

It is very, very important ,for us to clean 

the sites up and to do them in a prompt fashion due to 

the fact that they are here now. There is an 

investigation and review underway, and there is monies 

to take the material away from this :region, and we've 

had some really significant successes with the Ashland 

sites, but it has been a long process. There's been a 

number of meetings. After the last time we had an 

opportunity to sit and talk, and weWe come to what we 

believe to be a standard that is in full compliance 

with what we agreed with back in 199'7, '96, '97, with 

the Department of Energy. And so we are moving 

forward again, and the key is for all of us; 

constituents, elected officials and citizens, to move 

this material out safely, always having the interest 

of human health at the foremost point. 

There is one other issue that I just want tlo 

mention, and that is Building No. 14, which involves 

Prax Air and the Army Corps of Engineers One of the 

things that we have worked on throughout these 11 

years is when the cleanup did take place that the land 
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would be not restricted. There'd be no land 

restriction whatsoever. So this way, based on the 

zoning of the Town of Tonawanda, it could be used 

effectively from this time on into the future. The 

Building No. 14 creates some significant issues. One 

is that it :is a contaminated building, not 

significant:L'f contaminated, but there is radioactive d 

material there in that buildincq, underneath and -. 

around. Prax Air, at the same time, has used the 

building for a lot of their research and developrnent 

and has significant equipment and other materials in 

the building. What we would hope that the two partilzs 

could do, and all of us as elected officials; have haId 

a discussion on this, and we sincerely mean this,, we 

think it's critically important that Building 14 be 

dealt with. That to have any land restriction on the 

sites once the cleanup is done would really, we would 

miss; an opportunity to say once and for all the 

radioactive material, the issue, the FUSRAP issue is 

over with, and while the Army Corps of Engineers has 

extended their comment period one more week to deal 

with Building No. 14, it is our recommendation f:rom 

CANiT and from myself that we do eve,rything 

conceivable to somehow get this building cleaned up to 

insure that there's no deed restriction whatsoever 
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once the Army Corps has completed all of its work. 

And there is additional work that will be done even 

beyond what their cleanup is right now. So between 

Prax Air -- and I know it's a significant issue for 

you to deal with all of what you're doing over there, 

and the Corps because it's on a tight time frame. 

There has to be a conclusion reached where the 

material is cleaned up. So we would ask both of you 

to work on that, the elected side. The CANiT 

organization is more than willing to help aslsist in 

any way to insure that that's done. 

Then just in conclusion, to say that for all 

of us that have been involved in this thing, I know, 

going back over the years -- and I look at many folks, 

and I see we got Jim back again, and some other 

folk:s -- we've all sort of grown old over this issue. 

We've had to compromise in some cases to get the 

cleaLnup done. Not a compromise that poses any health 

threats to t:he citizens, but to try to deal with 

money, clean it up correctly, the health concerns, and 

the needs o:f the constituency, and we've been very 

successful with Ashland 1 and Ashland 2, and we want 

to be successful with Prax Air,, and we want to finish 

this project up in our time and we wrant it out o:f 

here. 

P-P 
-- 
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So it's taken a lot of us a long time, but I 

do think we do have a consensus and we can move 

forwrard and get . this job done. So with that, Yd ask 

the Corps to work with Prax Air and to get this 

cleaned up, this portion cleaned up as quickly as 

posslible, and then we'll move on to the next section. 

Thank you very much. 

MS. KREUSCH: Thank you. Mr. Carl 

Calabrese, Town of Tonawanda Supervisor. 

MR. CALABRESE: Thank you. I think with 

this; announcement this evening and this presentation 

that we are back on track for a very sound and 

thorough cleanup of the Prax Air site and the 

continuation of other sites in the future. At the 

last meeting I expressed a great disappointment at . 

what I saw was a change in direction, and I wanted to 

reserve judgment, however, because my experience . 

dealing witln the Corps of Engineers to that point had 

been very, very favorable, specially when compared to 

the old days of the Department of Energy. So I did 

reserve judgment, hoping that subsequent meetings .M 

would produfce a modification and a change of what we 

saw in this building just a few weeks ago. 

Ovler these past several weeks there have been 

a number of meetings and conversations and 
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re-examination, and that produced the numbers that you 

saw tonight, and I am very pleased to see those 

numbers and very pleased with the retaction and the 

responsiveness of the Corps of Engineers. This is a 

grou'p that's focused on the prize, and the prize is 

cleaning up this material and removing dirt from the 

Town of Tonawanda to a proper facili,ty for long-term 

storage. That focus was never existent before when we 

were dealing with the U.S. Departmen't of Energy, and 

it has been since the Corps came into the picture, and 

it continues to be, and again, we had a problem and we 

needed to refocus. The reaction was everything you 

could expect of a government agency and even beyond. 

So I'm pleased with that. I'm glad :I did reserve 

judg,ment. 

Colonel Feierstein has been a pleasure to 

work with, as his predecessor Colonel Conrad was. As 

I said, I think we're back on track 'to cleaning up 

land and opening up areas of land in the Town of 

Tonawanda that have been restricted before because of 

this nuclear remedy. 

MS. KREUSCH: I'm going to call off the rest 

of the cards. If you're representing an organizatio:n, 

please state the name of the organization that you're 

representing, Mr. Don Finch. 
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MR. FINCH: I'll be able to talk from over 

here. I have a couple of questions. About the third 

slide in, and it was repeated later in a statement, 

based on public input the level will be less than 60 

picocuries per gram. That leaves a little question 

here. Is that a misstatement, (due to lack of public 

input, or just what does that sentence mean? I'd 1ik:e 

a little explanation on that. 

MR. PILON: I can explain that. As we said 

in the beginning, there's a CERCLA process, 

Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation 

Liability Act, okay. Under that process, there's nine 

criteria that's evaluated; protectiveness to health is 

one, and it goes right around, and one of those is 

community involvement and acceptance., When we had our 

first public meeting there was some concerns raised. 

We went back and looked at it, and based on our 

modeling, we believe that we can commit to the results 

that the model shows. So what we've done is we 

confirmed that the process does work. 

MR. FINCH: I was just wondering Iwhere thjs 

public comment statement comes in, because rfeally, 

there wasn't a tremendous amount of comment. I f v-e 

been working on this thing for five years. 'The town .d 

residents are really asleep on the deal. So I don't 
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know about that. I've been trained, by the way, by 

many government agencies to be very, very, very weary 

of what's done, and this is no disrespect towards any 

particular one. They trained me, they disciplined me, 

so if I sound controversial, *that's where it's coming 

from. Then I was wondering, why was the comment 

period extended twice? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: Let me 

address your first question first. Maybe I'm overly 

sensitive, but I view my role here, as the Commander 

of the District, as a very important one, where I not 

only have to remediate, but I have to gain and 

maintain public trust, and I personally, at the last m 

public meeting, felt concerned about the picocurie 

1eve:Ls of uranium, so based on that, I committed the 

Corps to that 60 picocurie standard, and that is -- 

it's not part of the formal p:rocess, per se. I mean, 

that's not the way we normally conduct business, and I 

did that above and beyond the standards, the standard 

remediation levels. This modeling that we do is an 

estimate of what is going to remain in the ground when 

we're done trying to remediate to the 5 and 15 levels, 

and what I've done is committed to what is going to 

remain in the ground, and we (did not have that before. 

That's point number one. 
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Point number two -- what was your second 

question, sir? 

MR. FINCH: Comment period. I 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIEilRSTEIN: Whv di.d 

5 I extend the comme:nt period? There was a request to 

6 extend the comment period last time. When we release 

7 the public plan or proposed plan, normally there's a 

8 30 day period to allow the public to comment. There 

9 

II 

were requests to extend it, so 1 extended it for 30 

10 

I/ 
11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 anyone had any more comments they wanted to make on 

17 this. So what I've done is gone from 30 days to, what 

18 is it, 71 days. I've extended the period, roughly, 41 

19 additional days just to make sure that anyone that has 

days. That's 60. Because we're having a public 

meeting tonight -- and I'm not required in any way, 

shape or form to extend it again, but because we're 

having a public meeting tonight, I wanted to extend it 

again, even though we're behind in our remediation 

schedule, just for public faith and trust, in case 

20 
II 

any comments has full opportunity to air them. 

And one mlore point I'd like to make, and this 

is a side issue, b,ut it's been kind of danced around. 

23 On the independent verification contractor. Ray said 

24 that is -- that we don't feel that it.,% necessary 

25 because our process is more stringent than it would be 
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if we just hlired someone to come and independently 

check our stuff. But I will make a public commitment: . . 

to you all, and I've made this to CANiT, and we can 

invi,te members of the public out to -- this is when we 

do our quality assurance, quality control of the 

remediation here. Not only do I have a very rigorous 

structure set up in the district to make sure that 

there' s no cronflicts of interest, but DEC is going to 

chec:k it, and also, I'd invite anyone from CANiT, the 

public, F.A.C.T.S, whatever, to come out with me and 

we CiXl, in the full scrutiny lof the media, under the, 

you lknow, under sunshine and all the media spotlight, 

we can choose some sites to pick to verify that wrhat 

we're saying we're doing we're actually doing. 

So what Ray said about that being open to the 

community and the public and the media, I fully mean 

that, and take me up on it. I'm making the offer,. 

Call me, and. after we remediate, we'll go out on-site 

and pick sites at random, or someone can say, that 

lookis hot, we'll sample it and make sure that eve:ryone 

feel,s comfortable about what we're doing herfe. That's 

extremely important to the Corps, not just to 

remediate it, but that you feel comfortable *with the 

site also. 

MR. FINCH: One final thing. I'm very 
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suspicious, and when I saw this coming in at the 600 

figure, and now it's been lowered to the 60 figure -- 

I've seen bait and switch. Again, I"m suspicious by 

nature. I have to say one thing, F.A.C.T.S. does not 

go along even with the 60. It is not where we would, 

ourselves, come from. It looks to me -- and this is 

only my personal opinion -- we'll throw 600 at the 

public, if they complain too much we'll drop it down 

to 60. I think 60 was where it more or less all 

started at anyway. So we're not really gaining 

anything. Thank you very much. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIEZRSTEIN: I'd 

like to make a statement on that. Uranium is not the 

driving radionuclide, radium is. The slides we put up 

show -- what was it, point 2 or point 3 millirems. 

MR. PILON: Point 3. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: As a 

matter of fact, the level of remediation of thorium is 

driven primarily b,y its decay to radium. So radium is 

the driving radionuclide, and that is the major . 

concern. Uranium is secondary. You recall the slide. 

Would you like to see the slide again, sir? 

MR. FINCH: No, I saw it quite a few times. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: Even 

with all the three radionuclides; uranium, thorium and 
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radium, after we remediate the exposure that an 

on-site worker will get in a year will not exceed 6 

millirems, and again, as Ray pointed out, that means 

-- that's within the NRC guidelines, it's within the 

TAGM,, even though we're not required to meet that. It 

meets all requirements of CERCLA and is definitely 

very conservative. That's been independently 

verified, by the way, and we open our calculations up, 

and anyone is welcome to go through those. We have 

nothing to hide. 

MR. FINCH: Thank you. 

MS. KREUSCH: Mr. Ralph Krieger. 

MR. KRIEGER: I have to make a little 

correction. I found out about another merger with 

paper workers, it's Local 1 -- 10215, that's PACE. 

Worked at Prax Air for 32 years. 14 was always 

considered, by somewhat of a noted specialist, that it 

was not a building that was contaminated. Now all of' 

a sudden the last thing here that we're hearing, it's 

a problem. My problem is a simple one. If I recall 

correctly, Building 14 was built sometime, or started 

about 1937. It was primarily a pilot project for 

Union Carbide when they were using the process to 

extract the uranium. That's basically why that came 

here from the Manhattan Project, because they had some 
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experience in doing that. 

My question is -- and I don't know if anyone 

can (answer it here tonight -- is, how did that much 

cont'amination get under the foundation of a lbuildling 

that's four or five stories high when it was already 

built and the floor was already poured and sewers1 

already put in? How did that much contamination get 

there under a building? Where did that come from? 

That's my question. Thank you. 

MS. KREUSCH: Thank you. Mr. Jim :Rauch. 

MR. RAUCH: My name's James Rauch. I'm a 

pharmacist working on radiation issues for -- back to 

1983 involving a Niagara Falls storage site out in the . . 

Town of Lewiston/Porter. Worked with F.A.C.T.S. on 

the Tonawanda site when the Department of Energy 

released their draft environmental impact statement in 

1993. I fully -- I want to say, first of all, I'm not 

going to be able to join in any of the feel good talk . 

of CANiT or the politicians, and I fully expect to be 

cut off. I might as well say this right up. I fully 

expect to be limited to five minutes. So I'll proceed 

as rapidly as possible here. 

F.A.C.T.S. has instituted a lawsuit in 

Fede:ral District Court to prevent this cleanup from 

going forward as is constituted. . The Army Cforps of 
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Engineers has no radiological regulatory authority and 

they're going about setting criteria for cleanup and 

picking and choosing, as they call them, ARARs from a 

CERCLA list. The simple facts are that D.E.C. is not 

on bloard, or they weren't on board as of the beginning 

of April. 

The DEC radiation director belongs to a 

council of radiation control, state radiatio:n control 

directors, or a group. In early April they 'were sti:Ll 

petitioning for NRC, U.S. regulatory agency to produce 

regulatory control of this cleanup, and that means 

provide the proper cleanup material. The St(ate of New 

York's interest, quite cynically in my view, is only 

because material classified as source materi(a1 may 

still be left behind, and DEC, the State of :New York 

will be responsible for it. That's, cynically, their 

only interest, because up until now, quite frankly, 

folks, they have been rubber stamping everything that .I 

D.O.:E. has wanted to do, and that has been clontrary to 

a 1o:ng established public health cleanup criteria. 

They have a program called the SDMP. Sites 

such as this qualify for the program. The criteria 

involved in that cleanup program wou:Ld clean Tonawanda 

up tlo 5 picocuriesl for all the radionuclides 

across-the-board. Option 1 of the branch technical 
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position on uranium and thorium sites. That's what 

this community should get. That's the minimum we 

shou:Ld get. This business about scenarios, industriE.1 

commercial scenarios, folks, this is an area where 

peop:Le are going to live for a long time, have lived, 

have grown crops in the past, have drunk groundwater, 

okay. This limited exposure that they calculated 

these low doses for is a very limited industrial 

commercial exposure. It's not going to protect people 

for the tens of thousands of years that this stuff is 

radioactive. 

The Commander correctly pointed out that the 

radium is the immediate problem because it's more 

mobile, it's toxic, it's bone cloncentrating, it decays 

to radon gas, which is a very primary concern in 

residential construction and hosuses. By the way, 

radon isn't addressed here at all. Radon is simply 

brushed under the main exposure product at the end 

here,, Radon gas is not even being counted in here, 

okay, in the criteria. It's addressed under separate, 

very laxed E.P.A. criterion that allows 200 millirems; 

per year of exposure, basically. 

So basically, what F.A.C.T.S. has done is 

gone to Federal Court. We sought an immediate 

restraining order to prevent Ashland 2 from being 
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remediated, because once they yet the dozers; and the -. 

scoops out there, they're goinq to blend and do what 

CANiT has been promised they aren't going to get,, and 

that is blending in with the rest of the material. So 

what we have here is a certain amount of radioactivity 

on the site. They haven't asked for it in the 

original comments. They haven't given us 

radioactivities. They won't tell us how much they're 

going to leave behind. They say that's not their 

responsibility under CERCLA. So the community is 

going to be 1Left with this stuff spread all over the 

site. It decays to thorium, okay. 'Thorium decays to 

radium. They said a 40 picocurie clleanup at Ashland. 

They set that because under CEFXLA you only have to 

really meet 200 years of exposed safety under their 

projective scenario of exposure, but they went to a 

1,000. At J-,,OOO, with 40 picocuries of thorium 

blended throughout that site, okay, in a thousand 

years you'll have 15 picocuries of r(adium. You'll 

build back up the radium, okay. That's all they have 

to do under CERCLA is meet that standard. Is that 

good enough for us? That means that 1,000 years from 

now the site will be out of standard again, and 

people I if we're still living here we'll be exposed. 

That's not what F.A.C.T.S. advocates. F.A.C.T.Sw 
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advocates getting this material cleaned up properly. 

As far as uranium goes, if you leave 600 

picocuries of uranium, you'll have mu,ch, much more. 

We're sellirlq away our future when we've got a desert: 

location where all this stuff can be moved, which is 

what F.A.C.T.S. advocated, and have it stored at 

government contaminated property. 

LIEXTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: Thank 

you. We'd appreciate it if you let someone else 

spea:k. 

MR. RAUCH: The Attorney Generall-y is a 

newely elected democrat. The Attorney General has the 

authority to prosecute this without Governor Pataki 

and ,the rest of the D.E.C. -- 

LIEXJTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: I'll 

address a couple of points now. We will address the 

inaclcuracy point by point in writing -- 

MR. RAUCH: Will I have an opportunity to 

spea:k? Thank you. 

LIEXJTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: -- -i-j: 

I relmember, in the formal written comments here. On 

the lawsuit, all I'll say is I'll let the results of 

that speak for themselves. Dave, you had a point. 

about Ashland you wanted to mak:e. 

MS. BARCZAK: Last summer the Judge 
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dismissed a:Ll action against the Corps of Engineers on 

the lawsuit. Therefore, we proceeded with Ashland 1 

and the Building 30 demolition 

MR. CONBOY: David Conboy from the Corps of 

Engineers. Our cleanup criteria was 40 picocuries. 

We fully expected when we remediated the site we"d end 

up with 12 picocuries per milligram. When we 

completed it we ended up with a site-wide average of 

about 5 picocuries per gram. So we're well below any 

of the criteria that Jim has pointed out. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: And 

that is due to the conservative nature of our 

remediation We're very, very caref%ul, and we err on 

the side of caution. We'll address all the 

inaccuracies point by point in writing. Who's next? 

MS .I KREUSCH: Mr. Al..an Bruce. 

MR,, BRUCE: I've been working in this 

business since 1951, first learning (about it at the 

University of Rochester, supported on a fellowship b-q 

the Atomic EZnergy Commission, and I was at Oakridge 

National Laboratory, and I've been at U.B. 40 years 

and retired two years ago and taught this subject, 

biological effects of radiation, radiation safety and 

how to institute programs and carry them out, and the 

use of instrumentation for all of this. So I've been 
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1 in this a long time, and I must say, it hasn't been 

2 exactly a happy business to be in all these years. 

3 The rules have changed from when I started, a thin 

4 pamphlet so that I could keep up with everything. 1 

5 solved a lot of the problems. We ha,ve had very few 

6 problems on the University campus with getting rid of 

7 it, but it's been extremely expensive and got 

8 

9 I would like to see the government cleanup 

10 its *mess to the same amount that us users of 

11 radioactivity have had to do for all these years, but 

12 then nothing is quite fair, and I guess I wouldn't 

13 

14 

'-- 15 L '"\., 
.:; 16 

i ‘ 
done on very low levels of radioactivity. Nobody 

17 believed all levels were dangerous, and we have -- 

18 slowly there has been an awakening to this. So that 

i 19 the amount of basic research and mea,surements that 

20 have been done is far less at low levels than at the 

21 othe:r end. 

22 People have been more interested with the 

23 levels around nuclear detonation and a lot of other 

24 things, very high levels of radliation. Research has 

25 not lbeen supported at the low end betzause most people 

expensiver as time went on. 

really expect it to be another way. But what I would 

like to address is what we base all *this on. Now, one 

of the problems is that very little research has been 
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didn't believe in the business, didn't believe low 

levels were any problem. This isn't quite -- has not 

quite been found to be true. 

The other thing is the regulations that are 

out there. The regulations didn't come down to being 

carved in stone. It didn't come down from on high. - 

These are things that have been instituted by groups 

using inadequate research and guesses as to where it 

ought to be. Of course, they don't call them guesses, 

but statisticians have been associated with this,, and 

Mark: Twain made comments about statisticians, they're 

liars, damn liars, and statisticians -- I don't mean 

to insult statisticians, but having published a number 

of papers and carried out research in my life, and 

observing others that do the same thing, if you want 

to prove something, you look at it and say, is it 

really true or isn't it, and if it -- what you think 

is true, you try one method of statistics after 

another until you find one that agrees with what 

you're hypothesis was about how it ought to come out. 

Now, I never did that myself. I didn't apply 

statistics to mine. I could look at the data and say, 

everybody will accept this. Of course, I did a :Lot of 

my research on microorganisms where you can study 

effects of radiation on zillions of it, and it wasn't 
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like animal studies, where animals are very expensive 

so you try to do your study with as few as possible, 

and there are real problems in coming up with sollid 

data1 in that way. 

To comment on the regulations. The ones that 

came out in 1994 that apply, the morbe recent ones, if 

you look up radon and you carry through the 

calc:ulations and measure what is thr,ough our 

atmosphere, common background radon and decaly products 

in there, a1Llowed release from facilities using 

radioactive material is below what's in the air 

anpay I which tells me the equations that thley use and 

the safety factors that they plug in brought radon way 

below what we have lived in forever as the human race. 

So there+ something wrong with the 

regulations. They might not all be in the same 

direction, but anyway, they're not perfect. What I 

would like to get at is, we'd be better off to 

consider the levels with respect to what mother nature 

has put there and what populations have lived with 

since we became a species. Now, if you look up what 

the background radioactivity is from1 a variety of 

nuclides that are commonly found, you add these up and 

it comes up to about 15, slightly over 15 picocuries 

per gram. The world wide average of radioactivity -- 
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MS. KREUSCH: Excuse me, Mr. Bruce. 

MR. BRUCE: Now, these contribute different 

things, but when you measure this, it's rather 

diffiicult to sort out all these radioactivities and 

identify what they are when they are present in very. 

low level. It's very easy if you have large amounts 

because you can look at the spectrum, you can measure 

the energy, but when you're down in the few picocuries 

per gram range, there is so little radioactivity 

coming out that you have to count your samples for 

extremely long periods of time, and the natural 

background fouls it all up. 

MS. KREUSCH: Mr. Bruce, can you wrap up? 

You've used your five minutes up. 

MR. BRUCE: I've put a lot of people to 

sleep. Okay. The other thing about -- just one more 

word about the level of radiation in the regulations, 

is that they started out five hours per day, early in 

the century, was allowed to workers, and it slowly 

came down to a tenth of an R per day. You can see 

where it's going. All the regulations have gotten 

lower and lower in what's being allowed and,. in fact, 

when I first came to work at the University -- I 

plotted this on a log plot, extrapolated down, and by 

now we shouldn't be able to release anything because 

--- 
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anything we release is going to be above natural 

background,' if you keep extrapolating down and making 

them lower. So it gets very complicated, but the 

other thing 1 -- just one more word. 

The chemical problem with uranium. Uranium 

is mlore dangerous as a chemical than from the 

radiloactive unit. It's extremely to:xic. At Rochester 

one (of the big projects was studying these high atomic 

numbler of materials, and uranium did in all sorts of 

things, and it was more from the chemical. 

MS. KREUSCH: Excuse me, Mr. Bruce. 

MR. BRUCE: I've said enough. 

MS. KREUSCH: Thank you. Lee Lambert, you 

have a question mark on your card. Did you 'want to 

comment? 

MS. LAMBERT: Yes. 1 was very disappointed 

with the acceptance from the CANiT Committee of this 

proposal as it is. I really expected them to continue 

some of the anger that I saw at the .Last meeting. I 

have been in contact with the DEC, and I don't know if 

most of the audience knows this, or the audience knows 

it, Ibut the DEC has been corresponding with the Corps, 

Army Corps, and has told them numerous times, and 

seve:ral of them requested the use of an independent 

veri.fication contractor, and they couldn't understand 
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why the Army could not agree to this and wanted them 

to do likewise. That has not been brought up tonight, 

and I just thought I'd let everybody know that's what 

the DEC is saying. Perhaps Jim is a little concerned. 

They have been doing their job. The release for 

industrial land use includes only industrial 

commercial and the -- that means that a thousand yea:rs 

from now -- which Jim has pointed out, and other 

people have -- it will still be contaminated, and the 

fact that they're asking for Building 14, even if! they 

take it down -- and they don't want to take it down 

beca,use it's contaminated underneath it -- but if! they 

do take it down they'll have to clean up what's 

underneath it, and at some point -- that building is 

not (going to last a thousand years -- it is going to 

come down. Someone else is going to inherit this 

land, and so are the people of this area. We can't 

assume, as the DEC said also in their comment, we 

cannot assume that this will be continued to be used 

as industrial commercial. We can't assume this will 

never be residential any more than we could assume 

that Love Canal, once it was discovered, would never 

be used for homes again, and we can go on with what 

Dr. Bruce has said, I'm sure, that, yes, there are 

some other circumstances to consider, but 

-- 
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nevertheless, if we're talking about a cleanup, and a 

chance for a good cleanup, why are we settling for 

600? 600 could mean spread it around, it could mean 

rototill, it could mean average of 600 over here and 

nothing over there, and come up with 60 if you have 

enough averaging over three meters deep. So this 

could be a real problem. Let me see. 

I just wanted to read you -- this is the 

D.E.C.'s comments. Pursuant to CERCLA, the Atomic 

Energy Act and the New York State Environmental 

Conservation Law, we do not concur with the proposed 

plan as currently written. The major problems include 

the following; the proposed uranium criterion of 600 

picocuriums per gram is not acceptable. The Corps has 

not demonstrated that the 15 picocurium criterion is 

justified, and that relates to an E.P.A. directive. 

This E.P.A. directive allowed them to use the 15 

picocuries. The proposed plan does not include the 

use of an independent verification contractor, and the 

methods the Corps plans to use to determine compliaxe 

with the cleanup criteria are not defined, and then 

they include specific comments related to that, and I 

think that's all 1 need to say. I t:hink I've covered 

all my points. 

1 do want to make it -- I'm very disappointed 
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that the people in Tonawanda have not woken up to this m 

situation. 'You see all these beautiful homes nearby 

here, and we can argue there's a lot of background 

radiation, that's true, but why should we sit still 

for this? Why should we say, that's okay, and leave 

Building l4,, leave it to Prax Air? If they leave 

town, then what? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: Three 

points, and I'm going to quote a couple of numbers off 

of top of my head that are going to Igo in the official 

record here, and I know these numbers off the top of m 

my head because we've analyzed this thing to death. 

First of all, about residential standards. 

The cleanup that we're doing here does meet 

residential standards, okay. We're remediating this 

site to the point that, given all applicable laws, 

regulations, et cetera, a housing development could be 

built on this site after we remediatfed. So it is 

being remediated to a residential, or it is being 

remediated so that it is fit for residential 

occupation. The millirems per year, given the 

assumptions of residential occupatio:n, I believe is 

21, is that correct? 

MR. STEVENSON: Yes. 

LIECTJTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: And 
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this is under the 25 NRC guidance. Point number two. 

D.E.C.'s statement that the 600 picocurie remediation 

level for uranium is unacceptable, I've seen that. 

That's incorrect, and it demonstrates a lack: of 

understanding of the radionuclides that we're dealing 

with here. As I said before, the driving radionuclide 

is radium. The thorium remediation levels are 

calculated based on the half-life of thorium and its 

decay to radium. As far as the uranium goes, 600 

versus 60 picocuries per gram means a millirem delta 

of point one millirems per year unde:r the industrial 

commercial scenario. Point one millirems per year. I 

don't want to get into a whole lot of comparisons, but 

I think that you get about 5 or 6 millirems per year 

from the food that you eat. So we're talking an 

almost nonexistent difference there, and it just 

illustrates a lack of understanding (of the 

radionuclides that we're dealing with. 

Again, we're going to address all of these 

issufes formally in writing, but you'll see when we 

address it in writing, they're going to be the same 

numblers that I just quoted to you and that I'm telling 

you is the level to which we've analyzed this. 

One more point on the independent 

verification. The Corps is not going to have 
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1 independent verification of -- we're not going to hire 

2 a contractor to do that because our process is so 

3 rigid and our process is so riqorous and New York 

D.E.C. is verifying what we remediatle, but in addition 

to that, it :LS open to the public, and we can do this 

6 with the media present and have you (come out there and 

7 choose whatever sites you want to test and we will 

8 test those, and the media can Eollow it, and we'll 

9 watch the test results as they come in, and you're 

10 going to see that what I'm telling you is the truth, 

11 okay. 

12 
II 

So we have a very rigorous process and we 

13 don't need to hire a contractor, because I'm telling 

14 you it's ricforous, and I invite you and the media OU~J 

15 
II 

to watch us check it, and we'll address the rest of 

the points in writing. 

MS. KREUSCH: Thank you. Kim Hanobeck, you 

18 had a question mark on your card. Do you wish to 

19 speak tonight? 

20 MS. HANOBECK: 1 just have a quick 

21 question. I?'ve lived in this area for 15 years and 1 

22 

23 
*--.a 
z:* 24 
(?J 

25 

have two kids that go to this school. I'm not sure -- 

I mean, there's two hot spots that a:re over here thaz 

close to the school. they show is Have they tested 

any soil by the schools yet? They say there's sirens 
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that will alarm the school. That makes me more 

nervous knowing that. 

Another question. Why didn't you answer this 

gentleman's question that worked at Prax Air? 

Building 14, how did it get underneath it? If that 

building was never contaminated to begin with, how d.id 

it get in the building to begin with? Is it moving? 

Is it going into the soil and moving across differen-: 

areas? Thank you. 

MR. KENNA: Tom Kenna, project engineer. We 

aren't positive how the material got under there. The 

building was built in the 1930's to our knowledge. We 

don't know if it was the fill material that was used 

in the construction. As stated previously, the 

building was built in the 1930's, to the best of our 

knowledge, and we don't have definite answers on how 

that material got under there. We know it's under 

there. We don't know if it was the :fill material that 

was used in the construction operations. Some of! it 

may have leaked through the floor or out of floor 

drains. We aren't positive. 

MS. HANOBECK: Have they tested any soils 

around the schools? 

MR. KENNA: I believe there was one or two 

borilngs taken in the area. Again, to my knowledge, 
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those results were very low level, and there's also no 

reason to believe that any of the material was 

deposited in this area. So there was some limited 

sampling and testing. 

MS. HANOBECK: Do they have reports on 

that? 

record. Yes 

LIEXJTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIEIRSTEIN: Ifi 

someone has reason to .believe that there's some 

contamination at the schools, Yd like to know that, 

and qwe'll definitely check that out. Right now we 

have no reason to believe that there is, but please 

give me that information and we'll check it out. 

MS. HANOBECK: It seems kind of if it 

wasn't in Building 14 and it might be -- who knows, :it 

coulld be even under the school for anybody's knowing, 

If it's gone that far -- 

MR. SWANEK: In 1982 this thing broke lose 

with a study, a report that the state assembly did, 

and they released this issue, alnd big headlines, and 

radioactive material in the Town of Tonawanda, and 

contamination and everything else, and some may 

remeember that. Since that time -- and the Colonel 

wasn't here at that time -- there's been just study 
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after study after study done by the Department of 

Energy. New York State got involved in it after the 

report was issued. There was a vehicle flown in her? 

that went down every street that could document any 

radioactive material in the area as swell, because 

there was a fear that some people ma-y have taken some 

soil for landscaping or for vegetable gardens or 

whatever else, and all -- I mean, I'm not kidding you 

folks, there% this much paper on this issue, and the 

Department of Energy has it. To our knowledge, and 

all of the reports that I've read -- the County of 

Erie has constantly read the reports on this -- we 

have never seen anything that showed any significant 

result from the movement of this radioactive materia:L, 

but 'you don't need to take my word for it. I'm not 

asking you to do that. I'm just trying to save you 

all of this, because we're not trying to bury you in 

paper. I have never in my life seen an issue studied 

so m,uch as this issue. 1 think there's more money 

spent on studying this issue than there was on the 

cleanup. That's what finally brought this thing to a 

head. The County would be glad to supply you with 

information. We would gladly try to seek the original 

New 'York State Assembly report in 1982 that released 

that the radioactive material was here, and again, we 
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have never d seen a report that --- and these reports 

were all released publicly, so they were documented in 

the newspaper, if there was anything that was found 

that would pose a threat other than swhat they have 

documented in their studies on the Linde Site and over 

at the two other sites where the matlerial was. Esut 

we'll be glad to get that for you. I don't think he 

has -- this goes back 20 years, and II'm not sure they 

went back that far, but it's available and it's yours 

if you'd like it. 

MS. HANOBECK: I have one other quick 

question. 

MR. SWANEK: Not only did they bring in 

this piece of, equipment to survey the material, but 

then they did a helicopter flight up and down every 

street, and Carl and 1 got calls because they thoughi: 

we were attacking the area, because I think it was a 

military helicopter, and it documented -- you remember 

the darn thing, but they went at low levels and they 

went over every house and documented every piece of 

land and whether there was radioactive material, and 

then they did a study on that to see if there was any 

issue of radioactive contamination other than the 

normal background, and they found nothing as well, and 

that's documented too. 
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MS. HANOBECK: Can we get a copy of that? 

MR. SWANEK: Talk to Mr. Tobe. We'll chase 

it. Over the 20 years it's this much. It's out there 

and it's been done. We got to a point where we were 

studied to death, and I can tell you, the Department 

of IZnergy, they had to spend -- and :I don't have a 

figure -- but they had to spend between $10 to $15 

million stuldying this issue. :But you go through us 

and we'll glet you to those age:ncies and find every 

piece of pa-per that's available out there on this . 

thing. I didn't keep them. A:fter 20 years,. I figured 

we were beyond that. 

LI:EUTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN:: I have 

one more thing, sir, then I'll get to you for your 

question. 0:ne more point. I said before that I was 

committed to full and complete disclosure in all of 

this. I'd ILike to extend an invitation to any o:f you 

to come by a:nd visit us in the district, and if you'd 

like, we'll sit down and explain how we calculated out 

some of these numbers and show you in greater detail 

anything you want to see, because again, it's 

important not just to do the remediation, but it's 

important that you trust this, and Abraham IJinco:ln 

once said something to the effect that, if he even 

read let alone addressed all o:E the complaints that he 
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got I he would never have time to do anything else. So 

I don't expect to be able to conduct a public meeting 

like this without hearing opposition, you know, but 

again, I will make this totally and completely open, 

both the independent verification piece -- you can 

come back to the district, we'll takle you around,, show 

you where we work, how we calculate this stuff, go m 

into more detail, any area you want, totally open, 

above board, no secrets, and I don't want anyone to 

think there's any conspiracy to hide: anything. We 

have a web site. You can send me e-mails. Click on 

welcome. You get a picture of me there with a little 

e-mail link at the bottom. If you c:an stand looking 

at the picture, go down and click on the link. Send 

me e-mails. Call us, 879-4300,, and I'll be happy to 4 

take you through the district and see how we do this. 

I would not get up here and say that wearing this 

uniform if that was not true. Sir? 

MR. FINCH: There were two bio surveys 

done; one was a high level, one was a low level. When 

I got it through the Freedom of Information Act, I 

immediately got the one for the high level flyover. 

The one for the low level, cou:Ldn't find it. It's 

here, it's there. We don't know where it is. I ended 

up going to Vice President Gore, and just like Chat, 
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within two weeks I had not only the report but color 

photographs :Laying out, like, the levels of radiation 

involved with this low level survey, and I'db like to 

ask, this is the first I've ever heard mention of 

vehicles going on the street checkinq radioactivity, 

and I'd like to get together with somebody on that. 

MR,, SWANEK: We'll try to flind all this 

stuff. '82 is when it started. We'll try to find all 

of it if that's what you need. We cJot some of it anId 

I'm sure it+ in a box somewhere. 

MR,, FINCH: Relatinq to the lawsuit. I'm 

not an attorney, our attorney is not here, so I have 

to use lay terms. That lawsuit is not dead. It is 

merely laying off to the side waitinq till the whole - 

cleanup operation is done, then it kicks in. Now, 

this is due to the CERCLA versus -- see, I'm not up 13n 

that, who's responsible for the material. so don't 

ever feel that it is dead. It is laying in the qrass 

waiting till it's done. That I s what we were ordered 

to do. Thank you. 

MS. HANOBECK: I have one more quick 

ques#tion on what I was askinq. What precautions are 

you going to take if there's an accident or something 

happens to tlhe residents around this Prax Air area? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: That's 

-P-I- -- 
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a ve:ry good question. I'll pass it on to Ray and. Torn. 

MR. PILON: What we do, we have a monitor up 

on top of the school. They're air monitors, that's 

what they are, and there's an air monitoring plan that 

is produced by a contractor, it's required by us, and 

they surround the site and they're read every day. 

The lhealth physicist checks the data,, and if there's 

any indication of any elevated readings in the air, we 

stop the work, we see what's wrong. Hopefully it's 

just a bad monitor, but if it's a result of any 

activity the contractor is doing we stop them until we 

figure it out. We won't let them begin until he's . . 

either addressed the problem or we can figure out how 

to do it safely. They do run 24 hours a day every 

day. 

MS. KREUSCH: Ralph, we'd like to finish the 

comments and then go to questions, is that okay? 

Ms. 11ooley, you indicated -- 

MS. DOOLEY: My question was taken care of. 

MS. KREUSCH: Thank you. Mr. Frank Lee. 

MR. LEE: I was one of the few thousand 

people that made the atomic bomb. I saw a lot of 

uranium, I lived with it, and I'm fairly well 

acquainted with it, and it sort of surprised me that 

such an issue would be made of the so-called radiation 
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problem. In the past people had their issues to scare 

them and had to be corrected. The case of a witch you 

tied some unfortunate lady to a pole, piled some 

firewood around her and set it on fire, that took care 

of it. Today we have things like asbestos, that's a 

naughty word now, and radiation is a naughty word 

also. The funny thing of it is, though, that 

radiation is something you cannot av,oid. You get it. 

You're exposed to it all the time. 40 percent of your 

radiation in your lifetime is going to come to you in 

your food. You want to stop eating? So we ban foods 

that have radiation in them and then die of kidney 

failure because potassium in the food that we eat is 

an essential element for life. It's also radioactive. 

It comes in your well water. You want to stop using 

well water too, spring water? Can we give up lemons, 

grapefruit, a lot of things with potassium in it:? 

Well, let's be reasonable about these risks we face in 

our lifetime. Some of them are very small risks 

Some are them are very large risks. Sometimes we're 

willing to ignore a very large risk just because it 

pleases us. 

One of the larger risks we face in our life 

here, it takes 40 thousand minds a year, could be 

solved very easily by abolishing automobiles. Nobody 
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is going to do it, of Icourse. And there are some very 

tiny risks in our life and radiation is one of them. 

But it gets to be a big issue for sobme people, much 

like the witches were a big issue at one time, and 

ghosts and demons, and it's something we have to fear, 

and it's something we can capitalize on and 'we express 

ourselves through this fear. 

Well, the simple thing to do, perhaps, to be 

done is become educated as to how much radioactive 

material there is around here anyway. You're going to 

walk on it, live with it and eat it. 20 percent of 

the radiation you get in your lifetirne is going to 

come from around you. A large part of it is going to 

come from the building materials in your house, 

especially if you have a basement. 40 percent is 

going to come from the food you eat, and you don't . 

want to give that up, and another 40 percent is going 

to come from the sky, and, of course,, you can't g'o 

hide from that. So we got to face up to the fact that . . 

radiation isI a fact of life and only in extreme 

situations slhould we be worried about it. 

We should not be spending enormous lamounts of 

money to cure little things. W'e should spend enormous 

amounts of money for big things. You can save a life 

for $30 million from radiation if :you want tlo do it, 

--mm --- 
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or spend $300 for a life somewhere etlse in a foreign 

country, children that cannot afford inoculations. We 

don't want to spend $300 on them, do we? We have to 

be reasonable. In our lifetime we're going to face 

issu(es. We should spend our money wlhere we carry the 

biggest risks, and we should ignore the little risks 

or put them on a back burner, and radiation is one o:f 

the smallest risks in our lives, and1 we should not be 

spending an inordinate amount of money trying to solve 

it. 

Two years ago I visited the place where all 

this uranium came from. It's a place in Utah. It's a 

small town on the edge of a national monument. I 

went, walked around the dump which is left over from 

the uranium mine just outside of town. People there 

don't seem to be concerned at all about radi(ation. 

They shouldn't be. They're getting about 10 times as 

much as we are anyway. And there's places in . . 

Pennsylvania where you get enormous amounts Iof 

radiation, and they're not worried about it. There 

are places in the world where the radiation level is 

20 times normal and people are not going to *move out 

of there either. So we ought to get this into a 

sensible perspective. 

MS. KREUSCH: Thank you. Is there anyone 
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that didn't sign up to comment tonight that has 

changed their mind and would like to comment'? 

Dr. Dooley? 

MR. DOOLEY: David Dooley. I'm Dr. Dave 

Dooley and I'm with the MJW Corporation, and Ken had 

asked me to come up and say a few words about the fact 

that the number that has been used by the Corps to 

look at their modeling is something that maybe thley 

would like to have you understand in more of a 

layman's terms. 

Typically, when the general public hears the 

word modeling, their eyes roll back in their head and 

they say, what model are you using. And one of the 

things that -- unfortunately, the D.O.E. are the 

people that designed this model,, but it is a good way* 

to assess the materials that you have left on a site 

after you clean it up, and one of the key elements 

that you use in developing all your models is try to 

be as conservative as you can with the perimeters that 

you pick to determine what dose you have at the e:nd, 

and this model originally started out as, let's make 

sure we pick the worst perimeters for someone left 

living on the site after we clean it up. That is a 

farmer that has a well that's got his cattle on the 

site, is growing a large garden, and throw all these 
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conslervative factors in, he's eating1 everything out of 

his garden, he's -- he's eating all ithe farm animals 

that he grows, everything you can possibly imagine, he 

throlws that into the model. 

On this site, it's pretty tough looking at 

the demographics of Tonawanda to say that you're going 

to have a situation like that, where: you have a f'armer 

with thousands of acres, or even with a few hundred 

acres, or even with 10 acres, that's going to have 

farm animals grow a garden and live completely off 

the land. It just isn't reasonable. So what is 

reasonable is where you have a scenario that you have 

a resident and he has a small little garden (and he's 

eating a certain portion of the vegetables out of that 

garden, but he doesn't have any well water becaus#e the 

town has municipal service, and the expense of putting 

in a well and even getting a well that may be 

productive in this area is pretty hard to come by from 

a reasonable standpoint. What you have is a guy 

living on a piece of land on this site after they 

clean it up, that doesn't have a well, he's living off 

of regular water that's supplied by the city or by the 

town, and he's got a little garden, and you assume 

he's eating 5; or 10 percent of what he grows, a lot he 

gives to friends, but you focus in on him anld say, 
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what kind of dose is this person going to get at the 

end, and you're assuming a lot of conservative factors 

here, and with the industrial scenario, you know, guys 

going to work:, m he's going to :be there eight hours, so 

the dose is going to be lower. He's :not going to be 

farming the property, so you':re going to get a six 

millirem dose. 

As the Colonel explained, when you have a 

resident there, the dose is about 21 millirem, and 

again, this resident is the most conservative resident 

you could have. Not everybody is going to have a . 

garden, not everybody is going to have a house with a. 

basement. So all these factors tie into a number that 

is below any federal guidelines that the NRC has 

promulgated to date. It's in the range of where the 

E.P.A. wants to be, it's in the range of the TAGM, and 

as the last speaker pointed out, the :reasonable part 

of living on the face of the earth is we are all 

exposed to radiation every day of our lives, and like: 

it or not, there's radon out there a:nd, you know, 

between cosmic rays and what you have on the face of . 

the earth, you're eating about ,300 millirem a year, 

like it or not. You can live in lowe:r radiation 

areas, you can live in higher radiation areas, but 

human beings, we wouldn't be here if we weren't able 
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to deal with natural radiation. If we couldn't deal 

with it from a genetic point of view, we'd be done. 

We'd still be, you know, in amorphous mess in a sea 

someplace, and we'd be a single-celled organisms. 

That's a critical issue when you talk about taking tne 

standards lower and lower and you talk about 

protecting people. This is a very, very low number '30 

try and meet, and is it a reasonable number, yes it 

is, because you want to try and protect the public to 

the extent, largest extent possible, and with the 

numbers that I've seen that they have for this 

cleanup, and the models that we've run, the numbers 

are reasonable and the cleanup that athey've done 

already with the Ashland 1 site where they have a 

criteria of 40 picocuries per gram and they cleaned up 

to 5, and the dose incurred -- as the Colonel said, 

it's not the uranium that's the driver, it is radium. 

The key issue is to make sure that the radium stays 

under 5 because that's where the prolblem is. When you 

look at it percentage wise, the radium is 80 percent, 

85 percent of the total dose here. 'Take care of the 

nuclide, take care of business and we'll keep a safe 

site, not only now but a thousand years from now 

Thank you. 

MS KREUSCH: Is there an'yone else that 

-- 
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changed their mind about commenting tonight? Ralph, 

you have a question? 

MR m KRIEGER: Yeah. A couple things I: juIst 

wanted to point out. Chuck Swanek brought up the 

standing Fink study, that's the military connection, 

that's dealing with the Love Canal a:nd it does deal 

with the Linde Site on there. In thlat reading, 

there's two volumes of that, and I think it was put 

out in 1981. That's an interim study. One of the 

things we keep hearing about tonight is a number of -- 

well, what the picocuries are and what this is. I 

don't hear anybody saying what the cumulative effect,3 

are. Cigarette smoke wasn't a problem. The states 

going to make millions of dollars within the next 

couple of years to pay back for all the medical 

expenses that we consumers who didn't smoke had to play 

for the people who had cancer f!rom smoking. Let% nlot 

make any mistake here. The doctor is absolutely 

correct. Uranium is a toxic material. One of the 

most toxic materials outside of Plutonium. That's 

what we're dealing with here. We're not dealing with 

the sun, we're not dealing with the air, we're not 

dealing with the plants and the flowers. We're 

dealing with material that was unnaturally put there 

and processed to its highest degree for nuclear 
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weapons. It was not made to grow flowers. Make no 

mistake on that. This is a lot of bull around here 

when they ta:Lk about this. This other gentleman got 

up there, and I understand his position. However, if 

it's your child, your grandchild, or your mother or 

your father who got contaminated, however it happened, 

and they got cancer as a result of this, what would 

your opinion be? That's all I have to say. 

MS. KREUSCH: Thank you. Mr. Finch? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIElRSTEIN: I'd 

Like to put in perspective the millirems from the site 

and the smoking. From our site industrial commercial 

usage, 6 mi:l:Lirems a year, smoke two packs a 

cigarettes a day, 8,000 millirems per year. Just want 

to put it in perspective. S i r r? 

MR. KRIEGER: The contaminates from Prax 

Air, the railroad cars went out to either Arizona, 

Utah or California. They reffused them. Now, can I 

expect those things to come back here in Tonawanda? 

MS. BARCZAK: Nothing has been refused, 

sir. 

MR. KRIEGER: It hasn't? 

MS. BARCZAK: Nothing has been refused. -. 

Nothing has been sent back. 

LIElJTENANT COLONEL PIARK FEIERSTEIN: The 
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remnants from Building 30 went to California, and mu(crh 

to do was made about that, and I have to put that in 

perspective for you some. Californian Regulatory 

Agency I if you remember the name -- 

MS BARCZAK: I believe it's the Department 

of Radiation or Health and Safety. 

LIEUJTENANT COLONEL MARK FEI:E:RSTEIN: - -- we% 

out to the site where this material was and did a 

radiological survey and found1 no levels higher than a 

background level. 

MR. KRIEGER: Thank you. 

MS. KREUSCH: Mr. Finch? 

MR, FINCH: I'd like to clarify several 

things, especially this point right Ihere. Right in 

front of me :is a copy of what came out by the 

Associated Press, they're not saying that the material 

from Building 30 is too high in radioactivity. bqhat m 

we are -- they're arguing out at the California end 

is, wait a minute, we accept material higher than 

radioactivity but it has to be from natural sources. 

The Building 30 debris is not natural sources, and 

that's where the whole battle started. That's 

according to contacts I have throughout the west. 

Another point. I respect Mr. Lee, but I've 

got about 200 plus people that would like to sit down 
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and talk to him about getting cancer. Those are the 

workers. Unfortunately, they're all dead, so I'm 

afraid they won't have a chance to discuss this with 

Mr. ILee. I'm not joking people. Long-term exposlure 

to low level radioactive waste, the cancer cases are 

still blossoming among the Linde workers, the fac:tor! 

workers; one a month, Ralph, sometimes two, so th.e 

facts are there. The facts are there. Thank you. 

MR. CALABRESE: As Legislator Swanek said, 

we've been at this a long time and folks, let's not 

lose the big picture here. We can show tremendous 

prog:ress, even go so far as to say we can claim 

victory. Material is leaving this town. That never 

happened before. It's gone. We've got . . a plan to 

clean up even more sites. It's leaving. We've got i 

majo:r site along the waterfront that we agreed to 

clea:n up to 15 picocuries that actua:Lly got cleaned 1 

to 5. We are meeting or exceeding all of the state ( 

federal standards. I can't remake t:Ine standards. 

Nobody in this room is going to remalke the standards 

anytime in the reasonable future. Let's not make the 

best the enemy of the good. We are cleaning our lan 

UP* We are meeting residential standards. That 

didn't happen before. We all agreed at one point th( 

60 picocuries would be acceptable for Prax Air. We': 
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now going to clean up to 51, and who knows, by the 1 

I 

1 2 
1 

i 
; 3 

time they finish it may be even lower. so let's 

concentrate on the big picture here. This is 

4 progress. There are communities all over the country 
, 
'5 that are still arguing with tlhe federal government to 

6 remove their material. They would change places with 

'7 us in an instant to be waiving good-b:ye to the trains 

:8 
II 

out to Utah and California, because t:hey,ve not been 

9 able to make the progress we've made.. We've made the 

10 progress because of this organization called CANiT. A 

bipartisan effort to speak fo:r the community with one 
I 

voice, and we've done that fo:r 11 years. That's 

unheard of in this country, and politics in this areEL 

is pretty tough, it's not noted for cooperation, and 

this CANiT is an exception. IBecause (of it we have 

16 II 
seen Ashland 1 cleaned up, we are about to witness 

19 

f L 20 : 

Ashland 2 cleaned up, we are {seeing the cleanup of 

Prax Air. 1 don't know about you folks, but from 

where I come from, that is prlogress, and the job is 

being done, and let's not delve into the minutia here - 

to the point where we ignore and overlook those trains 

leaving filled with radioactive dirt and the Town of 
I 

123 I 

! 24 
/ 

Tonawanda reclaiming hundreds of acres of very 

avai:Lable land along the waterfront and cleaning up a 

i 25 I very important industrial site. So, please, let's 

--u- 
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keep this in perspective. 

MS. KREUSCH: Ralph? 

MR. KRIEGER: Just one more. The docto:r 

brought up studies. Dr. Thomas Mancuso, federal 

employee, and Alice Stewart did a study and they 

released it, I think, in 1964,, on 225,000 nuclear 

workers. When Dr. Stewart released that -- 

Dr. Mancuso released that study it was immediately 

seized by the federal government and he was fired, and 

today I do not think we can get that study. I th.ink 

it's still under lock and key. So do you trust your 

government? Trust what's verified as we know with the 

golf war syndrome. 

MS. KREUSCH: Mr. Swanek? 

MR. SWANEK: I just want to leave a couple 

of thoughts. Sometimes these things just get out of 

control as far as where we're going here. I have 

lived in the Town of Tonawanda (and Kenmore all of my 

life, and my parents have lived here almost 60 years. 

My parents remember when the nuclear material was 

being built for the bomb that ended the war. Almost 

60 years ago they did this work here,. and 60 years ac:o 

nobody knew about the radioactive contamination that 

they know about today, but our community participated 

in something that was of a national importance to OUT‘ 

-- 
I 
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people and to our nation. 60 years ::Later the material 

is still here. The only thing that's different is 

that it's getting cleaned up. 1 can't change what 

happened 60 years ago. I can't change things for the a. 

people who died. 1 can't change what happened at Prax 

Air. The only thing that I can change, that Carl can . . 

change, that Ken can change, and what: we want in this 

community is to get this material out: of here, and if 

we can meet al standard of a -- residential standard 

based on regulations that are much more stri:ngent than 

they were back in the 30's and 40's, then we're 

following the best procedure 'we can. We can fight 

about this till we die, but when that material's on a 

train and it's going out to a nuclear depository 

that's been secured and guaranteed to hold t:his 

material, 1 think we're getting something done. And 

so my vote on this issue is very simple. I deal with I. 

right now. 1: deal with how much money and how hard we 

fought to get the money for the cleanup and the 

standard for the cleanup, and I believe, as all of us 

believe who have worked on this1 thing for 11 years, . 

who live in this community and have (a stake in what 

goes on here, that we are moving in the right 

direction. 

I got to tell you something, folks. I just 

-p--w --- 
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am tired of all of these innuendoes t:hat are brought 

up about what happened back then and iwhat's going on 

and a11 of these other things. If you sat at those 

meetings for 11 years -- and I've grolwn old over this 

issue, I am tired of the rhetoric. 'We' re going to get 

this thing cleaned up and we':re goinq to get this -I 

material out of here and we're going 'to do it now and 

that's it, folks. And if you really don't trust us, 

and you really don't like us, then you can get rid ofi 

us as elected officials, but my epitaph and Carl's and 

the rest of us is to get it out of he:re unti.11 it's 

safe,. And I'm sorry I'm getting aggravated, but I've 

been on this train too many times. 'We have to get on 

with it so I don't have to talk to you folks about it: 

5 or 10 years from now when you want 'to live in this 

community. These guys are the only o:nes getting it 

out, and they're'getting it out safel*y and meeting 

every guideline that we know of. That's it, folks. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL PLARK FEIERSTEIN: There 

are no secret files. I invitle any of you to come to 

the district, we'll walk through, we'll pull open 

drawers and you can see what 'we do. So far we've 

gotten 45,500 cubic yards of this out of here, and 

that went to a site in Utah. Did someone challenge 

it? Yes, they challenged it, and the result, the.y 
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lost, and it's there and it's staying there, and we 

want to continue to get the stuff out of there and 

we'll continue to make progress. 

MS. HANOBECK: Did you say there was enough 

mone'y to clean up the area without Building 14, and 

will that be passed on to the taxpayers? 

MR. SWANEK: Ma'am, this is our intention. 

Our intention is to move this out. This Building 14 

is a:n issue between Prax Air and the Army Corps of 

Engineers. The CANiT recommendation is that that 

material be removed and this building be cleansed so 

that we are done with this issue when they leave this 

area, and the FUSRAP is closed out. There isn't 

anything left. Prax Air is working on that right now, 

and that's why when we met we asked for an extension 

of the time flrame, to give Prax Air the time to go in 

to their company and figure out a way on how to get 

that equipment out of there so that these guys can go 

in and do what they need to do, and the Army Corps, 

basically, has said, we are prepared to fund whatever 

we need to do at Building 14, and I ,say, when the 

anvil is hot, strike, and that's the only issue left 

at this moment, and it needs to get :resolved, and thley 

know it, and we're on their backs to get it done,, 

MS. KREUSCH: Mr. Lee wanted to say 
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something. 

MR. LEE: I'd like to answer a question 

about the amount of uranium in the soil. There's; 

about four parts per million, tin the average, and some 

places in the world it's much, much higher than that 

It gets up to about 5,000 parts per million, they'll 

mine it, and that's approximately what it is in sIome 

pockets out in Utah. Now, is that going to scare any 

of you from visiting a national arch,, a natural 

monument? That's right on top of that mine. Now, 

there are a lot of poisonous things in the ground. 

You can easily avoid it by not eating. They're 

insoluble, and your digestive system wouldn't tak:e 

them up. An amount of uranium in a cubic yard of a 

dirt is about a penny. For peolple that are afraid of 

radioactivity, why don't you move, it might be chkeaper 

to pay the moving expenses. I understand there's: very 

little radioactivity at the North Po1Le or Antarctica) 

MS. KREUSCH: Thank you. In the back. 

Gentlemen, do you have a question? 

MR. RODENMOCKER: Kenneth Rodenmocker, and 

I've attended several meetings and nlever once have I 

heard anything about Two Mile Creek 'and the cleanup of 

that. What is the status on Two Mile Creek? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: Sir, we 
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know of no issues with Two Mile Creek. 

MR. RODENMOCKER: It was a dumping ground 

for Linde. 

MR. HALLAM: Chris Hallam, health physicist 

with the Corps. To my knowledge we don't have an'y 

current data that indicates cle(anup of Two Mile Creek. 

is necessary. 

MR. RODENMOCKER: Has it been checked? 

MR. HALLAM: Yes, it :has. It was checked in 

the early '90's, I believe, by :Bechtel, or the D.1O.E. 

Bechtel was the prime contracto:r for D.O.E. at the 

time and they did extensive sampling down the entire d 

length of Two Mile Creek. The data they produced frclm 

that study indicated there was no cleanup warranted. 

MR. RODENIYOCKER: Again, I repeat, it does 

not fireeze in the wintertime and it is not a fast 

flowing creek. 

MR. HALLAM: I sincerely doubt that's due to 

radiation. Radiation itself, in the kind of 

concentrations we're talking about, wouldn't produce 

the kind of heat that I think you're indicating that 

would keep a creek from freezing. A:[_ so , there are a 

lot of other reasons why a creek may not freeze, and I 

think that would be a large jump to indicate that 

would be why it doesn't freeze. 
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MR. KRIEGER: To answer that gentleman's 

question. A couple of years ago, whe:n we were at a 

D.O.E. meeting dealing with Two Mile Creek, it was 

brought up then, and at the one meeting the same 

answer was here that you just gave, t:hen at a -- three 

months later somebody else who qwasn't:: there again 

raised a question about Two Mile Creelk, and Ron Kirk, 

the engineer in charge, said thley did find something 

on Two Mile Creek, and that's the last we ever heard 

of it. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: Sir, 

did the D.O.E. invite you to coTme to their office ancl 

go over all their documents? 

MR. KRIEGER: It was at a public meeting. m 

This wasn't *me. It was in answler to a public 

question. 

LIE'UTENANT COLONEL MARK FEI:ElRSTEIN: What 

I'm saying, if someone has concerns albout that, come 

to the district and we'll take out all the paperwork. 

MR. KRIEGER: One more point I'd ILike to 

make that my friends from CANiT brouq:ht up. You're -. 

absolutely right, I'll agree with that gentleman up 

there, radiation is not a problem. Is not a problem. 

It's in our food, it's in our sun, it:'s all over the 

earth. Then why are we bothe:ring to $clean it up? 

y-w.- -- 
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Simple question. That's what I want an answer to. 

Why are we btothering to clean it up? Why are we 

spending over $60 million on l?rax Air alone on a 

nonprofit? Let's figure that out. Let I s spend $6 0 

million and Ibring some jobs here and some industry 

here. Why a:re we spending $60 million? Answer t:hat 

question. Simple. That's a simple question,. sir. 

Simple. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARIK FEIERSTEIN: To give 

you a simple answer. 

MR. KRIEGER: If the radiation and the 

nuclear contamination on these sites throughout the 

whole Western New York area, not just talking 

Tonawanda, West Valley and the rest of them, Colo:ny, 

if it's not a problem, then why are we spending the 

taxpayers moinley to clean it up? 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN: Si:r, I 

don't want to -- 

MR. KRIEGER: I've got a real problem with 

that, Colonel. 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL MARIK FEIERSTEIN: Let me 

just say that the levels that exist cut there now 

exceed federal and applicable guidelines. We're 

getting them ,down to reasonable levels. Right now 

they're not -- I'll tell you what. :If we were to 
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calculate the additional cancer risk from what's out 

there now, I'm not sure that it would be -- I'm not 

sure it would be anything that would be very,, very 

high or terrifying. I'm having a problem trying to 

put that in the exact words, but it is in excess of 

guidelines. We're trying to get it down to an . 

acceptable l(evel, and what we're shooting for, again, 

is that dosage of six millirems a year. 

MR. KRIEGER: But it's not a problem. 

MR. CALABRESE: We are cleaning this 

material up for one very simple reason. We cannot 

stop the sun from shining, we cannot remove the 

bedrock of the earth that also produces radiation, but 

this material does not belong here. It was put hlere 

artifricially as part of a national effort to produce a 

weapon that ended a war, and it simply does not belong d 

in this town, and that has been our position from the - 

very, the ve:ry first day. It if s not ours, it does:n' t 

belong in an area of this population, of this 

proximity to a river, of this type of climate in terms 

of rainfall, and it's not ours, there:fore, get it out. 

You and I can't do anything about the natura.l 

radiation, but we can do something about the unnatura.l 

radiation, w:hich this materia:L repre,sents. It's a 

very easy quiestion to answer. :It does not belong 

--w-m 
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here. It was not meant to be here ever and it's 

going. That's good news, Ralph. I Ikmow there are - 

people in this country that don't like to hear good 

news. A cou#ple years ago John lStossel on ABC News did 

a great two-hour segment called, "Why Are We Scaring 

Ourselves To Death". I firmly Ibelieve there" s people: d 

that don't like good news, who like to scare 

themselves albout every potential newis in the world. 

Fol:ks, for all the bad news we hear,, the air 

we breath, the water we drink,, what's happening to 

life expectancies in this country? Over the last 3 0 , 

40 years, whlat has happened to the average life 

expectancy of the average man and average woman in 

this country? It's gone up. We I re living longer tha.n 

ever. In fact, you know what the largest growing I 

segment of our population is? People over 85. Now, 

in Russia it's the opposite. T:he life expectancy has 

been going down. We're leading longer and healthier 

lives to the point where our biggest problem is how - 

are we going to take care of the peop:Le over 85. It's 

leaving. We're continuing to work on the problem 

until all the sites are cleaned up. I will be able to 

rest comfortably. I live in this community. I have 

three childr<en. I plan to live in this community all 

my life. I think we're doing our job, and when it's 
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all said and done, I'll be ab:Le to sleep at night an6 

say we got rid of it. 

MR. KRIEGER: Congra,tulat ions on the 

Russian thinlg. That wouldn't h(appen to have anything 

to do with C,hernobyl, would it? 

MR. CALABRESE: No. The (sverage life 

expectancy of the Russians was going down way before 

that. 

MS. BAZINAT: Ann Bazinat, 13-A-Z-I-N-A-T, 

and I've livled in this community my entire life, not 

just in this neighborhood, but in the same house. My 

father was a chemical engineer (at Union Carbide Linda 

Division for many years beginning in the 1950's while: 

a student at Erie Tech. The house my family lives ir. 

was built by my parents in 1961. My father was an 

intelligent, knowledgeable individual, as his 

co-workers clan attest to, and I know if he ever felt 

he were endangering our health :by having us live near 

the Linde facility he would have relocated us in a 

second. 

I personally worked in the e:nvironmental lab 

industry. I've spoken with acquainta:nces at 

government agencies and even a certifTied safety 

professional regarding the Linde Site, my homes 

proximity to the site and possible health risks. I 

---.- -- 
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trust the opinions of these p:rofessio:nal and have 

decided to support the proposed plans with its current 

cleanup levels and institutional controls. In the 

perfect world we would have a:11 the :background levels 

brought down. This is not possible. Contamination on 

a daily basis for extended pe:riods -- I am saying that 

I belLeve as much of the material as possible should 

be removed to bring the contamination 1eve:Ls down to 

acceptable levels as prescribed by government 

regulation. I also believe that should these 

acceptable levels be adjusted dfownward in the future 

by the government, additional wiork may need to be done . 

to comply with the modified regulations. 

Peo,ple have spoken about hea:Lth issues and 

how they feel that they may be relatled to the 

materials and biproduct made du:ring the early 40's at 4 

this site and that these mate:rials may be making their 

way into our neighborhood. I've looked at different 

reports issued over the years. An interesting report. 

is the base risk assessment report. INothing that I 

have seen leads me to be concerned thlat dangerous 

materials have migrated from the site to our basement-s 

or our yards. If people are concerned about their 

levels, different government agencies have programs 

for radon testing in your home, for eight Ibucks you 

-- 
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can buy a radon test kit and maybe give yourself a .- 

piece of mindD I'm currently doing that, but I'm 

doing it because I'm afraid of the naturally occurring 

radon, not :radon that has come from the site. T:hank 

you. 

MS. KREUSCH: Thank you. 

LIIE’UTENANT COLONEL MARK FEIERSTEIN : OIkay . 

That concludes the formal portion of this. We w.i.11 

remain afte:rwards for as long as you'd like us to for 

informal questions and answers 
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('ERT I F I CAT I ON ,I -a--. 

I, CHERILYNN M. PARENT, do hereby certify 

that the forgoing transcript is a true, complete and . 

accurate transcription of my stenotype notes, done 

under my supervision, and done to the best of my 

ability. 

I further certify that I am in no way related 

to any of the parties and have no interest in the 

outcome of said cause. 

I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND, this 9th day of 

June 1999. 

7-m.- --- 
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Mr. rOm Dugan 
Mzmager, Halrh Safety % EnvironmentsI 
PraXair, Inc, 
17.5 East Yark Drive 
TOMWMda, NY MMO-7891 

Rcfetwxe: 1) USACE, Tectanical, r-/iemorandunl: Lindt Site Rerdiological i , 
Asscrsment, Dreft, Jenuaty, 1999 I , 

2) USACE, Proposed Plan for: the Linde Sire - Tonwanda, NW ‘York, 
Draft, Frbruary 12, 1999 0 

, 

Dw Mr. Dugan: 

Per your request, a review br the listed reference documelits has ken pM0imed-i MY 
specific comment fcx rcfenztrce 1 is a5 fOll0Ws: ! 

In general this document b been w&ten 10 present a ‘Thinese menu” of risk-based 
arid dose-based clean-up goals. To date, radiological ~ckerrr up at the Linda silo has 
bctn bwd oni a total, uranium site-specific smdatd of 60 pCi/g using DOE order 
5400.5 generic guidencc. (Ss Draft Post-Remedial Amim Report for Build$g 14 at 
Ihe Linde Site, USACEDR-4 16, Volume 1, November 1998). A cleanup level of 60 , 
pCi/g equates to a risk of about 1506 which is at the IC~WV end of the CEKCLA risk I 
range and is therefore weptable under CERCLA guid;ancc and succeeds in litding 
fin lifetime excess cancer risk CO rhe maximum txtltat po$$ibIe. k&et added 
featu= of this clean-up Iwel is that no addition barrim such as additianlal g&und 
cover are necdcd to rncet the IE-06 risk 1~~1, I 

The author3 of this document seem to be at odds in trying to decide whether t;o use B 
risk-bawd ot a dusembascd approach. Borh possibilities WC iefi open withoutjrcgard 
to hjstorical precedence TV the clean-up work performed to date at the sit.e. FM 
example, they cite an EPA document OSWER Dircctim 9200,44 8 which “iidicalcd 
thar a lifetime cxccss cancer tisk of 3E-04 ig protective”, Calculations for rhd residual 
concentrltionS for the two exposure ftenarios consjdered h $tction 3 shows th+ 
residual conccntwions to be 19,000 and 100,000 pCi/d; wd uranium, respeciively 
corresponding to a 3E-4 risk kwcl, From a dose-based perspeck 19,000 pGi/g and 
~00,000 pCUg equate to 300 mrcxdyr and 575 mr:m/y~: f~r the two sceslruiw$ 
considcrcd, respccrively, These concentrgtion~ may ble considered protccW4 under 
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EPA tiskhd guidance but they m completely out of line with NRC and LiOE 
(100 wan&), EPA (25 mrsmlyr) and NYSDEC (10 mtem/yr) dose-hued gbidanct 
values. 

%ction 3,2,1 states that “If a dose limit is established at the site a sumof-tlhc! 
f’rrrctkm approach must be wed to awue that the total! dose fkorn exposurel ti a11 
radionuclidcs is beIow he spccificd limits (s)“, Tha NYSDEC TAGM 4003 has 
tsbblished a dosebased limit of 10 mrcm for the site. If 600 pCi/g tota! um$tm 
were wd w B C~JWA~ value, this equatea to an annual doac of approxixlla:tol) 93 
Ixucrn. Under the wrMhhchctions rule for a dosc4ascd limit of 10 mrw$ all, 
other constituent nucli&s of wacem, wnely Ra426,, Thm230 and Th-t32 i 
cdkti~ly could nat exceed 03 mrem. In realistic wns this weld bc extrdnely 
mcult to meff becmse 0.5 mrm wuld quart to canc~ua~iam tithin 8 ftw 
percent of the normal background levels. ‘TImefore, these constituents ~~14 hwe TO 
be at or belaw measured background for the clean-up @a procad, At 60 pCif4 total 
w&m &!fkicnt leeway exista such that the other ccwtituent~ could contribbre to 
the total dose yet the 10 mrem/yr &&on would still be md The sm+f-l&- 
kaccions fulc fir the site would be based on the dam provided in Table 3-3 l>fi 
rtfmnce 1 aa follow with the U total residual axaaltration modified fo 60 &i/g: 

*[Ram2261 rtfen :O the measured concentration of Ra-226.. The site backgrwnd i 
1 targ~ua~ictn “BKO” is subtrackd from this value before being divided by the &Aide 
[ concentration for 10 mm for the remaining nuclides- Taral uranium at 60 pCi’g iwould I 
i addabout1~mtotheannualdosc. I 
I I 

I l Qn page 9 in the “Con~lu~ians” stcttion it is not certain what pmpasc is sepd by 
--Q relating the IU&UTI chemical toxicity when ir is 70 times higher than the: exis#ing 
6 ,dosc-baad clam-up limit of 60 pCb’g. 

t 
4 I 

I l ‘MACE ppases that Ahamatiw 4, Errcavation, DecoammiMtion and Institukionai I 

r- 
~Comtrols be adopted as the final remedial retiorl for the: Linde Site, The prqpciscd 

T$ ’ lpbn does discuss the pd~r ~ctitity at the &te but it carefidly O&S discussion iof the 
:gui&linas used for theaa pzwiow actions. P 

I 
t I , 6 

I cr 
l In 92.1 the iqjc&n wells WC discumd. 

:rtme&st.ion is acquired for this waste, 
I ~CNKVJ with the wwssment m,adc: &at no 

, 
i 

98-1174.0 f 0 
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Mr. Tom Dugan 
Page 3 

:Mawti 2, I999 I 

I 
# 

* f4 on ARARs does not address the historical aspects &the site clean-up and jt$ 
II-,.. rchtfion to the new proposed &m-up criteria, HOW is 40 CFR 19&a regulatidn 

0 
3- 

albomd in the early 1980’s, more responsive tc, site clam-UP OGcds thm DOE ()&ES 

I 
specificaly writin to srjdrw RJSRAP nmtdiel sctions such as DOE Order 51400.5? 
Also why isn’t W NYSDEC TAGM 4003 corrsidercd i;a this secrion? ; 

h su~ruy, reference 1 appears to be an anempr to justify (B higher clcarwp level , 
through several comparisons of concentrations of total wdktm using both dcxse-based 
and risk-based approuhes which five 8 uranium residual concenttaticxl are at od&, The 8 
rhlc-twmd appmch total U cuncentmtiow Bs exceed those of the dose-bawd apprtmch 
and &rcfurc make a dose-bawd approach of IO mrcm/yr (at 629 pCiAJ) seem almgst 
iruroc~w. Hcwcvcr, neither refmence 1 nor rtftrtnct 2 discuss that the soit lev&l of 
60 pWg total uranium ww wed for the previgus site wrk. I 

Should you have any questions plcnsc contact me at your corwetiilence, 4 

Mxy truly yours, 
I 
, 

MJW’ Corporation tnc 

I 
DavidI A. Do&y, Ph.D., C 
Prcsidht 

DAD: ICC 
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ATTACHMENT 5

RICHARD M. TOBE COMMENTS
April 20, 1999
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County of Erie 

LTC Mark D. FMrtirin I 

Dilhct 1e*r and corn 
us Amy corps ofEQ@mBefr 
B-0 lhtricx 

t 
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ATTACHMENT 6

JOHN J. LaFALCE COMMENTS
April 22, 1999
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April 22, 1999 

JomJ. k@ALCE 
Mtmtmofcon&pss 
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ATTACHMENT 7

MR. & MRS. RAYMOND CHAPMAN COMMENTS
April 28, 1999
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ATTACHMENT 8

PAUL J. MERGES COMMENTS
April 30, 1999
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~a: Pmpscd Han for the Lhde Site, Tcmawandk New York (Mad, 1!399) * 

If you have any questions 01 need fwiher hfha~an,, phc contact Jainn kfitchrcU of this 
Bwrau at (518) 4S7-2225, 

Paul f. Merges, Ph.D. 

cc: Lr Cat M, Feimstu& USACE 
Da White, USNRC 
s. Pass, US EPA 
R. Aidrich, WsimL 

* K Etimati,NYSDOH 
Ix carmy, prpxak, Inc. 
P. Kfanz+ Erie Gamy 
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Iadepwadm V;erid[crtio~ Comtrrctor 
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ATTACHMENT 9

DENNIS A. CONROY COMMENTS
June 10, 1999
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June 10, 1999 I 
I 

; 
8 : 

: : i . : i 



new stnzture. ; 



ATTACHMENT 10

LEONORE LAMBERT COMMENTS
June 10, 1999
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-id?& 
OFTHEG~REATER BUFFALO &?EA / 

i 
I 

1272 Delaware Ave,, Buffalo, NY 74209-2401 Tel: ‘71688~4-3550 . ! 

‘h?w 18, 1’393 

Sincerely, 



5 
. 

. 
-.. 

.-. _ . 
. - - -. .--“.. 



-- 





ATTACHMENT 11

MAUREEN F. LEARY COMMENTS
June 11, 1999
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June II; 1999 

Major Xally L. ibstxan 
Acxixlg Conunande~~ 
United Stktes Arnv Enginearing 
1776 Hiagaza St::& 

District . 

Ruffalo, New York 24207-3199 

Dear Major Easkmn: 

The Energv ad Water Development lQpropriar;$ons Aclz of 1999 
("1999 A&) ~$a the USACE funding to clean up radioactively 
contaminated s:ttes operated by the United States 'subject t6 the 
adminhrrativa, prccadural, and mgulatax'y provisions" of the 
Ccmprzhensive j%vl.r~nmental Reqmnse, Compensation axd 'Liability 
Act r (*'c-~c~"), $2 tLS.C+ 3 9601 et saq. and the National: Oil 
and Hazardous 13tlb~pk haances pdlutian Contingencv Plan, ("NCP"), 4(r 

- .w. C.F.R. Part 303. &zcordi.ng to the USACE's re$resentation~ to the 
Q - I_. VQ ~n&~=t~md th& the tsmedial actions under%3ken a,t *e a'- State, 

I 
Linde site axe behg dons pursuank to CERCU ad the umdarl.ybg 
regulations set forth in the NCP. The U!:3CE is bou.zd to comply 
with the express provisions of both. 

Even in tk zlbsence of CI~ 1999 Act, ths provisions *of 
c-cm and the, SC]? apply to sites like the Linde &.t= arhkh were 



. 2, 
f i amed and/or oparxt&, under extractor othemise, by the United 
1 5 States at tha time that radioactive and (other hazardous 
; substances were released to. the environmmt. a 42 US,C. 
j 9607(a) l The! Cnit:ed States falls within the, class 0f Fersoyjs 

responsible and o?:hsrdise liable under CERCLA for the r*emediaEion 
II-, of such r+l,eases of radiaactive or hazarldous stistznces at sites 
- in New York such 2%~ Lhde- .+- 

6overeign immunit;f 
CXRCLA contains an express wa;iver of 

as applied to .the United States, 
1 U.S,C. $ 9620(a)(l). 

Sz 42 

1 
i 

This letter :dll Set’hXth the deficiencies in thei Linda 
Plan and recomencl significartt revhions to the remedia.1 action. 

1 proposed by the t'SACE under CZRCIA, 

I of primaxy cxncern to the St&e is the absence 0: any 
j . referencea in 'the Linde Plan tz the applicable or reiws.nt and 
1 appropriata r~qLrenents ('tius") of New York State law as 
1 required by CE:RCLA Section 121, 42 U.S,C, !$ 9621, 30th cmcLA 
i ' and tha NcP rf!qui:re USACE to consider and apply boC X:&e and 
j federal ms ir, lgr6posing to undertake remedial action at the 

LInde sits. IJew '?cxkls JGLARs hav8 been ider&ified :a trhk United 
1 States repeate!dly since CESCLFs enac%xenL 



3. . 

The N~ckar I<egubtory- ~~nmiss~on's ('NRC's;") rqul,a$ians 
governing the hancilinq &nd disposal ,af radIoactive -date if= 10 
c.F.R. Pati 20) are a federal A.RAR that: the USACE has noti 
considered in the Linde Plan. The USACE% experiexe bth 
handling radioactive waste materials is rehtively limited and, 

, in the absence of NRC oversight, the Plan should at least 

other apgkiczblc p;RARs are fowx3 in State regtllaticlns 
governi.nQ radioactive con,tamihation in groundwater. 6 NY!- Pa* 
703.5 sets fwth 1:h~ State groundva.tar standards wkkh must, be 
achieved by th.e remediaE action. Thscs ,promulgated gr=;unidwatar 

f standards sat fatith maximum eoncanbation limits of 3 ;,idocaies 

,:I 

per liter ("pCi/l") fez radium-226, and 5 pCi/l for radkm-226 
and racliti-228 combined. This applicable sbmdard 1;'~s not 
identified nor comsiderec3 in the Lin8e Plan SO thalrs c&mid be a 

i showing that i.k cm be attainsd- The limited groux&a%~ data on 
irhe sic+ of orlly "sulec~ed" cantaminantx also prevezss zi Shaving 
that tkera vil,l be ov~~rall complianca with the StzZC5 ' i : groundwater st:aSards. i \ b ! 

i Tha Linda Pllan fails to identify smetal other sknificant 
State regulatbns which .are applicable 0-r relevant end& 

'. -\I ap?xopriate tcl the.remedial action at: the site, Tk.e %:a& 

Thescc regulations 
'materials and radia' Lion dose limits far menbsrs of 21e public due 

I to the releam of radioactive material ko the envfrxm~& These 
i I promulgated S::ate stan&ards- should have been identLEiecl ana 
1 
I 

considered & tha USACE as part of the Linde Plan. 
I 
i Tha Lin& +& atan &so fails to identify tha Sta=a Frocedural ‘ I I and substantive requiremeats for cm&zct:ing ,rernedizi actions at I 
t sites in . New :E0rX. ., &g 6 NYWR Part 375;. These rqulntions 
i 
/ 

define the p~~xess and criteria for makl.ng remedial de(hkms- 
i The United Stares Environmental Protecti.on Agency ('ZE]A").haJ a 
; similar gui&m~e document but it too is ncrt mmU.C:z.ed .k~!the 
1 Plan. 

I 
t 

&vels for CERCU, Sites With RaOioactivG:, Contaminacior:;"! EPA 
Directive 9200.4-b25, Ilsoil Cleanup Criteria in 40 C,IA./Pati 192 



revaz 

NRC Br;$nch Techrdcal Poeition on Dbp~s~~l csf Uranim Wastes, 46' 
Federal Register 205, pp, 52061-63 (198:L); DECfs Tachnical: and 
Administrative Guiirance Memoranda. ('TAGK) 4003, "Rem&i&ion of 
soils Containing Xadioactive Materials”: and TAGM 4030, 
use3,ection of Remedial Actions ht Hazarr?iaus Waste Sites,". 

attain a legally qpl;icabPe or relevant and appropriate $randa;rd, 
criteria or zecyu:iremenk' In. its April 30, 1999 1akh.r; DEC has 
advised the USAC2 that the State does mt Concur in the-remedy 
far the Linda Sita *that is proposed in the Plan- The remedy 
proposedSin the I?lan fails to attain Sbte and federal &&Rs 
since, among c~tlux things, there is PO consideration sf rthesa 
&ARhRs (other thar: 40 C-FIR, 5 192), and there is no remzdy for 
Foundwater FroFosed. T:he Plan must consider and. pro~de to 
attain Stata and Federal ARARsi 

The March 1999 plan fails to pr0poss any rem& fI0r: grwnd 
water desgite: ch(s tact 55 million gallons of radioactLvely 
contaminatwl e ff5ltent was injected into wells beneailx the site. 
The Linde Plm bases .the VSACE decision not to rerna5iatG 
gsoundwatzx kmmsth the ske on 'one validated ground :e*atez 
sample czollecx& y A Au-ing the remdial investigation in l&W1 
(Linde Han, p. 5) l This is s&nply n&z a sufPicienr basis to 
support the us~c,, "Is decision not to mm&i&e groundwats2. 
Moreover, TaLdeS 2 and 4 in the "synopsis of His’corical 
~nfom&ion on Lkxie Effluent Injection Wells" contain only 
"Selected Radio wclides" and "Select Groundwater Sampl,es" and 
appear not to ccr,txin the complete univsrsz of ~wux%~~Q~ data 
for the site,' 

‘fm short:, ECditional &t:a gathered. over a core e:tiended ' 
period of tine an& covering a mora extensive, rather fddn 
"selected," ~:UXLF af analytcrs is.neces~~ry to deternine the 
extent of contmination caused by the injection prcc~ss~sal Such 
dats is necessar-4 in order 
gromdvater rleed- 

to support U'SXCE% dezisian that 
;I& be remediated, 

As set :fcrtk tiave, CERCLA 121. (d)( 2) reqyiras Chatjthe 
remedial action xoposed "shall require I** a level or standard m . 
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CERCIA Sedim 121(b)(l) sats Pcxth a praference f:or 
remedial actians calling fax pemanent and significant r&,~tio~ 
in the volume, tvlcity, 
contaminants. 

and mobility of hazardous stiskant:es ~r 
Sectfan 121 (b) (1) requires that the XAC:E ' 

shall1 sel.ect a remedial action that is , : 
&.ec5i~ a2 human health and the envirozxzent,. 
that. is cost effe&&e, and that'utili;& : 
permane:o~ so1Utixms and alternative trexneat: - 
tecknologiss or resource recovery technolcgies itei 
the maximum extent practicdbie. 12 the Pr=si,dant. 
[or the USACE] selects a remedial action not . 
appropriate for a preference under this 
au.&;ec;ion, tb:e presidant [or the USACE; dd.1 : 
publ.isk an exp!,anation as to why a remedFd a:&icm 
~n;vc~l-qi.ng such reduction was not selScte5. : . 

42 U.S.C. 962l.(bj (I) e The Linda Plan fails to pxqwe a: 
permanmt and trlecefmx praf erred ground.water rmedy. Iride:ed, nd 
groundwater q vme5y is prapasad at all anId no meaningful 
explanatian isr provided for this decision in the PLm, ' 

The Linda ?1m propmm a dean up cpal of 6~ ?ci/~$ 
("pCi/g") ' for ::cesidual uranium contarainat:ion that will ratialn at 
the site. Thfs is a significant departure Crop1 ths ~rwious 
clean up qoal of 50 pCi/s propos& by th,e DQE in tje Xcw&&~er 
1993 'proposed Plm for the Tanawanda Site" znd ccrnfkmzd:as the 
clean up'g~al 5y 9OE in a November 23, 1.993 letter za DEB%; Dr- 
Paul Merges. Tha USACE has failed to explain or jsrify This 
sicgificanr &pa ,-ture from DOE's pteviouis proposal. 

The Plan aLs3 fails to i&entify the! remedial xas~r&s that 
have been or: Wi 1: be mdertnkcn pursuant; to enginesring 
evaluation/cost analyses ("EE/CA") previously issu& by DbL 
These EE/CA-d::i vm remedial measuras do not appear zo c:onst:itutro! 
emergency rem0vZt1 actions authorized by CERCIA, 42 Y.S.Ci $i 9604- 
Under the guise of DOE's EE/CAs, the USACE has Unde-aken 
remedial acti:2ns at the Linde sita prior to the fcrx&. i&lance 
of a proposed pi:;1 or a Record of Deci4.m in vidztim of tke 
NC? v 

It is urxle~z whether the EE/CA remedial meascrzs by the 
USACE have hen czdertaken in coxqdiance >ith State and federal 
ws and with ot::ler ragularary requirements set fz=ti in the 
CZRCLA and thlfe NC:?. These EEI/CA rnxmdial treasures Mve mqmented . 
the required comprehensive a.pproach to t:l-xe cleanup cf the sita 
and vere undeR&an withuue being subjec:ted to thta . =sqli5.&te 
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written analy3.,k and dscision-making protocol that is ;In integral 
part of DEC a:nd, indeed, EPJk remedial action ~~OCSSS~ZS: 

The Linde Nan fails 
aXready undertaken, 

to disclose ckt EE/CA reredi;al&cztions 
and fails to identi!fy the impact sl:ch 

measures may haw! had WI th;e lang--brTR ZDmQdial goaLs ,fai;c Izhe 

site. 

Significantly, the 'VSXE's EE./CA remedial ~rt~~s~rr::s have 
resulted in the imprapar dkposal of radioactive mste m&t~&,al 
at an unlicensed facility. Specifically, radioactbe va&te from 
the Linde site containir@gsea%zez thorn qDOS% by wei.&x (ok greater 
than 339 'pCi/g) cd total ura.nium was disposed at t&z W~to&il&cm 
facility near Bakersfield, California which is not ~i~9nnti by 
the NRC or the State of California to take such ?as=e. The vast& 
generated at the L$JI& site constitutes "byproduct zztE!zi:al” as 
that term is defined in Section 11(6)(Z) of the Akr=k Energy 
Act, 42 U.S-C. 5 2014(e)(2). This material therefare l Kas not 
exempt from the ~QCs licensing requirments and ShCUi:i hme been 
dispowd of at all NRC-licensed facilityql The ButtcmiLl~w 
facilitv 'is msrelly a RCRA Part C facilitq that is r,zk ksignad 
nor p&&ted ~CI deal witzh byproduc-t material. MO~EW~Z keither 
USACE nar its cgtltractor,, Radian Lnterwitianal I whik k&d.Led the 
radioactive was& hold an NRC license. The State SZ California 
has expressed disapproval of the USACIFs fmproper 15Fs~0sal of 
Linde waste at a RCM faciliky, 

. 

Radioactive tsaste generated from rEzmedj.al actL>witiefr ;2t 
FUSEUS sites histrorically has bean disposed in facilities 
licensed by the NRC or by qrwment st&:es, (smh as Ewkxare 
in the State of Utah), or at DOE-operatd sites. F~cle:~aJ. :Law 
mandates disposa:! of byproduct material at a lice-nsd ,'a&lity- 
S Atomic Enexg:~ Act, 42 ILS.C, 5 2112 and 2114 (~zohibking 
transfer or rece;ipt of byproduct material at an qnlFce:r,s&d 
facility). The NRC has long had a. policzy requiring dispasal of 
byproduct material only at: licensed facilities, This 'Doliczv is 
based on the ~~ali af pratectihg public &alth a&-t'= '. 

a 

snvironmenL Tha USACE's disposal of byproduct zmzsriaL: fran the 
.Linde site is a violationaf the AEA and is contra-r:- 5s &ong- 
established NRC EmliCy, 
Positions Data Base 190~" 

w ORNL Januaq 1994, "He&k1 ~kydcs 
l 

As you are aware, CERCTU Sectioxn l:!l(e)(l.); 42 -2.S.C. 5 
9621(e) (I), COntihS an E3xempcian for orpsite remedial akt:ltities 

disposal of radioactive wzst6a at a facjJ.ity that is not licsnaed 



i 

i by the NRC to zcccept such vast8 constitWes a vialation 0s C:ERCLA, 
1 

. 
ssction ZZl(d)(Y3) which provides: i 

: &g CERCLA, 42 UmS,Cc 5 962L(6)(3), (emphasis added), TJI& 11 t "apgQicabl;e federal law” referred to in.CEERCIA Section 121'(d)(3) 
1 is the Atomic Energy AcZ (:"A&) which goTterns the di;pc~ai of I 
i byproduct mataria and other re&ioactive waste. , The AEX kection 
I 81, 42 U.S.C. !:j 2111, : prcjhibits the transfer or recefgt in 
i interstate com:nerc;e of any byproduct rmte*rial unbsss ii~:ensed bv 

i tke NRC or other&se znkhorited under AEA, Sections 8~ alnd.84 42 
j w3.c. $ 2112 i:rnd 5 21'144, The VSACE and its contractqrls bcli no 
i such licsnse 01: authorization from the NRC. 
i i i i In light of the USACECs violation of' CERCLA in the disposal 
; of xadicractive waste fxom the Linde sita, and its failure] to 
! ! rccoqnize the ;Lpplicnble or relevant and appropriate Stata I-S, 
E the State beSxves that Ule exenption frsm federal ar,d State t i 
i 

pemittirq rquire.ments pr:ovid& in CERCld3 Section 121(ln)j s:imply 
does not apply to the USACPs activities. * 

TQe Plan lms failed to discuss co~mumity acceptaxe pf the 
propased remedial action.' In fact, there! is significmt I - 
opBosition to the remedy prop.osed. 
a&i June 3., 

At pu,blic meetims mi May 27 
2999, union o.ffiCids, citizen& groups, -an43 bt!xr t 

publ-ic interest: organiz&.cms and individuals fomallv s.vressed 
opposition to the Plan and questioned theI degree af c,els~i ~13 i 
praposad 1 

The NC2 rmuires consideration of th,e comumity's &eutance 
of a pro~ossd r&dia1. action. The commityf s oppositik go the 
Linde Plan cal::ts far the USACE to. revisit: the tamedy zr&s~d. 
particularly with respect to the amount of con~amindan ithat 
will remain in soils ant! the a,bsence of a,ny propos;al ta tiemr,dLate 
groundwater - , I I 
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Thft3 sfte’ has been kmwn to the United States ttar m&y years 
yet no. camprehlensiva cl&m up has been undertaken to eat* other 
rhan United work guxsuari~ to DOE 'S EE/Chs l It is impera:tivfii 
that reaedial efforts be $udetiaken fortlhvith bqt: in a l mimer 
that is consis~wn't with both State and fledoral law. ' We 4equest 
that the propwed Plan for the Linda Sitle be revised wf.tb;in 90 
days consistzent with the Stat:e'e ‘comenks, including the : 

I consideration cc iall Stats and federal ASAM. We further:' request 
that the .USACE:: target the islsubnc% af a. record of decisi& 
('ROD") fdr th<:r Lirzde site. no later than sixty (SO) days *ram the 
issuance of the rwissd FnIan, assuming that the State cxxic~rs in 
the Plan-. Under this time frame, remediial activities a&wed by 

o- 
the stati may cmmen~~ bafase ths close sF a9P% *. 

* 1 .-.“c -1 The State is aware t&k remediation of the Lindk site has 
~nvolvtci. a comple:x and attenuated process dating from tzhg early 
198&S. It apr:)ears that some prog.ress has been made by t?ie USACE 
in the last &hteen (18) mohthsa The Stats does not w&h 20 
fcx.ter further delays to the remedial activities gracebdjng as 

I soon as possible5 Nevertheless, rented131 activities must be # : i undertaken cortsistent with State 'and federal 1~ and the ;cl.eanup 
) must bc protec::tive of public health and the envirament. : We i : trust that UN! US,ACE wil'l work closely w-i- DEc in the f<ture to 
i assure that bc:,th of Che fo-regoing objectives are met. 
i 

; t 
i 
I 
‘h 

a 
A rspresentaat;iVe Of the USACE has advised Fiat therq xuy be 

i a complete ce<:;sation of retiedial eEr'orts at the Linda site if the 
\ 
1 

State: voikes ~.tqcaneems regmdinc the manner in which &EL USACE 

i 
has been procc:!o,ding. We trust thaf: this is nort represenkakbe of 

f 
the. USACE:% pcasition and t?mt the Plan will be revised c&istent 

I 
with the Stat&s cmment3 SO that a ROD can be issued fz?2udth 
andl the clean up can prociecd as soon as possible. 

/I~AU~EN F. Lzm'r ..dj I 
Assiskant Attar&y General 
(518) 474-x5& I / 


